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FOREWORD

The National Environment Management Action Plan (NEMAP) has been developed by the Ministry of Environment and
Forest with inputsfron allsectors ofthe people including non-government organizationts, academics, parliamentarians,
lawyers, journalists and grassroots men and women. The process ofpreparing the NEMAP has been highly participatory
twith grassroots workshops held in twentythree agro-ecological zones and six regional and national work-shops. The
Hon'ble Prime Minister of Bangladesh, Begum Khaleda Zia, gave her personal support and encouragenment to the
process.

Atthe Prime Minister's direction, the initial NEMAPdocument was widely shared around the country and with different
groups including media, NGOs, academics, government organizations and international development partners. Very
substantial and usefulfeedbacks were received and have, asfaras possible, been incorporated in thefinal report.

The NE,MAP is not being regarded as a one-offdocument or plan, it is rather a living process. It vvill be continuously
improved and updated so that the people of the country themselves will see it as their own plan to be implemented by
not only the government or non-government organizations but also by all the cotnscious citizens of Bangladesh.

We hope all concerned will take NEMAP in that spirit and will join us in our efforts to protect the environtmlentt wvhile
achieving the goal of development.

Akbar H-ossain, (BirPratik), M.P.
Ministerfor Environment and Forest
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I

OVERVIEW.1 
1. 1 Introduction

Bangladesh is one of the least developed countries with a low resource base, a burgeoning
X.. population with around half the population below fifteen years of age, a very low land - man ratio,

often threatened by both natural hazards and anthropogenic stresses. The vast majority of the
population live almost exclusively on the natural resource base. While some of these natural
resources are over-exploited, others are used sub-optimally. This resource base is under serious
threat and environmental planning is essential for the survival with dignity for Bangladesh's over

_ I 1 15 million people and for sustainability of the ecosystems.

Economic emancipation of the ever growing population of Bangladesh is the principal objective of
any planning activity. Government of Bangladesh (GOB) has thus identified poverty alleviation as
the principal objective and human resources development, through enhanced investment in
education, has been prioritized as a means to achieving better human resources. It is increasingly
being recognized in Bangladesh, as in other parts of the world, that for development to be
meaningful and sustainable over a longer period, environmental concerns must be integrated into
all development activities. Further specific environmental actions are also required for a better
future development path.

Integrating environment in all development activities and achieving environmentally sound
development planning has emerged as the greatest challenge to the dominant development
paradigms all over the world and becomes a more formidable challenge for a country, such as
Bangladesh, with resource constraints, inherent geomorphological instabilities along with its
vulnerability to natural disaster.

Any planning effort must be for the people. People are the users of environmental resources in the
final analysis. Peoples' involvement in identification of issues and concerns, finding solutions to
myriad of problems faced by them in Bangladesh and their own prioritization of concerns and
solution are not only desirable and essential but also cost effective. Further peoples' ownership of
the policies, programmes and projects and local level actions can make a fundamental difference
between success and failure of a plan. As Bangladesh strives to develop democratic institutions,
participation of the people becomes central to planning efforts.

The Constitution of Bangladesh, begins its preamble, "We, the people of Bangladesh having
proclaimed our independence ......... In Article 7(1) of the preamble, the constitution proclaims
"All powers in the Republic belong to the people, and their exercise on behalf of the people shall be
effected only under, and by the authority of, this constitution".

While the constitutional basis of the supremacy of the people is enshrined, very little effort, if any,
-I tt has been made to involve the people in all stages of planning. The Government of Bangladesh

(GOB) through its Ministry of Environment and Forest (MOEF) decided to undertake the National
Environment Management Action Plan (NEMAP) involving a peoples consultation process where
people would have an opportunity to define their environment, identify the issues and concerns,
prioritize problems and give solutions in three forms:

11
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(a) What shall we, as individuals and families, do to solve a particular problem ?

(b) What actions shall the local community, local government agencies and local level NGOs
and cormmunity groups contribute towards solution of a particular problem?

(c) What actions shall the central government agencies take to solve a problem?

in this NEMAP process the government agencies, the non-government community and other actors
of the civil society such as professionals (doctors, lawyers, journalists, academics, grass root
activists, researchers), parliamentarians, the business community and the media representatives
worked closely together, gave their inputs through structured consultation processes and
workshops, written and verbal inputs. Along with the consultation process jointly organized by the
Government and NGOs, a massive media campaign was organized to solicit peoples inputs- from
all levels of individuals, community groups, NGOs, civil society organizations and wide ranging
government agencies.

Another significant feature of this NEMAP process was the political commitment behind this
consultative and participatory process. The first findings of the participatory and consultative
process of 23 grass root workshops, 5 regional workshops and 6 professional or expert group
workshops was presented in a National Workshop held in the presence of the Prime Minister, her
cabinet colleagues, senior policy makers and civil servants, diplomats and all aspects of civil
society and representative participants of all previous grassroot and regional workshops. There
was enthuastic support from political leaders for the process and the preliminary fundings of
NEMAP. Moreover, the Prime Minister in the National NEMAP workshop instructed the MOEF
and involved NGOs, to go back to the people to present the preliminary findings, incorporate any
modifications and suggestions and ensure that peoples concerns be adequately represented in the
emerging NEMAP draft documents. This resulted in another cycle of focussed consultation based
on the preliminary findings.

Thus, the NEMAP process became a pioneering initiative in developing an Action Plan based on
issues and concerns identified largely by the people, priority as well as solutions given by people
and different actors of the civil society as well as the agencies of GOB.

1.2 The Challenges

Such a participatory planning process, particularly in the area of environment and preferably in all
areas of national planning, is highly desirable and efficacious. At the same time, it offers a number
of challenges. These include:

1. Challenges regarding developing appropriate methodologies which could represent all
sectors of population adequately within the given constraints of time and resources.

2. How to capture the richness of wide ranging discussions and conclusions corming from
consultations involving thousands of people. Further, how to develop an implementable
Action Plan doing justice to the solutions given by the people. Even more challenging is
how to cost each actionable project so as to make them operational.

12



3. Environmental concerns and solutions are most often multi-sectoral. It was described how
to implement actions and projects of multi sectoral character while the traditional mode of
implementation of action had been mostly sectoral.

4. People have been making their decision regarding environmental action at different levelsIt such as individual, family, community, public or private organization, enterprises and
regional levels. How to develop actions which is supportive of good environmental
practices and can improve and modify practices which are not environmentally sound or are
unsatisfactory and environment degrading?

5. MoEF is a relatively newly formed ministry having limited capacity and experience in
handling environmental issues. How to ensure that all sectors of the government and all
actors of the civil society are involved in the implementation of the actions in the plan and
can play their roles? How to coordinate activities at different levels, viz national, regional,
and local and between different sectors?

6. It has been stated the NEMAP process is a living process which must continue to ensure
that people can participate in the environmental planning on a continuous basis. Further the
NEMAP is not only a one-shot document but should adjust to changing environmental
realities. Thus the challenges here are:

(a) How to ensure continuous involvement of the people in the NEMAP process and

(b) How to make NEMAP incorporate national environmental dynamics.

As evident, the challenges are many and wide ranging. They include challenges in the realm of
methodology, operationalization, participation, resource constraint, institutionalization and the
dynamic character of environmental status at different levels. This NEMAP document along with
its associated volumes is an attempt in addressing some of these questions and to come up with an
Action Plan that can be implemented.

Relationship with Sustainable Development

The concept of Sustainable Development has been formalized in Agenda 21 which was signed by
Bangladesh at the UN Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED), the Earth
Summit in Rio in 1992. Agenda 21 as a mechanism to achieve Sustainable Development has a
much wider remit and needs to be initiated and coordinated at the highest political level. Poverty

t alleviation is emphasised as the overarching development objective of Bangladesh also within the
context of the SAARC. Under the current chairpersonship of the Prime Minister of Bangladesh,
SAARC governments have committed themselves to eradicate poverty in the sub-region by 2002.
"The Heads of State or Government accorded the highest priority to the alleviation of poverty in all
South Asian countries. They affirmed that South Asia's poor could constitute a huge and potential
resources provided that their basic needs are met and they are mobilised to create economic growth.
This requires that the poor are empowered and are irreversibly linked to the mainstream of
development. It was noted that each South Asian country has had significant success cases of this

13



approach to poverty alleviation". (Source: Report of Indep Souith Asian Comlnission on Poverty
Alleviationz, within that the text of the Colombo Summit Declaration)

Further the Bangladesh National Conservation Strategy (BNCS) has commenced is second phase
and contains a few elements which also contributes to Agenda 21. The BNCS and the Forestry
Master Plan are independent initiatives of the MoEF but many of their actions will be supportive of
NEMAP.

Agenda 21 envisages the establishment of a Sustainable Development Commission with hiahest
political commitment, participation and mobilization of all aspects of the civil society, with an
effective coordination focal point. The SAARC Declaration on Poverty Alleviation and initiation of
NEMAP are steps in the direction of addressing some of the issues of Agenda 21 , while the remit
of Agenda 21 is far wider.

1.3 What is NEMAP

National Environment Management Action Plan (NEMAP) is a Plan of the Government of
Bangladesh (GOB) prepared by the Ministry of Environment and Forest (MOEF) with input from
all segments of civil society.

It consists of five volumes.

Volume I (a) Summary in English
(b) Summary in Bangla

Volume II Main Report
Volume III Project Concepts
Volume IV Methodology
Volume V Technical Appendices

This volume is the Main Report (Volume II). This Main Report gives an overview in Chapter 1.
Chapter 2 summarizes the methodology of NEMAP. The Action Plan is given in the four following
chapters, each chapter addressing a major component of the Action Plan, Chapter 3 addresses the
Institutional Issues and Actions, while Chapter 4 considers the Sectoral Issues and Actions.
Chapter 5 describes the Location Specific Issues and Actions and Chapter 6 details the LongJ Term
Issues and Actions. Chapter 7 summarizes the main actions prioritized for immediate
implementation.

While Volume II (The Main Report) identifies several actions and prioritized a number of actions
for immediate implementation, Volume III (Project Concepts) expands each action into an outline
or a Concept paper of project(s) and identifies actors. These actors include government agencies,
NGOs, private sector, community groups, academics, other professional and people at large. Each
action can have multiple actors and components to be undertaken by different actors in a re-
inforcing wayi. These actions include advocacy, policy and specific projects.

14
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Volume IV (Methodology) details the methodology adopted in peoples consultation, participation,
prioritization and feed back. Also it highlights methodological issues and opportunities for
government - NGO collaboration and how to make NEMAP a dynamic and forward-lookina
process.

Volume V collates the technical appendices, workshop reports, detailed tables and maps which
evolved out of the NEMAP process. Volume IV and V will be of special value to specialists and
involuted policy makers. The structure of the NEMAP document is shown in Figure 1.1. The
figure further the sectoral, spatial and long term issues as identified by the people.
Since environment encompasses almost all sectors of the economy and influences the development
process directly or indirectly, multidisciplinary and multi sectoral approach are needed in the
formulation of policies, strategies, plans and programmes related to it. Implementation of these in
turn is dependent on a number of issues like capacity building, legislative measures, adequate and
timely flow of funds, development and transfer of appropriate technologies, generation of
awareness and continued political commitment. Some of the issues would be covered while
discussing in a more general terms the obligations and actions initiated by the Government of
Bangladesh with particular emphasis on the National Environmental Management Action Plan
(NEMAP).

The National Environmental Management Action Plan (NEMAP) is beina considered as the basis
for concrete programmes and interventions aimed at promoting better management of scarce
resources and reversing present trends of environmental degradation, as well as increasing
awareness about environment. NEMAP considers the commitments made uinder the Agenda 21,
and it may be considered as the first initiative towards the preparation of a National Agenda 21,
anticipated to be taken up by GOB in the near future.

The Government of Bangladesh (GOB) has for some time been engaged in the preparation of a
National Environmental Management Action Plan in cooperation with UNDP, and decided to
finalize it by initiating a pro-active consultation process in association with NGOs, journalists,
academics and other segments of the civil society. This is probably for the first time that the
;government is finalizing a national plan with active participation of people, representing all sectors
of the economy and all diverse regions of the country.

1.4 Objectives of NEMAP

NEMAP is expected to identify the key environmental issues, presently of concern to Bangladesh,
and the actions required to halt or reduce the rate of environmental degradation, improve the natural
and manmade environment, conserve habitats and bio-diversity, promote sustainable development
and improve quality indicators of human life. The NEMAP will be formulated, in response to the
current and predicted environmental scenario, into specific actions required to mitigate these
impacts. Since environmental conditions and policies may change over time, as progress towards
sustainable development takes place, the NEMAP should also evolve in response to these
environmental changes. The current document is appropriate to the environmental issues, and
requirements to address these, during the period 1995 to 2005.
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The NEMAP constitutes a synthesis of the Government's and People's perception of
environmental issues and the actions required to address them. The importance of NEMAP, even
apart from its participatory approach, can be described as a necessity for our future development.
NEMAP will determine the major environmental problems, identify their causes and suggest
mitigation measures. It will look at the issues not only on a sectoral basis, but search out the inter-
sectoral linkages. NEMAP will outline an Action Plan not only for the government, but for the
community, the society and suggest what each and every citizen can do to protect the environment.

The management actions considered in NEMAP are all essential to the sustainable development and
environmental protection of the natural and human resources of Bangladesh. However, there are
certain management actions which are particularly urgent and have, thus, been prioritised.

1.5 State of Environment and Development of Bangladesh A Summary

Bangladesh, being the world's most densely populated country with over 800 person per sq. km
and a growing population, is also one of the poorest with a per capita income of only US $ 220
and in 1994, 12th from the bottom in the world's economic atlas. Despite these Bangladesh has
made significant progress in several areas in the recent past. These include.

5 o Within a matter of 1O years the country's foodgrain production increased by 30 per cent to
nearly 20 million tons per annum achieving self sufficiency in food grain in 1992.

o Despite being one of the poorest and having a very low literacy rate, Bangladesh has made
significant strides in family planning, achieving a growth rate between 2. 1 and 1.9 per
cent.

o Though democratic institutions are still weak the people of Bangladesh has successfully
managed to establish a democratic process through a fair and free election in 1991.

o The Government has made major commitment to the social sectors with highest investment
in education.

o Bangladesh has increased export earnings to US$ 2.3 billion for 1992-93 with,
stabilization of net aid inflows to US$ 1.6 billion per annum. The Government has made
significant progress in reducing dependence on foreign aid in the last two years. In 1993-
94, 38% of the Development Budget is being funded out of Bangladesh's own resources
which was at zero percent in the year 1989-90.

There has been an initiation of foreign private sector investment and a rapid expansion of
the capital market which has crossed US $ I billion in 1994.

o The Government through its Ministry of Planning has initiated a participatory planning
exercise.

17



o A successful example of peoples participation in environmental regeneration has been a
massive tree plantation programme which was undertaken jointly by the Government,
NGOs, community groups and people themselves, where 2 billion samplings have been
planted in the financial year 1993-94 from a equally significant 1.3 billion in FY 1992-93.

Notwithstanding these commendable achievements the state of environment and development
offers tremendous challenge and some opportunities.

Poverty and Malnutrition

It is estimated that over 40 per cent of the population regularly consume less than the absolute
critical minimum of 1800 calories per day. These 50 million people are amongst the world's
poorest by any standard of development. Furthermore, others have estimated that the numbers of
absolute poor have risen significantly. The poverty of these deprived people is deep rooted,
pervasive and multi-faceted, relating not just to the absence of reliable incomes and prodtictive
assets, but also to food, safe water, sanitation, education, shelter, inequities, injustice and lack of
power. These most deprived persons of the world are also extremely vulnerable to disaster and
disease. The challenges posed by this mass of poverty are enormous for a country which is now
populated in total by over 120 million, on a land base which is already the most densely populated
in the world at over 800 persons per sq.km., with accelerating environmental degradation.

The Human Development Indicators for Bangladesh are also staggering. Bangladesh has an Adult
literacy rate of 37 percent and life expectancy of 52.2 years, mortality rate of 109 and maternal
mortality rate (in 1986) was 650, and a morbidity rate of 18 per cent for female and 15 per cent for
male. By the year 2001, it is forecast that a quarter of the population will live in urban areas. Urban
slum dwellers now account for some 15 per cent of the population and still grow by 6 per cent p.a.

Some 60 per cent of the total land area is cultivated, one of the highest percentages in Asia.
Agriculture represented slightly less than half of the GDP in 1986, and average annual rate of
growth in agricultural production was about 2.7 per cent from 1980-86, which was barely enough
to keep pace with population growth. In 1992 the country was for the first time self-sufficient in
rice, the main staple diet. Food shortages affect more than half the population and food imports
were rising to keep abreast of demand. Export volumes are relatively small and not well
diversified. However, in 1992 food (grain) self sufficiency was attained, thanks to a disaster-free
year.

Access to clean water is problematic for many households and as a result of contarninated drinking
water, lack of sanitation and poor hygine practice, gastro-enteritis and other water-borne diseases
are common. The effect of these diseases, together with chronic malnutrition and inadequate health
services is a high rate of infant mortality; 25 per cent of infants die before the age of 5. Maternal
mortality rates are nearly 100 times greater than the rates for Scandinavian countries.

Despite relatively high growth rates for urban areas over 80 per cent of the population still resides
in rural areas. Because of the relatively high population growth rates a large proportion of the
population is young and will soon greatly increase the ranks of those needing schooling and
employment.
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Population Growth

l - l Bangladesh's population is about 120 million confined within 144,000 km2 , making its population
density the highest in the world.

t f Over 50 per cent of the population is below 15 years of age and hence in the next 10 years, there
will be a dramatic rise in demand for employment. Employment opportunities in agriculture appear
to be limited and other sectors are not creating sufficient new jobs. The urban population was 13
million in 1981. It is expected to reach 41 million in 2000.

Population growth is identified as perhaps the most serious problem inhibiting a sustainable use of
resources. Conversion of the vast population to productive human resource remains the greatest

i ; development challenge. Increases in development or productivity are eroded by population growth.
A very low land/man ratio intensifies the competition of the very limited land resources for
different uses.

Natural Hazards

t Recurrent floods cover large areas, oflten up to 30 per cent of the country. They affect and damage
crops, seeds, trees, livestock, housing and infrastructure. Floods can enhance erosion by the rivers
with consequent loss of valuable arable land. Areas hit by cyclones are not very large, but the
devastation can be enormous. For example the cyclone of April 1991, killed an estimated 130,000
people. The north-west part of the country is vulnerable to drught and north-east to flash floods.
Geomorphological instability and river bank erosion dislodges large areas and devastates
thousands of families evely year.

I Agriculture

Data on the chemical composition of soils suggest a state of impoverishment. The low organic
matter content, higher cropping intensity, improper cropping sequences and faulty management
practices cause depletion of soil fertility.

Most of the agricultural growth has come from dry season irrigated agriculture by using high

I yielding variety of rice and wheat. There is an emphasis on increasing acreage under "High
Yielding Varieties" (HYV) of rice, in many cases, displacing traditionally adapted and resistant
varieties. The bias towards HYV rice increases agro-chemical use including both fertilizers and
pesticides. Further the yield of HYV rice is showing alarming trends of decrease. MicronutrientI deficiency is becoming a major concern. Deficiency in zinc and sulpher has been well established
and iodine deficiency is a major health hazard.

- ~ Water

t The location of Bangladesh makes water management the key issue in its environmental plans.
Bangladesh is mostly a delta formed by sediments brought from the Himalayan drainage ecosystem
and deposited along river banks and in the flood plains. Its coastal zone is extremely dynamic and
at the inter-action zone where fresh water from precipitation and snow meets the saline sea water,
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there is an increase in the use of water for irrigation, often from ground water sources. There are
indications of lowering of the water table, due to indiscriminate use of ground water.

Shortages of water in river systems during the dry season are thought to be causing the saline belt
to move northward. Withdrawal of water from the Ganges by India at Farakka Barrage has major
impacts on lean-period water availability, increased salinity and threatens ecosystems. Most of the
rivers flowing through Bangladesh comes from neighbouring countries, mostly India, hence
equitable sharing of water remains a major environmental concern. Drought-proneness of the north
western region is also a major problem.

Water pollution, which is increasingly becoming a major problem may be categorized into three
groups:

- Faecal pollution is widespread and has a strong negative impact on human health. Pollution
continues unabated causing a number of water-borne diseases.

- Industrial pollution is localized but untreated, industrial waste is dumped into rivers causing
pollution of both the terrestrial and aquatic environments.

- Agro-chemnical pollution also feared as residues are expected to enter the food chain.
Though little detailed information was available, and more information is emerging the existing
Flood Control Drainage and Irrigation (FCDI) structures appear to affect several areas e.g:

Impact on fisheries by restricting migration, spawnina grounds and decreasing flood plain
availability for fish.

- Impact on inland water navigation.
- Increased siltation of river beds.

Land Issues

Major environmental issues relating to land are cross-sectoral, in as much as, almost all sectors
including agriculture, water, forests, habitat, industry, horticulture compete for the use of it. Issues
relating most directly to the resource are the continual erosion of old land by the rivers, the existing
pattern of ownership of land, particularly, new land, and the low level of year round land
utilization. The erosion of land has created increasing landlessness and potential over-exploitation
of common resources such as fisheries and forests. New land which is often unconsolidated is
highly underutilized because of ownership inequalities which stem from the existing power
structure in the rural areas (particularly in the coastal areas).

Of major importance is the issue or need for a more integrated multi sectoral planning approach for
land utilization and land reclamation. Of particular importance are the coastal land areas which are
extremely vulnerable and currently the most underutilized. There is also a lack of collective
management of water and land resources which has inhibited optimum sustainable utilization. In
the final analysis, the land is in short supply and land remains the base of production and also to
support the burgeoning population.
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Forestrv

Commercial felling of timber for fuel and other uses together with encroachments for agricultural
and settlement purposes have substantially reduced the area covered by forests. Total Reserve
Forest area has been reduced by 50 per cent during the last 20 years. There is a continuous loss of
valuable mangrove forest in the Sundarban of Khulna and Chakoria and saline front is ingYressing
northward. The initiation of social forestry and involvement of NGOs in this sector are positive
developments.

Fishery

Fish is the major supplier, over 80 per cent, of animal protein. More and more people, particularly
the poor, rely on fishery as their main or supplementary incomes. This causes over-exploitation of
the fishery resource and challenges the sustainability. Fishery is often the only livelihood open to
the landless and unemployed.

Management and tenurial issues are the main reasons for the very low productivity of ponds and
closed water bodies. Prospects are good for aquaculture and shrimp farming, but sometimes, the
activity competes with agriculture and forestry, particularly, in the coastal areas.

Construction of indiscriminate flood control structures and impede the flow water and
consequently flood plain productivity. It is feared that some structures have reduced indigenous
flood plain fisheries by over 70%.

Industry

Bangladesh has welcomed the establishment of industries which can contribute to economicI growth and increase employment opportunities. A few national and international companies have
capitalized on the near total lack of enforced industrial and marine pollution regulations to exploit
natural resources such as fuels, minerals, timer, fish, shrimp and leather at the expense of the
environment. Open water fishery has been a direct victim of industrial expansion through its
untreated pollutants.

Biodiversity

Bangladesh is rich in plant and animal biodiversity. Traditional practices of communities is losing
out against onslaught of development needs of agriculture and industrial development. The flood
plains and wetlands, and particularly the mangrove forests of Sunderbans are the storehouses of
biodiversity but are under increasing threat. Bangladesh has signed the UN Biodiversity
Convention but very few practical steps have been taken to protect biodiversity.

Global Climate Change

Studies on Vulnerability Assessment to Global Climate Change has shown that Bangladesh is
extermely vulnerable to sea level rise in the South and increased aridity in the North west. Extreme
events such as cyclones are expected to increase and make Bangladesh even more vulnerable. The
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stark conclusion of the analysis of several scenarios shows that if sea level rise of one meter were
to materialize and if there is no agreement on equitable water sharing with co-riparian neighbours,
then most of the development achievements of the next three decades will be negated by the
combination of the pro exogeneous factors (a) Global Climate Change and (b) Water Sharing.

Environmental Awareness and Education

Environemntal awareness cannot be addressed adequately through the formal education system.
Awareness must also be created through non-formal means since the national overall literacy rate is
around 35 per cent, with female literacy is estimated at only around 20 per cent.

People are, in general, articulate and perceptive as has been evident from NEMAP process. They
have traditional knowledge and a feel for environmental issues, particularly, as these affect their
daily life. But little'formal information reaches the rural population. An environmental awareness
drive is urgently needed and the goverrnent and the NGO's could share the burden. Some effort
have been made, mostly by NGO's.

1.6 Existing Environmental Policies

The Government's Fourth Five Year Plan ( 1990 - 1995 ) describes the Government's
environmental objectives as follows:

to control and prevent pollution and degradation related to soil, water and air;

* promote environment-friendly activities in the development process:

preserve, protect and develop natural resource bases;

strengthen the capabilities of public and private sectors to manage environmental
concerns as a basic requisite for sustainable development; and

create people's awareness for participation in environment promotion activities.

To further these objectives the Government has undertaken a wide range of initiatives, including:

Creation in 1989 of a Department of Environment within a new Ministry of
Environment and Forest;

Approval in May 1992 of a National Environment Policy and Guidelines for an
Environmental Action Plan;

* Initiation of work on National Environment Management Action Plan (NEMAP),
National Conservation Strategy and Forestry Master Plan;

Declaration that Environmental Impact Assessments should be carried out for all
major development projects.

Enacting the Environment Protection Act, 1995

The National Environment Policy sets the policy framework for environmental action, in
combination with a set of broad sectoral guidelines. It emphasizes inter alia:
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* Maintenance of the ecological balance and overall progress and development of the
country through protection and improvement of the environment:

* Protection of the country against natural disasters;

* Identification and control of all types of activities related to pollution and
degradation of environment;

* Environmentally sound development in all sectors;

Sustainable, long term and environmentally congenial utilization of all natural
resources; and

* Active association with all environmental-related international initiatives.

The National Environmental Management Action Plan (NEMAP) is being considered as the basis
for concrete programmes and interventions aimed at promoting better management of scarce
resources and reversing present trends of environmental degradation. NEMAP is intended to build
on the general principles set out in the National Environment Policy by proposing concrete actions
and interventions in a number of priority areas.

1.7 History of NEMAP

The National Environment Management Action Plan (NEMAP) is an environmental planning
exercise initiated by the Government of Bangladesh through the Ministry of Environment and
Forest following the commitments made under Agenda 21 at UNCED in Rio de Janeiro in June
1992. The exercise has been carried out in phases with the support of UNDP.

o The first phase carried in 1992 out by a team of national consultants identified a number
of areas and ecosystems undergoing rapid environmental degradation and prepared project
briefs to stop the environmental degradation of those areas.

o The second phase carried out in 1993 by a national and an international consultant had
detailed discussions with different government agencies and ministries in order to prioritize
the sectoral issues and developed a list of sectoral projects for the government agencies.

o The third phase carried out in 1994 by local consultants as well as NGOs, journalists,
academics, lawyers and other professionals consisted of an elaborate public consultation
exercise to ascertain the people's own concern and priorities so that these could be reflected
in the plan. This exercise also served a dual function of raising people's awareness about
environmental issues.

Although these phases were not clearly identified at the beginning of the exercise they became a
gradually expanding process of consultations in developing the plan and ensuring the widest
possible participation in the process within time and budget constraints.

This document describes briefly the process of consultation and participation. the awareness
raising component, the process of synthesis of the action plan, the different volumes of the plan
and the major outcomes of the Action Plan itself.
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Figure 1.2: Schematic showing Inputs and Outputs of Previous & Current NEMAP Documents
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Figure 1.3: Overview of NEMAP Process
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Figure 1.2 schematically represents the inputs, outputs and contents of the three phases of the
NEMAP process.

Figure 1.3 is an overview of the NEMAP process. The three major inputs are peoples concerns,
government policies and professional group inputs. These, through an analysis and subsequent
synthesis process develops an Action Plan. The figure further identifies the actors and their
respective roles.

1 .8 Public Consultations and People's Participation

It was recognized that environmental issues, concerns and problems could not be addressed by the
Ministry of Environment or for that matter by the government alone but needed active participation
of the people of all walks of life. It was therefore decided to involve the people in the planning
process itself so that the plan should reflect their own concerns and priorities. It was also
recognized that such a public consultation where practically all the country's citizens are
stakeholders (where the interest of the people are at stake) would be an impossible task so a
Coordination and Review Committee was set up with representatives from different concerned
government agencies as well as NGOs, journalists, academics, lawyers, etc to develop a process
of public consultation which would ensure the following minimum criteria:

o Obtain opinions from all parts of the country: This was achieved by holding 23
grass-root level workshops around the country including every significant ecosystem (see
figure 1.4).

o Ensure the participation of people from all walks of life: This was achieved by
ensuring at least 5 to 8 representatives from each category. Ensured the participation of
people from all walks of life including labourers, farmers, fishermen, businessmen, elected
representatives, government officials, educationist and others at evety grassroot meeting.

O Ensure participation of women: This was done by ensuring that at least half the
participants in each grassroot workshop were women. Although this was not always
possible in practice, by and large it was achieved, and in some of the workshops the
women were the majority.

O Ensure that every individual and group gets a chance to give his or her
opinion: This was done by holding each grassroot workshop over a period of two days
to allow maximum participation and by breaking up into small group discussions where
each group member was asked to give their opinion by trained facilitators and which was
recorded by the rapporteur.

o Allow people to identify their own priorities and suggest solutions: This
was done by allowing each workshop member to first identify all the environmental
concerns they could and then asking each small group to prioritize the ten most important
ones in their opinion with the reasons for why they were considered to be such a problem.
They were then asked to suggest solutions and actions which could be taken at three
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Figure 1.4: Organization of NEMAP Consultative Process
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different levels, namely (i) by themselves, (ii) by the local government and (iii) by the
national government.

O Allow regional issues to be discussed: This was done by holding six major one
day workshops in the different regions with over 100 participants in each representing
some of the grassroot workshop participants plus many more from the divisional level
including elected representatives and divisional level government officials.

O Ensure inputs from different professional groups: This was done by holding
separate one day workshops for different professional groups including lawyers,
academics and researchers, women, members of parliament, journalists and industrialists to
get their opinions and inputs.

O Enable people not participating in the workshops to give their opinions
This was done by distributing 100, 000 leaflets with a questionnaire throughout the country
and also by publishing the questionnaire in leading English and Ban-la newspapers, which
reach several hundred thousand people. In addition special television and radio
programmes were run advising people to write in with their opinions. Thousands of people
were thus able to send in their opinion which were analyzed in a computer programme.

O Let people know about the NEMAP process: This was achieved by producing
several special television programmes on the subject including a phone-in programme
'Avimat". In addition special short and attractive advertisements were made for both
television and radio which were repeated several times every day over a period of months.
The advertisements were primarily to raise awareness about environmental issues in general
but each one ended with a short message on NEMAP asking people to send in their
opinion. For the print media special arrangements were made for reporters from both
national as well as local newspapers to participate in all the workshops and then to write
articles for their newspapers. Many thousand column inches of reports appeared about
NEMAP in the national and local press. The public awareness raising part of the exercise is
thus considered to have been one of the most successful of its kind.

o Ensure that the discussions and outputs of the workshop were well
recorded: This was done by having a group of trained facilitators and rapporteurs
contributed by the NGOs taking part in each workshop and being present in every small
group discussion to record the outcome of the discussions. These discussions were
recorded and passed on to the synthesis and writing group. In addition to the NGO
rapporteur, a group of selected journalists also attended the workshops and submitted their
own reports on each workshop.

o Ensure national discussion of concerns: This was done by holding a major
National Workshop at the International Conference Centre in Dhaka with several hundred
participants including grassroot and regional workshop participants together with
government officials, members of parliament, donors and others from Dhaka. The
workshop was inaugurated by Prime Minister Khaleda Zia herself who commended the
Ministry of Environment and Forest as well as the NGOs on their efforts at participatory
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planning. She further directed that the outcome of the exercise in draft should be taken back
to the people to ensure that they felt their concerns had been adequately dealt with.

O Consultation of the Draft was ensured: This was done by holding a series of six
workshops around the country where a large number of participants of all the previous
workshops were invited to discuss the preliminary outcome of the NEMAP process. This
consultation phase was an extremely useful part of the exercise as the feedback allowed
major modifications of the Draft to be made.

O Prepare the final NEMAP Document taking into consideration the people's
concerns: This, extremely complex, task was achieved by setting tIp a synthesis group to
assist the consultants with the assimilation of such a wealth of inputs. The synthesis group
consisted of experts from different disciplines as well as the rapporteuLrs and facilitators
from the NGOs who gave their time and expertise.

Figure 1.4 summarises the organization of the NEMAP consultative process.
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1.9 People's Concerns

The list of all concerns expressed by the people easily exceeded 100 which would be too
cumbersome to deal with separately. So they were aggregated under seven major concerns each
with its sub-components (see figure 1.5). The percentages refer to the number of responses out of
all responses which mentioned a particular concern. It is clear that the most important
environmental concern related to lack of sanitation and clean drinking water. This was strongly
reflected all over the country and particularly from the women. It reflects a widespread realization
of the connection between lack of sanitation and environmental health problems. This helps to
highlight the importance of the national drive by both government and NGOs to enhance coverage
of sanitation throughout the country by showing the inherent demand for this service which people
recognize as an important environmental problem. However, since the national efforts towards
increased sanitation coverage already exists, no specific activities are incorporated under the
purview of NEMAP except to reinforce the ongoing national efforts in this regard.

Similarly, the second most important concern expressed by the people are lumped together under
socio-environmental and consist of poverty, illiteracy, unemployment and lack of awareness.
Again, it should be emphasized that the people identified these as environmental concerns and thus
saw a clear connection between the alleviation of these social problems and the environment. This
was very clearly reflected in the speech of the Minister for Environment, Col (retired) Akbar
Hossain at the National NEMAP Workshop with the Prime Minister, where he said "any
management plan without adequate recognition of the need for poverty alleviation will be mutually
exclusive and shall, therefore, not be sustainable". Thus. there is a clear connection between social
and development concerns and environment. However, again since there are already underway
major activities by both government and NGOs for poverty alleviation, population planning,
literacy etc., these were not considered to be the primary responsibility of NEMAP itself, except to
reiterate their importance and add that they are also considered to be environmental concerns.

As evident from Figure 1.5, deforestation, pollution, natural disaster, water and flood control
drainage and irrigation (FCD/1) projects and agro chemical emerged as the other groups of
concerns. While the leading seven groups of concerns covered 83%, the residual 17%
encompassed all the "others" for convenience of developing an implementable action plan.

1.10 Peoples Solutions and their Incorporation in Action Plan

The people have given their input through workshops, questionnaire filling, discussions and media
input. They not onLy identified the problems but also gave their perspective on the solutions and in
many cases have identified actors for actions related to each solution. This is summarily
represented in Figure 1.6 which shows the different solutions suggested against each of the
problem groups. For example, taking the issue of health and sanitation 35% favourecl use of
sanitary latrines (by making them easily available through loan support, technology, availability,
maintenance and social mobilization) while 18% people indicated better waste management as a
solution to the concern of health and sanitation. Safe drinking water availability at homes has been
identified as the third major solution by the people. This can obviously be done by tubewells
availability and methods of water purification available within the means of the poorest.
Environmental awareness raising has also been highlighted by the people (13%). This is a leading
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common solution to all groups of concerns. Hence use of both formal and informal education for
environmental awareness deserves to be given priority. Some people (5%) also identified drive
against smoking as a requisite health related environmental action.

People have similarly identified several solutions to each of the group of concerns. These are
detailed in sections 3, 4, 5 and 6. The solutions given by the people for each aspect have been
incorporated in the relevant sections of each of the four action components. Thus priorities set by
the people and the government have been the basis of developing individual actions with specific
identification of actor wherever possible. Types of activities in NEMAP has been classed into three
groups

a) Policy
b) Advocacy and
c) Projects

For each broad group of concerns, people have offered a series of solutions. Six to eight of the
major solutions in each groups manages to capture the wide variety of solutions proposed by the
people. The major solutions in each group is indicated in Figure 1.6. which summarizes the main
solutions given by the people to the problems they had identified. Peoples solutions have been the
key driving, force behind developing implementable actions.

I. I I The Action Plan

The Action Plan draws its input from the following:

(a) The people, through the consultative process and input stimulated by a nationwide media
coverage.

(b) Government policies and existing documents, sectoral concerns as given throLugh
consultations with relevant government agencies.

(c) Professional groups contributions through workshops and written submissions. These
inputs have been systematically and subsequently synthesized by a NEMAP synthesis sub
committee consisting of Government and non-government representatives.

For the purpose of management, implementation, acquiring dedicated funds and enabling all
different agencies to initiate or implement their own programmes singly or in combination of
agencies. all the action have been grouped under following four heads.

l. Institutional aspects which reflect the need to have inter-sectoral cooperation to tackle
environmental problems which may need new and appropriate institutional mechanisms at
national as well as local level (Chapter 3).

Sectoral which reflects the way the government's ministries and agencies are organized
and hence makes it easier to identify the agency to carry out the recommended action
(Chapter 4).
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3. Location Specific which focuses on particularly acute local level environmental
problems which will need to be addressed on a priority basis - even if these are multi-
sectoral concems and therefore may need new institutional mechanisms (Chapter 5).

4. Long Term issues which may become much more serious and threatening than they
need be if we do not start taking cognizance of them from now (Chapter 6).

Each of the chapter of the Action Plan (chapter 3 to 6) addresses one of the component series of
actions.

Figure 1.7 schematically represents the process in the preparation of the Action Plan. The four step
process each having inputs, activity and output.

The Action Plan identifies a series of specific actions and respectively designated actors including
people, Government agencies, NGOs, media, academics, private sector, elected representatives,
and professional groups. The roles of each of these groups of actors have also been specified as
shown in Figure 1.7. The specific actions have been classified into four groups as follows which
are detailed in the four subsequent chapters (chapter 3 to 6). The types of actions again are divided
into three broad categories.

1. Advocacy
2 . Policy and
3. Specific Projects.

Some of the actions combine two or more of the above types. The concluding chapter is the
prioritized actions for immediate implementation by designated actors.

Main issues emerging out of the overall analysis and subsequent synthesis are summarized in
Figure 1.8. These issues are classed into the four heads discussed above.

An Action Plan must have discrete implementation actions which are reinforcing to contribute
towards meeting the objectives of NEMAP.

Taking such an approach meant that certain concerns, such as pollution, have been segmented into
different sectoral issues such as water, urbanization, health, land, industries etc. for the different
types of pollution. The issues were then broken down into further sub-components and
recommendations for action made with some specific actions identified along with the agency
(government as well as non-government) which may be most appropriate to carry out that action.
Finally, the prioritization of the actions were taken on the basis of people's concerns and solutions
and government priorities.
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FIGURE 1.7: PREPARATION OF THE ACTION PLAN
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FIGURE 1.8: SCHEMArIC REPRESENTATION OF MAIN ISSUES OF NEMAP
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2. METHODOLOGY

2.1 Parties Involved

The NEMAP has been developed on behalf of the Government of Bangladesh (GoB) by the
Ministry of Environment and Forest (MoEF) with Technical Assistance funding from UNDP. A
National Project Director has been working with a secretariat within MoEF with the initial
assistance of local and expatriate consultants for the first and second NEMAP preparations. In the
third and final phase of the NEMAP process following the decision by GoB to initiate a
consultative phase, the input from the non-government sector was sought. Thus a National
NEMAP conmuittee was established to oversee the consultative phase. This committee consisted of
members from relevant government agencies and non-governmental groups including the Coalition
of Environmental NGOs (CEN), Association for Development Agencies of Bangladesh (ADAB),
Bangladesh Centre for Advanced Studies (BCAS), Forum of Environmental Journalists (FEJB)
and others. The role of the different groups are shown in Figure 2.2. The Committee reviewed
and approved the overall approach as well as the different components of the consultative process
as described below. The UNDP provided financial assistance of approximately 60% of the total
budget with GoB contributing 20% and the NGOs contributing 20%.

2.2 Process

The consultative process was developed through an intensive dialogue between all the partners to
allow a maximum coverage of the country and input from as many sectors as possible.

(a) Grass-root Workshops

It was decided to hold 23 grass-root level workshop covering all the main agro-ecological zones of
the country (Map 2.2.1). The responsibility for organising all was given to CEN/ADAB who in
turn took the assistance of individual NGOs for organising each workshop. A group of 25
experienced facilitators were contributed by the different NGOs who were given training for two
days on how to conduct the workshops. The first three workshops were held consecutively with
all the facilitators present to allow the methodology to be refined and made uniform. Thereafter the
workshops were held simultaneously in different parts of the country with a group of 6-8 trained
facilitators attending each workshop (and an additional 6-8 rapporteurs contributed by the local
organising NGO).
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GRASSROOT WORKSHOPS ON NEMAP

Si. Workshop Place Local Organizers

No. Date

01 23-24 Feb Comnilla ADAB

02 20-21 March Mymensingh ADAB/CARITAS

03 28-29 March Chittagong ADAB/CARITAS

04 30-31 March Bhola ADAB/Bondhujan

05 30-31 March Bogra ADAB/Nijera Kori

06 02-03 April Faridpur(Rajoir) ADAB/GUP

07 03-04 April Kushtia ADAB/SETU

08 06-07 April Banderban ADAB/CARITAS

09 09-10 April Cox's Bazar ADAB/CCDB

10 15-16 April Manikganj ADAB/PROSHIKA

11 16-17 April Tangail ADAB/Nijera Kori

12 18-19 April Kurigram ADAB/RDRS

13 20-21 April Rajshahi ADAB/CARITAS

14 23-24 April Srimongol ADAB/HEED-BD.

1 5 28-29 April Khulna ADAB/Nijera Kori

16 28-29 April Noakhali ADAB/Nijera Kori

17 03-04 May Dinajpur ADAB/CDA

18 05-06 May Jessore ADAB/RRC

19 08-09 May Pabna ADAB

20 11-12 May Barisal ADAB/BDS

21 14-15 May Patuakhali ADAB/CODEC/FPAB

22 14-15 May Sylhet ADAB/FIVDB

23 17-18 May Gazipur ADAB/PROSHIKA
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The format of the workshops were carefully designed to allow a maximum input from all the
participants who were chosen to ensure a balance of women, farmers, fishermen, officials,
educationists, NGO workers, businessmen, elected representatives and others. Each workshop
with 60 to 80 participants was held over two days to enable interaction and allow everyone to give
input. The workshop started with a plenary session explaining the objectives and format of the
workshop and then the participants were broken into 6 to 8 groups which were carefully selected to
maintain homogenity within each group (e.g. illiterate and literate people were not kept in the same
group as previous experience has shown that the illiterate are often too shy to speak in front of
literate people). Each group had a trained facilitator to ensure that everyone had an opportunity to
speak while a rapporteur kept a record of the discussions.

Each group was asked to identify the most important environmental problems they faced. They
were then asked to prioritize the ten most important problems with the causes of the problems.
They were then asked to identify possible actions to address the problems at three levels, namely
(i) by themselves, (ii) by the local government and (iii) by the central government. Each group
then presented their findings to the plenary session where other groups were able to give their input

and opinions. Differences which could not be resolved in plenary sessions were noted without
trying to resolve the conflict or difference of opinion.

In addition to the group and plenary reports done by the NGO rapporteurs and facilitators, a group
of experienced journalists were engaged to attend the workshops (one journalist per workshop)
and prepare an overall report 6f the main issues discussed. Video recordings were also made of
plenary and group discussions in a number of workshops.

(b) Regional Workshops

Following the grass-root level workshops a series of six regional workshops were held over a day
each in Khulna, Sylhet, Comilla, Chittagong, Bogra and Mymensingh. Each regional workshop
had over 100 participants. Some were from the grass-roots while many were from the divisional
headquarters and represented local elected representatives, government officials, academics, NGOs
and businessmen as well as farmers, fishermen and women.

The regional workshops focused on issues of the region and brought together different groups on
each issue.

(c) National Workshop

On 29 June, 1994, the Prime Minister Beegum Khaleda Zia inaugurated the National Workshop
where she reiterated the determination of the government to carry out people oriented planning and
directed the NEMAP organizers to again take the draft document back to the people through
follow-up regional workshops. The national workshop also heard about the process of public
consultation on NEMAP from the Minister for Environment and Forest, Mr. Akbar Hossain, the
Secretary, Ministry of Environment, Mr. Abdullah Haroon Pasha, the Chairman of the Coalition of
Environmental NGOs, Dr. Qazi Faruque Ahmed and UNDP Resident Representative, Ms.Eimi
Watanabe.
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(d) Professional Workshops

A series of professional workshops were held in Dhaka by different organisations. These involved
separate workshops for lawyers organised by the BJMAS, academics and researchers organised by
BCAS & women and NGOs organised by ADAB and journalists organised by FEJB. Each
workshop was attended by 50 to 70 participants who were inforned about the NEMAP process
and were asked to give their opinions and inputs. These were recorded and reported back to the
synthesis group.

(e) Government Consultations

The opinion and priorities of each relevant government ministry and agency was solicited by the
MoEF and was reported back.
(f) Media Campaign

A well organised media campaign was organised including TV with a special "Abhimot"
programme on NEMAP in June as well as another special programme again in July. Also a
specially made TV advertisement on environment with a message on NEMAP was produced and
was on air regularly for several months. Similar messages were also broadcast over the radio.

The print media was involved in the entire NEMAP process through FEJB as well as through the
journalist/rapporteur. Every grass-root and regional workshop had local journalists who reported
the proceedings in local papers.

(g) Questionnaires

A leaflet bearing a questionnaire was printed and 100,000 copies distributed all over the country
through government and NGO channels. It was also printed in leading Bangla and English dailies
which reached another 500,000 people.

Several thousand questionnaires were filled in and sent in for analysis at BCAS using a specially
designed computer programme. The results were used by the synthesis group to prepare the
NEMAP report.

(h) Video

A special video of the entire public consultation process including grass-root workshops,
professional workshops, regional workshops and national workshop together with footage of real
environmental problems from all over the country was made by the video unit of Proshika. The
entire consultative process is documented in the form of a documentary in 30 to 40 video cassettes
for broadcasting and showing in future.

Success and limitations of the consultative process

The NEMAP consultative process is the first time where such an effort of public consultation has
been undertaken prior to any major planning initiative. It is innovative in three ways:
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o For going to the people to get their opinions prior to developing the plan.

O For the cooperation between government and NGOs for developing a truly national
plan.

o For the use of national resource persons in all stages of developing the plan without
any expatriate consultants.

Although great pains were taken, within the very real financial and time constraints, to enable the
widest possible consultations both geographically and sectorally, it must be admitted that only a
limited number of people could actually be consulted through the workshops. An estimated 3000
people participated in all the workshops combined. However, they were well distributed in terms
of gender, profession and geographical coverage.

Another 5000 participated by sending in their opinions through the questionnaires/leaflets which
was a very encouraging response considering that they had to fill in and send the completed
questionnaire at their own cost.

The public awareness raising part of the process has undoubtedly reached a much wider audience
probably in the order of millions through the TV programmes, the TV advertisements, radio
programmes and advertisements, newspaper advertisement and thousands of column-inches of
stories in national as well as local vernacular newspapers. This part of the process has been very
successful in raising awareness about environmental issues in general and NEMAP in particular.

2.3 Geographical Coverage

Different activities were planned targeting maximum participation in terms of spatial coverage and
coverage of people at different levels in the NEMAP consultative processes. The analysis shows
that the participation in NEMAP process was satisfactory under given constraints. From the total of
493 thanas in Bangladesh, participants from 297 thanas participated in the NEMAP consultation
process which means that the process has covered about 60% thanas of Bangladesh. 18% had less
than 5 participants, while about 40% did not have any participants in the NEMAP process. Map-
2.3.1 shows the spatial distribution of participation in the NEMAP process.

Out of the total participants 70% were male and 30% were female participants.
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2.4 Analysis, Synthesis and Preparation of Reports

The proactive participatory consultative process of NEMAP was started in order to reflect views
and concerns of people in various levels in the NEMAP process.

A synthesis sub-Committee was formed with the representation of MoEF, UNDP, NEMAP
consultants, Coalition of Environmental NGOs (CEN) under ADAB, BCAS and the Forum of
Environmental Journalists to steer activities of public consultation process and finalize the NEMAP
documents. CEN under ADAB, was responsible for holding the grass root, regional and some
professional workshops and their documentation. Holding workshops for the academics, was the
responsibility of BCAS. National workshop was organised by MoEF. Four consultants were
engaged for synthesising the information collected from differen t workshops and preparing the
NEMAP. The activities of analyzing, synthesizing and preparation of reports were supervised and
coordinated by the NEMAP synthesis committee with the representatives of the above mentioned
agencies. A schematic presentation of the synthesis processes involved in preparation of NEMAP
is given in Figure 2.2.

The present initiative took into account the previous two documents prepared earlier by NEMAP.
23 grass-root workshops were held around the country to seek opinion from people at the grass-
roots on environmental concerns in their areas, about ways and means to mitigate them. A group of
24 facilitators were contributed by different NGOs who were given training and then attended all
the grass-root workshops to ensure uniform facilitation. Each group's synthesised output was
reported separately and was presented to the planner for further discussion to get a feed back.

A group of experienced journalists were organized to act as rapporteurs for each workshop who
prepared independent synthesis reports. All information collected from the above workshops was
synthesized and structured so that the consultants could use the information for the preparation of
NEMAP. The 23 grass-root workshops were followed by five regional workshops, a national and
several professional workshops for NGOs, academics, lawyers, journalists and others. Besides,
the workshops a series of mass awareness raising activities were also undertaken including few
special TV programmes such as "Avimat". The idea behind such awareness raising activities was,
among others, to facilitate the participation of people in a questionnaire survey in respect of
NEMAP.Synthesis reports of these workshops and activities were prepared by ADAB, BCAS,
FEJ in such a way that the consultants could use these in the preparation of NEMAP.

100,000 leaflets/questionnaires were printed and distributed all over the country through
government, non-government and media channels.The questionnaires were received at the MoEF
and sent to BCAS for analysis. Information collected through all the above modes were structured
and coded for computer assisted analysis. Necessary computer programme for synthesis and
analysis were developed at BCAS. Advance technique such as Geographic Information System
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(GIS) were also used to derive spatial information on environmental concerns, their solutions etc.
After the preparation of the draft report, a surnmary version was prepared and was discussed in
five regional workshops for feed back. The final reports were prepared incorporating the inputs

from those workshops.

2.5 The Synthesis Process

The process of synthesis of all the inputs was a most difficult one and bound to do less than total
justice to the richness of the process. Nevertheless in order to have a product that is actionable and
useful a process of selection and prioritization is necessary. In carrying out the synthesis process
therefore the following criteria were applied.

O The major concerns expressed by the people should be incorporated and
addressed: This was done by identifying the different concerns and issues raised by

people in the different workshops as well as the questionnaires and analyzing the results.

o The major regional or ecosystem specific environmental problems should be
addressed: This was derived from people's concerns expressed in the earlier workshops
as well as the consultative workshops. It also drew on the work done in the first NEMAP
document. The people's opinions were analyzed using a Geographical Information System
to see the geographical distribution of concerns.

o The major Sectoral Concerns were dealt with: The main reason for this is the fact
that the government ministries and agencies are divided along Sectoral lines and in order for

any of them to be involved the issues need to be sectoral. This was done to ensure the
participation of all the relevant government agencies. While doing this second NEMAP
document which was largely sectoral based was taken into consideration.

o Institutional and Policy issues were addressed: This was done based on existing
government institutions and policies with the concerns expressed by the people.

o Proprosed Actions would allow people's participation: This was done by
identifying the different actors in civil society including people, journalists, researchers,
lawyers, professionals, youth etc. and suggesting roles for each of them where
appropriate.

O Ensure that proposed Actions are practical: This was achieved through a process
of vigorous discussion and debate amongst the synthesis group and through the

consultative workshops, which gave valuable feedback.
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o Ensure that long term problems are not neglected: This was done by recognizing
the long term problems and suggesting early planning and vision exercises to deal with
them.

o Ensure that the process of people's participation in NEMAP was adequately
described: This was done by having a separate volume describing the people's
participation and also by preparing a-specially commissioned video on people's
participation in NEMAP.

o Ensure that the actions recommended were adequately prioritized: This was
done on the basis of people's concerns and priorities together with those of the
government.

2.6 The Document

The NEMAP Document consists of four volumes namely (Fig: 1.2):

o Volume I: A summary to be published and distributed nationally (in Ban-la) and
internationally (in English).

O Volume II: The main document describing the concerns expressed by the people, the
major issues and actions needed by different actors. It also considers existing government
policies and prioritizes certain actions for immediate follow up.

o Volume III: The actions prioritized in volume II are elaborated sonme what in the form of
project concepts with an identification of possible lead institutions including government as
well as non-government.

o Volume IV A description of the process of public participation with emphasis on the
methodology used and examples of people's concerns as expressed by them.

O Volume V: The technical Annex Volume giving a description of the data analysis,
computer programmes, Geographical Information Systems used etc.

2.7 Preparation of the Action Plan

The Action Plan itself has been prepared in the following four steps (see diagram):

Step 1: Identification of Major Concerns : This was based upon the people's
opinions expressed through the workshops as well as the questionnaires and
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phone-in programmes. The seven major concerns identified by them in order of
priority were:

* Sanitation and health (lack of latrines and safe drinking water

* Socio-environmental (population, poverty, illiteracy)

Deforestation (tree cutting, lack of afforestation, loss of mangroves)

* Pollution (air pollution, water pollution, industrial effluent)

* Natural hazards (floods, drought, cyclone)

* Water related (scarcity of surface & ground water, water stagnation,
salinity)

Agro-chemicals (fertilizers, pesticides)

Others (erosion, biodiversity, fisheries, energy)

Step 2: Listing and Synthesis of Major Issues: This involved the main process of
synthesis of a wide rangre of issues and concerns expressed from many diverse
sources into the following groups of issues:

* Institutional and Policy related issues (including inter-sectoral issues)

Regional Issues (including coastal zone, Farakka etc.)

Sectoral Issues (fourteen different sectors)

Long term issues (including urbanization and climate change)

Step 3: Recommendations for Action : These are based upon the recommendations
made by the people themselves as well as professional groups and the government.
The Actions thus identified are not confined to the government alone but are also
directed to other parts of civil society namely:

* Government (MoEF, DoE and other Ministries & agencies)
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People

NGOs

Academics & researchers

Elected officials (including Members of Parliament)

Media

Educationist

* Lawyers

Industrialists.

Other professionals

The list of recomrnended actions were prioritized for immediate action while others
were left open for different groups to take up as they see fit and develop their own
activities according to their own priorities.

Step 4: Prioritization of Actions: This was achieved based upon the opinions
expressed by the people as well as professionals and government agencies. It also
takes into account existing government priorities and policies in the field of
environment as well as other sectors. Based upon these inputs a number of actions
are identified for priority actions. These particular actions are then further elaborated
into short Project concepts which can be taken up for further action by the relevant
agency or group. The list of actions thus prioritized is weighted in favour of

government agencies as they will be the main actors, nevertheless actions for other
parts of society are also prioritized and follow-up action for ensuring people's
participation and monitoring is incorporated.

Finally, although it is admitted that the Action Plan is far from perfect and necessarily has probably
neglected some issues and areas which certain groups may feel deserve higher priority,
nevertheless it has attempted to be as responsive as possible to the concerns expressed by the
different groups. It is also envisaged that the NEMAP will not be a one-off exercise but will be a
living process in which the people will continue to be involved and monitor the activities to ensure
that their concerns are genuinely being addressed.
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3. INSTITUTIONAL ISSUES

3.1 Existing Institutions

The Government of Bangladesh recognizes the importance of environmental protection and sound
management practice as the basis for long-term sustainable development in the country. In 1989,
the decision was taken to create a single oversight Ministry - the Ministry of Environment and
Forest - and within it a new Department of Environment along with the Forest Department. The

Ministry is now a permanent member of the Executive Committee of the National Economic
Council, which is the major decision-making body for economic policy issues and also approves
all public investment projects. As the designated environment ministry, the Ministry of
Environment and Forest has a key role in planning, reviewing and monitoring environmental
initiatives and ensuring that environmental concerns are properly integrated into the national
development process.

The ministry also bears responsibility for working with other ministries to ensure that
environmental concerns are given due recognition in their development programmes. The ministry
has an active part to play in policy advice and environmental action planning, in coordinating and
overseeing the implementation of action plans, and in reviewing and monitoring the impact of
development initiatives on the environment across all sectors. The ministry has recently been
strengthened in a limited scale through the creation of some posts including some in planning.

The Ministry of Environment and Forest oversees the activities and interact with the following
technical agencies:

Department of Environment (DOE);
Forest Department (FD);
Forest Industries Development Corporation (BFIDC);
Bangladesh Forest Research Institute (FRI) and-the Institute of Forestry (Chittagong University);

Forestiy Division of the Bangladesh Agricultural Research Council, and the National Herbarium.

The Department of Environment, as the technical arm of the Ministry, is responsible for
environmental planning, management, monitoring and enforcement. The Department's
responsibilities include: assessment and monitoring of tasks such as on-site surveillance of
environmental improvement components of development projects; promoting environmental
awareness through public information programmes; and controlling and monitoring industrial
pollution. Recently the mandate of the Department has been expanded to include a stronger role in
environmental impact assessment, and in formulating guidelines for line agencies involved in
activities affecting air quality, soil and water conservation, afforestation, wildlife, critical habitats,
fisheries and other natural resources issues. It is anticipated that the Department will set
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environmental priorities, and formulate action plans to deal with high priority issues such as
maintenance of water quality, control of deforestation and improved regulation of industrial
wastes.

The Forest Department is primarily involved in the management and development of forestry
resources in Bangladesh. The recently approved IDA-funded Forestry Resources Management
Project includes the establishment of an Environmental Management Division within the Forest
Department to help strengthen the environmental management of the Forestry Department's
programmes.

The Planning Commission of the Ministry of Planning is responsible for the preparation of
National Five-Year Plans. It allocates funds to individual Ministries responsible for implementing
specific projects under these Plans and has the authority to supervise and coordinate cross-sectoral
and inter-ministerial activities affecting the use of natural resources and the environment. At
present, responsibility for environmental issues rests with the Planning Commission's Division for
Agriculture, Water and Rural Institutions.

Although policy and programming frameworks (currently being finalized) provide a basis for
addressing fundamental issues of environmental management and protection in Bangladesh,

institutional capacity for implementing the various action measures identified for fulfilling the
primary functions of environmental planning, monitoring and enforcement remains extremely
weak. It is widely acknowledged that neither the fledgling Ministry of Environment and Forest nor
its Department of Environment have yet developed the institutional capacity to substantially tackle
problems of environmental management and protection.

The Institutional Issues under NEMAP have been considered in the following
manner:

o Intersectoral Issues

o Local Environment Issues

o Role of non-government Institutions

o Implementation, monitoring and follow up of NEMAP

o Strengthening of MoEF and DoE
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Each of these are considered separately below:

3.2 Intersectoral Issues

(a) Introduction

Environmental issues are by definition intersectoral or cross-sectoral and require appropriate
institutional mechanisms to deal with such issues. The Ministry of Environment and Forests being
only one Ministry among many would find it difficult to resolve such inter-sectoral issues
involviing other line Ministries, some of which are much larger than MOEF. Thus there is clearly a
need to develop institutional mechanisms to resolve such inter-ministerial issues at a higher level
than the MOEF.

(b) People's perceptions

During the various consultation workshops people expressed their concerns about lack of
coordination or institutional mechanisms both at national level as well as at local level. A number of
recomnmendations were made for improved coordination and mechanisms for resolution of inter-
sectional issues at both levels. At thr national, inter-ministerial level a number of government
agencies identified the need for such an institutional mechanism to resolve inter-ministerial issues
relating to environment.

(c) Existing Policv

There exists already a National Environmental Council chaired by the Prime Minister with
representation from all the Ministries as well as prominent persons from outside the government.
This also has an Executive Committee chaired by the Minister for Environment and representation
of difterent Ministries. At the Divisional level there also exists a Divisional Environment
Committee chaired by the Commissioner with representation from all other government
departimients and even banks.

(d) Kev Issues

The main problem in materializing the existing policy has been its lack of functionalization. The

National Environment Council has met only once after the Earth Summit and launched a
nationwide tree planting campaign. The campaign itself proved to be quite successful and showed
the utility of activating such an inter-ministerial and national body chaired by the Prime Minister to
launch a nationwide campaign. However, since then it has not been activated or used. Similarly the
Executive Committee as well as the Divisional Environment Committees have also been dormant
and many members of these committees are not even aware of their existance.
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(e) Recommendation/Action

The main recommendation is, therefore, rather than proposing new Institutional mechanisms. to
activate the existing institutional mechanisms, namely the National Environment Council, its
Executive Committee and the Divisional Environment Committees. The responsibility for
implementing this proposal will be with the Ministry of Environment and Forest and the issue to be
used for activating the committees may be the implementation of NEMAP.

3.3 Local Environmental Issues

(a) Introduction

At the local level it was a frequently heard complaint from the people that there were no institutions
responsible for environmental issues nor any mechanisms for dealing with inter-sectoral issues
across different sectors. This is particularly important when conflicts or problems over natural
resource use arise, such as water, land, forest, fisheries etc. The local government officials and
peopl's representatives also feel the need for some local level institutional mechanisms.

(b) People's perception

People were particularly concerned about the lack of any local focal point for environmental
problems and also the lack of any coordination between the existing sectoral institutions. People
were also concerned that there be proposed mechanisms under NEMAP where by they could be
next involved in the implementation of NEMAP at the local level.

(c) Existing Policv

As has been mentioned above there exists an Environmental Committee at Divisional level chaired
by the Commissioner with representation from different government agencies at Division level.
However, the Committees for the most part are non-functional. No such committees exist at lower
administrative levels.

(d) Kev Issues

The key issue here is how to activate the Divisional Environment Committees and develop
mechanisms lower down the administrative stratum at District, Thana and even lower levels to
coordinate and resolve inter-sectoral environmental issues. In particular such committees should
ensure participation from people beyond government functionaries only.
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(e) Recommendation/Action

It is therefore recommended that Local Environmental Committees (LEC) be set up at Thana level
chaired by the Thana Nirbahi Officer with representatives from all government a2encies at Thana
level as well as non-government and people's representatives. These Thana Committees would
discuss environmental issues involving inter sectoral coordination. It is further recommended that
under NEMAP a number of locations be selected for implementation of this mechanism on a trial
basis to refine the modus operandi before implementing on nationwide scale. The basis for
choosing locations should be the grass root workshops where people identified local environmental
problems. This would have the added benefit of involving local people w"ho were consulted for the
NEMAP planning phase, into the implementation phase as well. The initiative for this proposal
should be taken by the MOEF under a pilot project (under NEMAP implementation and follow up).

3.4 Role of Other Non-government Institutions

(a) Introduction

As has been mentioned already environmental problems and issues cannot be addressed by

government alone but require the inclusion of civil society as a whole including all other organized

sectors. Such efforts need to be encouraged, supported and coordinated by the government.

(b) People's perceptions

People from all walks of life and profession expressed a strong desire to participate in
environmental activities in general and the implementation of NEMAP in particular. They
expressed a need for having widespread participation in such activities to ensure their
effectiveness. They also expressed a need for awareness raising, and dissemination ol the activities
to give information to people about the implementation of NEMAP. It was strongly felt that

environmental issues and problems are particularly amenable to getting largescale participation,
from all sectors of society.

(c) Existing Policy

There is no specific policy on involving non-government sector in policy implementation.
However the present democratic government has a general policy of involving people's

participation in all its development activities. The involvement of people from all walks of life and
this was also the basis for the preparation of NEMAP and thus it is implied that these sectors also
need to be involved in its implementation.
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Figure 3.1: Proposed Institutional Arrangement for the Implementation of NEMAP
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(d) Kev Issues

The key issue is how to involve all sectors of civil society including people, NGOs, youth,
academics. private sector, lowyers, doctors, engineers, other professionals, media, fames,
fishermen etc, in environmental activities in general and NEMAP implementation in particular. A
related issue is to strengthen the capacities of the different sectors of civil society e.g., NGOs,
private sector, academics, media, etc to actively participate in environment and NEMAP related
activities.

(e) Recommendation/Action

The proposed action is for each sector of civil society to become aware of the different activities
under NEMAP and to undertake different elements of the Action Plan as they choose. They can do
so either on a voluntary basis or by raising their own resources for the purpose. The role of the
uovernment will be to encourage the different sectors in their activities and to act as a clearing
house for information sharing and dissemination.

3.5 Implementation, Monitoring and Follow-up of NEMAP

(a) Introduction

There is a clear need to have institutional mechanisms to implement, monitor and follow-up the
NEMAP process through the coming years. This is particularly true as NEMAP is to be a living
process which will be re-visited time and time again to review and make course corrections.

(b) People's perceptions

One of the strongest sentiments expressed by people during the NEMAP consultation phase was

the lack of follow up and more particularly not keeping people informed of such follow up actions.
They were, therefore, extremely keen that adequate follow-up measures be built in to the plan.

(c) Existing Policy

Although there is no existing policy with respect to NEMAP implementation it is expected that once
NEMAP is adopted it will be accepted as policy. However, the existing Environment Policy may
also be seen as a framework for the implementation of NEMAP.
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(d) Key Issues

The key issues are how to manage effective implementation, monitoring and follow up of NEMAP

both within as well as outside the government. It is also important to keep the element of

government - non-government cooperation and people's participation as practiced in the
consultative phase in the implementation phase as well.

(e) Recommendation/Action

It is proposed that the NEMAP secretariat in the MOEF continue its activities to coordinate the
implementation phase of NEMAP. It is also proposed that the existing steering committee continue
with representatives of all the Ministry focal points as well as non-government representatives to
oversee the implementation phase of NEMAP. The specific, immediate steps to be taken by the

NEMAP Secretariat and Steering C'ommittee will be the following.

o Activate the National Environment Council headed by the Prime Minister to consider and
adopt the NEMAP

o Activate the Executive Committee of the NEC to adopt and implement NEMAP

o Ensure the widest possible dissemination and distribution of NEMAP nationwide

o Start the implementation phase by carrying out a more detailed costing exercise for the
different components of the Plan

o Start pilot projects for implementation of the Local Environment Committees (LECs) in
selected eco-specific locations

o Support efforts by other Ministries, non-government organizations, media, elected
representative, academics, youth groups and others to implement various parts of the Plan

o Develop an information clearing house for NEMAP related activities with a dissemination
component.

3.6 Strengthening of MoEF and DoE

(a) Introduction

The Ministry of Environment and Forest (MoEF) has been given a wide mandate and
responsibilities under the Environment Policy and environmental legislation which will increase
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I'able 3.1 Institutional Issues

Key Issues Recommnin ded Action Type of Actions Actors/Agencies Specific Action
Absence of institutional Activation of National Environment Council Policy MOEF/PM's office Arrange meeting of NEC and its
mechanism to deal with headed by Prine Minister Executive Committee to examnie and
inter sectoral issues at adopt NEMAP
national level
Lack of institutional Activation of Divisional Environment Policy MOEF/PM's office Creation and Implementation of Local
mechiinisms at local level to Committees and creation of Environment Environiment Committees (LECs) on l
resolve inter-sectoral issues committees at District and Thana levels with pilot basis in some selected eco-specific

peoples participation locations.
Need for involvement of all Allow every sector of civil society including Advocacy & Projects NGOs, Private Sector, Take up specific actions under NEMAP
sectors of civil society people, NGOs, academics, media, private Academics, Lawyers, media, for implementation throughi different
including women and sector, youth groups and others to implement youth groups, Professionals, group activities including women and
youths in NEMAP parts of NEMAP Ministry of Sports and Youth, youth.
itmplementation Ministry of Women and

Children Affairs and others.
Need to implement, monitor Continuation of NEMAP secretariat and Action/Project MOEF Adopt and implement NEMAP through
and follow-up on NEMAP steering committee and follow up of NEMAP preparation of specific costed projects for

sectoral and other actions.
Need to strengthien Needs assessment and preparation of Projects & Advocacy MOEF/DOE Assess needs and implement capacity
capabilities of MoEFand prograiimmes and projects to strengthen MoEF building projects inclLuding environmental
DoE to address their / DoE management
mnandates

* Priority



considerably with the implementation of NEMAP. Both the MoEF and its implementing agency,
the Department of Environment (DoE) lack adequate manpower, expertise and other resources to

fulfil their mandates and responsibilities.

(b) People's Perception

It was felt from various sources that the lack of effectiveness of environmental legislation and other
activities was directly related to the inadequacy of capacity to enforce regulations by the DoE and
MoEF. It was therefore generally felt that strengthening the capacity of both MoEF and DoE

should be a priority.

(c) Existing Policy

The existing Environmental Policy mandates and ascribe responsibilities to DoE. In addition
environmental legislation ascribes responsibilities to DoE. In order to fulfil these responsibilities
the capacity of both MoEF and DoE needs to be strengthened.

(d) Key Issues

The key issues with respect to the MoEF are:

the Ministry has yet to develop a strong functioning Planning Cell to support its
work;

* it lacks essential baseline data on resources and areas of environmental concern;

* although it now acts as a "clearing house" for all development projects put forward

by the different line ministries, it lacks the necessary basic technical expertise to
effectively assess and monitor projects for their environmental impact; and

* it suffers from a shortage of basic facilities, equipment and logistic support.

The Department of Environment faces similar weaknesses as identified below:

* shortage of adequate and appropriate manpower;

* shortage of trained and experienced manpower. There is a need for expertise in the
disciplines of biological and geo-sciences, hydrology, soil and socio-economic

sciences in addition to engineering;
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* lack of capacity for planning, monitoring, publicity, and for framing and enforcing
legislation;

* lack of an information management system supported by a strong data bank to back
up planning, policies and monitoring activities;

lack of expertise on environmental impact assessments and environmental quality
standards;

absence of a regular training programme to support staff development; and

shortage of basic facilities, equipment and logistic support.

Although the broad areas of institutional weakness is known, there has been, to date, no thorough
institutional assessment conducted to assist the Ministry in defining its exact requirements and
support for planning for the future. With ever-increasing pressure on the Ministry to fulfil its
mandate and become active in translating environmental programmes into action, priority must be
given to identifying a systematic programme to strengthen the Ministry's institutional capabilities,
based on its present and projected requirements.

(e) Recommendation / Action
It is therefore recommended that an immediate assessment of the needs of both MoEF and DoE be
undertaken in order to identify specific actions needed to strengthen their capabilities and capacity
to carry out their mandates and responsibilities.
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4. SECTORAL ISSUES AND ACTIONS

4. ENATURAL HAZARDS

4.1.1 Introduction

Vulnerability to natural disasters like cyclones, floods, droughts, tornadoes and desertification are
the major environmental concerns in Bangladesh. The task of sustaining the very limited resource
base aggravated by population growth, over exploitation of these resources with consequent
environmental degradation has further been complicated by natural calamities damaging resource

base further including flora and fauna.

Damaging tropical cyclones in coastal areas uproot trees, telephone, telegraph and electricity lines,
bridges, culverts and houses and kill people and household animals leaving serious adverse effect

on economy and environment.

Damaging floods like that of 1988 brings in untold suffering to millions of people, death, disease
and hunger, damage standing crops, destroy physical and economic infrastructure, fish and shrimp
ponds and hatcheries etc.

People in a country that is blessed by enough rain are not always well fed. Droughts take a large
bite from Bangladesh agricultural economy, causing instability and insecurity.

Disasters which cannot be prevented can be managed with adequate planning and adaptation.
Government policy is thus to help avoid disaster or take adequate preparation to face and eventually
overcome inevitable disasters.

4.1.2 People's Concerns

Large number of participants from a wide geographical coverage expressed different environmental
concerns associated with natural hazards. Natural hazard as an environmental concern were
reported from 152 thanas by 1752 participants of which 67.35% were male and 32.65% were
female participants. They considered natural hazards as their main environmental concern. The
major natural hazard as mentioned by them were cyclones, tidal surge, flash flood, river bank
erosions,droughts etc. As an environmental concern of the general mass,natural hazards deserves
to be addressed adequately.
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4.1.3 Existing Policies

The main sector having, influence on their concerns is the water resources sector extending, and
crosscutting other line agencies like Ministry of Relief and Rehabilitation and Disaster
Preparedness Bureau etc.

Policies towards these serious concerns have been manifested in the development of a
comprehensive flood management plan under "Flood Action Plan". The plan proposes control of
damaging floods and mitigating their effects. At the same time beneficial effects of flood water was
ensured. Safety of human lives having the highest priority, a master plan was developed selecting
cyclone shelters. A massive construction programme of these shelters are continuing. Under
Barind development programme massive afforestation work is under way to alleviate areas from
the process of desertification and drought.

Flood Action Plan was guided by eleven principles which over the years have changed
substantially based on intimate knowledge gained during the study. The Guiding principles may
be noted as follows.

Two of the eleven guiding principles deal with flood preparedness, flood forecasting, early
warning and disaster management. The studies under taken so far have gained a lot of insight and
have come up with proposals to deal effectively with the situation, and the Government of
Bangladesh is expected to adopt the following polices to deal with these serious environmental
concerns.

With considerable potential for improving the national economy, flood forecasting and warning is
to provide improved information to aid national preparedness for floods. Under this programme
the government is expected to achieve:

X .- Comprehensive flood operation centre in BWDB

Improvement of facilities for hydrological and meteorological monitoring inclutding,
automatic telemetry, upgrading micro wave link to provide multi channel data transfer
facilities for radar imagery and catchment rainfall estimate.

Improvement of lead time and accuracy for real time forecast on main and secondary data.

Development of real time forecasts at the regional level and provision of local depth-area
flood forecast.

Mike II flood forecast model or other advanced models when they are available to fairly
accurate forecast with at least 72 house lead time.
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Micro Computer based Local Area Network (LAN) using UNIX system to process data,
operate model and generate forecast output.

Improvement of facilities for receiving data from India (Teleprinter, facsimile and land line
link)

A micro-computer system for receiving and analyzing weather information from NOAA
and other polar orbiting satellites.

Improvement of lead time and accuracy for real time forecasts on main and secondary
rivers.

Considering the importance of protecting peoples life and property, a viable programme of flood
preparedness cannot be over emphasized. The disaster preparedness programme of the
government of Bangladesh envisages to increase the capacities of households and local
communities in highly disaster prone areas to cope with cyclones, flood and other potentially
disastrous situations, through development of the following institutional arrangements:

Achieving a functioning Disaster management Bureau integrating, civil and military
capabilities,

Disaster management training,

National policy statement and relevant legislation.

- Improved assessment procedures, guidelines and criteria,

- Guidelines as possible assistance needs,

- Guideline for resource allocation,

- Improved cyclone warning message content and dissemination,

- Local level flood prediction and warning dissemination system,

Cyclone protection project under FAP with the government of Bangladesh's approval hopes to
achieve:

to protect polders against saline water inundation,

- to provide protection against loss of life and damages caused by cyclonic storm surges,
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- to critically review the midterm design programme of coastal embankment work.

4.1.4 Key Issues

The key issues in this sector are:

- Inadequate scientific knowledge on natural hazards and disasters.

- Timely and correct hazard forecasting. Inadequate hazard management preparedness.

- Lack of hazard proofing measures.

- Lack of knowledge on peoples' perception and their coping mechanism with natural
hazard.

- Poor and uncoordinated post hazard intervention and management.

4.1.5 Actions Required

The key issues in the sector as reflected in the people's perception and existing policy are:

(a) institutional weakness to address issues like: hazard forecasting, preparedness, post hazard
intervention and management activities and hazard proofing;

(b) unplanned devel6pment structures leading to susceptibility to natural hazards;

(c) degradation of environment such as; silting of river, deforestation etc. leading to
susceptibility to natural hazards;

(d) lack of scientific knowledge and knowledge of people's perception on natural hazards.

Although the major concerns related to natural hazard have been reflected in the existing policies,
institutional arrangement to implement the policy is still lacking. People perceive cyclones, tidal
surges, flash floods, river bank erosion and drought as the main natural hazards that cause
environmental degradation. The existing government policies do not focus on all these hazards
(major policy focus is on floods and cyclones). People have suggested preparedness for hazards,
post hazard rehabilitation, removal of unplanned flood control structures, afforestation, re-
excavation of rivers, taking hazard proofing measures, environmental awareness etc. as the
solutions to the major hazard related problems.
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'Table 4.1.6: Naitural lIalairds/Disaster

K ey Issueis lecuztriet lene Actiot Type ol'Actions Actors/Agencies Specilic Actiosi

Timilely akid correctly flazard Deveelopitietintocapabilitieson differeniti :ltualli hazard Project MoW BWDBvD Met. Office, Institutional capability development of tie agencies involve( in liazrid
Forecastiuig lor locxlf, cyclonie & tidal forecasiing atid endhatincemnent of coordination within Sl'ARRSO forecasting
strge and preparatiotns for hlzairds GoB agenicies

lttstititiottaliz:ttiotofcapl)al)ilitydeveloled in FAP 19, FAP25, SWMClfor
using the flood forecastiiig arid disaster muan:tgemeist activities

Traininig anld awareness develdpimculit Project/Advocacy GoB, Media. Corn fittniity Creating taimning prograitotiiies, preparation of tianuitals for training
Organizations/NGOs, People

Cosirtunitfily based hazard preparedness programme Advocacy Cotiioiiility Organizations/ NGOs, Pilot prograrnmes ill differenut tazard prone areas (conmtitnity based)
Media, People

Lack of scientific kunowledge ott Scietitilic study ott hazards Project Sl'ARRSO, Research Orgattizatiois, Research programitmes
iatural Iiazards as wrell as lack of I'eople Cottitititti ty Organizations/
knoss ledge of lople's pelrceltion NGOs, LGED)

Study ott peolle's plecel)tion ott hazard Project SPARRSO, Research Orgattizations, Researchi aid satidy programtme
Cotlsititiity Organizations/NGOs,
LGED

lHazard mappintg Project Sl'ARtSO, Research Origanizations, Survey and tmapping
LGED, Commutuity Organizatiotts/
NGOs

I lazard Proofing IPilot projects Project Disaster Maniagemnentt Blureau, Conduct studies and pilot projects it difleretit hazard prone areas
MoR&R, People

Poor/Uncoordissated post hazard EInhanicement ot coordination diusing post hazard Policy MoR&Rl ADAII Disaster lortnation/enhauceinentof capabilitiesoftihe inter ageticiscvoodiieatio
iriterveistioti aiid itiaitagetiesit ilitervelitiois Management Burean cells inicltiding NGOs

Database ott the itiventory ol' hazard tttitigatiots P'roject DisasterMatnageittenit Bureau, ADAB Creationt of coMpIuterized database ott hazaWds/disaster managemielt by
capatbilifies(forexanil)le No, ofeyclonecenttres, scliool, ositng GIS as a tool
food storage, ftiel etc.) including NGOatndGoagetcy's
capabilities

* Priority
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4.2 INDUSTRY (pollution/siting)

4.2.1. Introduction

With the dwindling share in GDP of agriculture sector and increasing contribution of industrial
sector coupled with increasing incentives by the Government in the sector without advance
planning shall lead to waste and depletion of already scarce natural resources, increased level of
air, water and soil pollution and accumulation of hazardous wastes.

Industries both in public and private sector based on renewable agricultural resources and non-
renewable depleting resources shall increasingly produce biodegradable and heavy metal toxic
wastes and it has thus become imperative to take precautionary steps before serious environmental
problems engulf and natural carrying capacity is exceeded in this densely populated country.

Most of the environmental problems are associated with low level of environmental awareness in
industries, inappropriate location and choice of technology as well as absence of appropriate
legislation and compliance.

4.2.2 People's Concerns

Grass root level workshops, professional and other interest group workshops, questionnaire
survey etc. trying to capture people's perception adequately demonstrated that people at different
levels are quite aware of the problems and associated manifestation of the problems though such
assertions are not conveyed in technical/sophisticated jargon but in simple down to earth
expressions.

Consensus perception of problems emanated from this sector and conveyed by the people may be
summarized as follows:

- Black smoke from factories, Vehicles and brick making kilns.

- Sound pollution from factories and vehicles

- Effluent from factories render the waters in Khal/Beel unfit for the use of the community.

- Effluent from factories are responsible for the mass killing of fish and other aquatic lives.

- Solid waste disposal from factories.

- Fertility of soils around factories are dwindling.

- Siting of factories without planning.
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Poor working conditions in the working places.

Building industries in the residential areas.

4.2.3 Existing Policies

The Ministry of Industries (Mol) most recent industrial policy was formulated in 1990 and raises
the following issues:

dis-investment and privatisation

industrial financing through large scale institutional credit aimed at encouraging private
entrepreneurship

- raising efficiency in the public sector

- promotion of importing substitution industries and trade liberalisation

- export promotion (especially the enhancement of non-traditional exports)

Creation of export processing zones to attract foreign investment

encouraging the dispersal of industries from established industrial cluster zones to other
parts of the country.

Subsequent to this policy, in 1992 there has been a process of investment liberalisation and
increased access of the private sector to previously closed investment areas such as

- , telecommunications, air transport and energy.

Environmental Policy

The Government's environmental policy contains the following specific statements with respect to
the industrial sector.

Adopt corrective measures in phases in industries that cause pollution.

Conduct Environmental Impact Assessments (EJAs) for all new public and private
industries.

Banning the establishment of any industry that produces goods that cause environmental

pollution, closure of such existing industries in phases and discouragement of the use of
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such goods through the development and/or introduction of environmentally sound
substitutes.

Assist the development of environmentally sound and appropriate technology, encourage
relevant research and extension activities, balance such initiatives with the best use of
labour and provision of fair wages.

Ensure sustainable use of raw materials in industries and prevent their wastage.

The Department of Environment has proposed new legislation to combat industrial pollution which
is likely to include the following:

Require that all new industries obtain DoE and Ministry of Industry's clearance on siting.

Introduce a new pollutant permitting system.

Stipulate emissions and effluent standards for industries.

Provide more stringent penalties for polluters.

- Require Environment Impact Assessments of all new industrial developments.

4.2.4 Key Issues

The contribution of the industrial sector to the economy of Bangladesh has been minimal over the
last few decades. However the recent trend of industrialisation has lead to an increase in traditional
industrial activities such as textiles and tanneries and the establishment of new industries such as
electronic components manufacture. The trend towards industrialisation is necessary for the
economic development of Bangladesh. It also presents the main vehicle for increasing employment
opportunities for the growing urban populations, especially since the agricultural sector, which
dominates the economy, offers limited potential for an increase in sectoral employment.

Existing industries create a number of environmental problems throughout the country, though
these are mainly concentrated in Dhaka, Chittagong and Khulna areas. Much attention has been
paid to characterising these problems and the results are documented in several reports. In outline,
the environmental issues of the industrial sector include the following.

-. Pollution arising from various industrial processes and plants throughout the country
causing varying degrees of degradation of the receiving environment(air, land and water).

- There is a general absence of pollution abatement in terms of waste minimisation and
treatment.

- Low level of environmental awareness amongst industrialists and entrepreneurs.

- Lack of technology appropriate to efficient use of resources and waste minimisation leading
to unnecessary pollution loading in the environment.
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Economic constraints on pollution abatement and waste minimisation such as the cost of
new technology, the competitiveness of labour, and intensive production methods as
compared to more modem methods.

Concentration of industry and hence pollution in specific areas which exacerbate localised
environmental degradation and exceed the carrying capacity of the receiving environment.

Unplanned industrial development has resulted in several industries being located within or
close to residential areas which adversely affects human health and the quality of the human
environment.

Inadequate regulatory control (guideline) of industrial pollution arising from lack of
appropriate legislation (an Environmental Protection Act is currently in force), and
inadequate resources amongst regulatory bodies, compromising their effectiveness.

Establishments of industries at the cost of good agricultural lands and in the residential
areas.

Lack of incentives to industrialists to incorporate pollution treatment plant in their
industries.

The industrial sector has significant impacts on human health, agriculture, fisheries, water supply
and the quality of the urban environment, mainly as a result of pollution (chemical and to a lesser
extent thermal). Some inter-sectoral conflicts also arise out of unplanned development which often
leads to the establishment of industries in urban areas and upon prime agricultural land.

4.2.5 Actions Required

People's concerns in this sector pertain to pollution arising out of emission,effluent, siting of
industrial establishments in residential areas and good farm lands, poor working environment,
absence of adequate laws, regulations and guidelines, lack of pollution abatement technology.

Sectoral plan has put emphasis on the development of industries which has the potential to increase
industrial pollution in the country.The environmental policy and the proposed environmental
legislation although providing for addressing industrial pollution issues,their implementation and
enforcement would be uncertain without the pollution abatement regulation, guidelines and
Environment Quality Standards.The requirements in this regard are also reflected in the following

solutions to industrial pollution suggested by people: controlling unplanned setting of industries,

better waste management measures, setting standards for environmental quality. regulation to

control pollution and providing better working environment, give incentive to private sector to
adopt pollution free technology.

The actions planned for this sector would therefore,put emphasis on the formulation of proper
guidelines,setting quality standards,ensure better working environment, prepare action plan for
heavily polluting industries in existence,motivate private sector to adopt pollution abatement
technology.
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Table 4.2.6 Industry

Key Issues Itecomimlend(le(d Action Type of Action Actors/Agencies Speciric Action

lIollution from unltreated P roper treatment of e1 uenl. and emissions Policy Industrial Units Installtation Ot efIluent/ernission treatment lplantts
e'fluents and emissionis accordinog to guidelincs

Classification of industiries according to levels of pollution
Mol. Private Sector, DDE for taking appropriate measures

Lack of appropriate lechnology transfer Policy Mol. Private Sector Projects or technology transfer and training
techlnology tol pollution
abatement

Lack ol environimienital Imparting Environmental Education Policy Mol, Bol, DoE, Training Workshops
awareness amonig the awareness to industrial sectors Chamber-s
industrialists & the
enctepreletleuss 

Lackofguideline/lcgislations Preparation of guidelines Policy/Ptoject DoE, Mol, Bol Preparation of industrial guidelines
ftor the main age ment of
effluent arid emission and Institutiona;lstrengtheninigof DoE& Mol forthe applicat ion
their enforceimient of guidelines

Lack of landuse/zoniing Application of zonitig/landuse guideline Policy/Project DoE, Mol, Bol, MoL Proper Application of the zoning and landtise guideline
control on the location of'
industries

Lack of incenitives in pr ivate Financial inceilllves to Pri viate Sectors fol- IPolicy Mol, Financial Incentiive programmes for theiprivate sectors to support their
sector for the abatement of encouraginig to take steps for pollution Institutions providinig pollution abatement measures
pollution abatement credits to indUstries

Pollution from tanner-ies Eflluent treatimienit plantis Mol, DoE, Erection ol treatment plants in the tannery uniils 
Tanntiery industrial
tJUits Central treatmenit plants

Physical test stuidy

Relocaltioni of tanillel-y industries Project DoE, Mol Feasibility Study

Occupational health Preparation of guidelines afid setting Policy/Project DoE, Mol, MoHEP Preparationi of guidelinie and its implementation
standards lor working erviirotlolelnt

* Priority



4.3 WATER RESOURCES

4.3.1 Introduction

Water is one of the two principal natural resources of Bangladesh which needs to be exploited most
optimally and with great caution to achieve a bare minimum sustainability to feed the growing
population.

Water resources development traditionally connotes the idea of flood control, drainage and
irrigation to boost agricultural production. In recent years the national controls have been
questioned considering the discernible adverse impacts on the most productive sector of flood plain
fisheries. The imperatives of growing more cereal food grain having great political price, none the
less continues to linger and as such shall continue to dominate the planning in this sector.

4.3.2 People's Concerns

Grass root level workshops , professional and other interest group workshops, questionnaires
survey, trying to capture people's perception adequately demonstrated that people at the grass root
level are quite aware of the problems. But the problems were viewed by the people in their own
way, depending on their experience at one geographical location. Consequently there were
differences about perception.

From 136 thanas 1032 participants have mentioned different environmental concerns related to
water sectors. Among these 64.24% were male and 35.76% were female participants. 28.58%
participants among the above mentioned participants mentioned that FCD/I created environmental
problems. Map 4.3 show spatial distribution of people's concern in the water sector and concerns
about FCD/I created environmental problems respectively.

Perception of the problems as expressed by the people may be summarized as follows: (some of
the problems having cross sectoral extent have been placed under the most appropriate sector).

Floods, with consequent loss of crops, damage to trees and housing, death and destruction
of household animals and birds, scarcity of potable water, outbreak of diseases.

River bank erosion initiated by flood renders people homeless, siltation of river having
debilitating effect on river transport and marketing of agricultural produce.

Construction of embankment and sluice gates without adequate planning having effect on
drainage and fisheries.

Decrease of water in khals and beels with consequent decrease in fish population.

Changing trend in precipitation.
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Excessive and inappropriate use of fertilizer and pesticides manifesting them in surface and
ground water.

Water pollution is leading to skin diseases.

Fertilizer and pesticides changing soil chemistry and formation.

Availability of water is decreasing.

Embankments prevent deposition of silt on land.

Water related insects are increasing in number.

Ground water level gone down having effect of availability of drinking water.

Iron in water is manifesting itself more prominently.

People are not consulted before the FCD\Is are planned.

4.3.3 Existing Policies

The Fourth Five Year Plan (FFYP) outlines a number of policies within the water sector which
include the following:

Bringing shallow and medium flooded land under controlled flooding to permit
environmentally desirable integrated agriculture and aquaculture development.

Facilitating the safe harvesting of winter crops through the construction of submersible
embankments.

Improved drainage, especially at the thana level.

Undertaking comprehensive analysis of FCD/I projects including social costs and
externalities and improving the quality and implementation speed of schemes.

Rehabilitating existing projects in the light of past experience.

Implementing big projects through a modular approach.

Maximizing local participation of all project stages from formulation to implementation and
operation to maintenance.
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The main strategy in this sector continues to be an increase in irrigated area to allow greater crop
production.

Environmental Policy

The Government's environmental policy contains the following specific statements of water
resources.

Ensure environmentally sound utilization of all water resources.

Ensure that actions taken to develop water resources and irrigation networks do not create
any adverse impacts on the environment.

Ensure that all steps taken for flood control, including construction of embankments,
dredging of rivers, digging of canals etc., are environmentally sound at the local, regional
and national levels.

Mitigate adverse environmental impacts of completed flood control and water resources
management projects.

Keep the rivers, canals, ponds, lakes, haors, baors and all other water bodies and water
resources free from pollution.

Make the management of ground and surface water resources scientific, sustainable and
environmentally sound.

Conduct Environmental Impact Assessment before undertaking projects for water resources
development and management, and integrate their recommendations into the'project.

4.3.4 Key Issues

Due to the deltaic nature of Bangladesh, the management of water resources dominate
environmental and developmental planning in many sectors. In the past there has been a tendency
for planning to be sectoral in nature with a limited awareness of the impacts that FCD/I and other
infrastructure projects have on other sectors.

As a result, environmental impacts have arisen in several sectors and geographical areas. They
include impacts on fisheries, mangroves, wetland, agricultural land, settlements, water transport
and the quantity and quality of water supplies. The major of the key issues of concern are as
follows:

Inadequate planning of FCD/I projects and failure to consider their wider impacts has led to
environmental degradation in some areas due to, inter alia, drainage of wetland, flooding,
waterlogging, siltation and salinisation.
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Insufficient consultation with local groups and project-affected persons has provided little
incentive for community cooperation which is necessary for the long term viability of
projects.

Poor design of flood control projects often creates problems of localized flooding in
neighbouring areas as the wider pattems of natural drainage have not been considered in the
project design.

Lack of institutional capacity within key implementing agencies such as the BWDB, for
environmental planning and management has both created and exacerbated environmental
problems in FCD/I project areas.

Inadequate operation and maintenance of FCD/I projects has led to siltation of khals, land
drainage problems and extensive damage to coastal and river defence.

Inadequate action taken to prevent embankments being damaged by squatters and shrimp
farmers.

Management of land use within polders has been inadequate with the result that land use
conflicts have arisen; principally amongst rice and shrimp farmers and in areas where
polder land levels and cropping patterns vary.

Decline of water table below the suction limit at peak dry season rendering tubewells non
functional for several months in some areas.

Insufficient information exists in many areas on seasonal variations in surface water flows
and ground water availability to allow accurate determination of sustainable yields. Over
abstraction of ground water resources in some areas has arisen due to inadequate planning
or regulatory control. It has lead to seasonal abstraction difficulties and salinisation of
ground water in some areas.

Water management practices amongst many farmers are inefficient leading to wastage of
water resources.

Improved technology of water delivery systems has not been available to large sections of

the farming comrnunity.

Project feasibility studies have often failed to consider socio-economic costs and benefits
and the economnic costs of natural habitat degradation.

Insufficient expertise for the assessment and management of compensation and resettlement
issues exists within key line agencies such as the BWDB.
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4.3.5 Actions Required

People's concerns in this sector relate mainly to flood damages, riverbank erosion, environmental
degradation of water bodies, increased water pollution, ill design, planning and implementation of
water development structures and lack of participation of people in them, unacceptable
compensation package, non availability of irrigation water, drainage congestion,withdrawal of
water from Ganges by India, etc.

The above issues are covered in the broad frame work of the sectoral plan and environmental
policy. However, sectoral guidelines and institutional arrangement to implement the policy is still
lacking. Further,methodology to plan, design and implement the water sector interventions through
a people's consultative process has not been developed and there is not much existing experience in

this regard.

People's suggested solutions on the above key issues are as follows:removal of ill planned water
development structures, re-excavation of water bodies, providing adequate irrigation water,stop
deforestation and encourage planting,providing adequate culverts, bridges for the flow of flood
water, taking flood proofing measures in consultation with people regarding water development

projects during planning, designing and implementation stages, provide adequate compensation to

the project effected people, negotiate with India regarding Ganges water sharing. Suggested

planning actions in this sector have broadly been formulated on the basis of the above solutions
proposed by people.
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Table 4.3.6 Water Resources
Kev Issttes Reco mittetided Actions rType or A iths Aftars/Alecivs tSpecific Actison

Floriditg auid associated toss ot lile anid Floosd protectioin rltlcst;re witU Pseiple's Prioject MidWDFC Flood plroitection projcts witlh Ilril;tlar paiticipatioti itiid proper
ploperty participatiton envilissititlemal impract ;.ssesinei

Florid PisrooIli g Project Cosinutoiiiy Or ianizatioins/NGos. Petiple,
LGED. MOR&R, Burcau (if Disaster Pilot ploject in) differeilt flood reglinic
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4.4 ENERGY

4.4.1 Introduction

Availability of bio-mass fuel for domestic need has reached to a crisis proportion and shall
exacerbate with uncontrolled population growth. Need of domestic fuel still account for the major
share of energy use and must be satisfied. With the expansion of agriculture and the need to grow
more food, energy input in the form of draught power shall increase. The limiting effect on already
unsustainable, underfed cattle head is likely to be replaced with power. Continued withdrawal of
bio mass from land already under intensive agriculture will have a declining trend in agriculture.

Commercial and industrial need of energy has been satisfied to a great extent by bio-mass, which
has been is supplemented by non-renewable energy available within the country and imported,
mostly petroleum products. Sustainable use of natural gas in long time frame and proposed coal
rnining need to under go environmental audit and monitoring for their extraction, conveyance and
use.

4.4.2 People's Concerns

Grass root level workshops, professional and other interest group workshops, questionnaires
survey trying to capture people's perception, did not demonstrate that people at the grass root level
are aware of the problem.

Depletion of energy resources (forest treated as different sector) was reported as a concern neither
from significant number of participants nor from a wide geographical range.

Local concerns did not extend up to commercial energy and its ramifications except non and timely
availability of fertilizers, cow food and fuel (particularly during flood).

Consensus perception of problems emanated from this sector and conveyed by the people may be
summarized by follows:

Indiscriminate felling of tress causing decline in tree coverage in the homesteads.

Brick kilns use wood causing shortage of fuel wood for house hold use.

Fuel is becoming dearer beyond the purchasing capacity of community.

Depletion of forest coverage under government management.

Reduction of cowdung as a fuel as a result of decline of bovine population and its alternate
use as fertilizer.
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4.4.3 Existing Policies

The main sectoral aim as stated within the FFYP is to provide an assured supply of energy to
people and industry, partly facilitated by improved extension activities. Improving the quality of
rural life and reducing environmental degradation are additional concerns.

Several strategies are proposed in the FFYP, the following are of particular relevance to sustainable
development in the energy sector.

Improved extension services for energy conservation technology.

Diffusion of biogas technology to cattle herd owners.

Increasing the availability of coal to brick field owners.

- Increasing the availability of low cost kerosene and LPG.

- Intensification of fuel wood plantations.

- Use of solar power in hospitals and other multi building premises and in remote areas.

- Establishment of alternative energy production systems such as micro hydro-power.

Developing a decentralised energy development plan with the involvement of beneficiaries.

Environmental Policy

The Governments Environmental Policy makes the following specific statements on energy and
fuel.

Reduce and discourage the use of those fuels that pollute the environment and encourage
the use of these fuels that are environmentally sound and less harmful.

Reduce the use of fuel wood, agricultural residues, etc and increase the use of their
substitutes.

Adopt appropriate precautionary measures regarding the use of atomic energy which has
adverse impacts on the environment and take preventative steps against all radiation and
nuclear pollution.

Invent, use and rapidly expand improved technology for saving energy and fuel.

Conserve the country's existing and renewable sources of energy.

- Conduct EIAs before implementing projects for extraction of fuel and mineral resources.
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4.4.4 Key Issues

Key environmental issues in the Energy sector are as follows:

Deforestation to satisfy rural energy requirements has caused problems of flooding, soil
erosion and siltation in many areas.

The use of livestock manure for fuel in rural areas deprives the soil of natural fertiliser and
leads to nutrient depletion and the loss of soil organic matter.

There has been a general reluctance for alternative renewable rural energy sources to be
developed (such as solar, wind and micro-hydropower) and the technological base in
Bangladesh for developing such sources are inadequate.

Energy conservation awareness is generally low throughout the country.

Flat conumercial rates for natural gas encourages wastage of the resource.

The heavy reliance upon biofuel in the rural areas has direct influence on soil physio-chemical
characteristics and the availability of fodder and fruit trees. Development within the energy sector
can directly influence the rates of environmental degradation, particularly if there is a shift towards
the use of coal and peat, increased use of gas for domestic purposes and the development of
appropriate alternative energy production technologies in rural areas. This will benefit several
environmental concerns in the agriculture and forestry sectors.

4.4.5 Actions Required

People's concerns in the energy sector relate mainly to shortage of fuel wood due to depletion of
homestead forests, government managed forests,increased use of wood in the brick kilns and non
availability of cow dung as fuel due to decline of bovine population, lack of awareness on energy
conservation.

Solutions to the energy crisis and actions suggested by people are: involving people in mass tree
plantation, forest conservation and regeneration, increase bovine population, motivate people to
use energy efficient chulas (stove) and making people aware about the causes of fuel shortage.

Both sectoral and environmental policies take into account the rapid depletion of fuel wood
resources situation and put emphasis on the development of alternate sources of energies, energy
conservation and tree planting to cope with the situation.However, the policies are not very much
explicit on involving people for implementing programmes for sustainable development of energy
through awareness raising. It is important that the solutions suggested by people are also taken on
board while formulating actions in this sectors as the fuel wood crisis affects millions of people in
Bangladesh on a day to day basis which is putting stress on the already depleted tree cover of the
country.
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Table 4.4.6 EInergy

Key Issues IRecosimimieie(le(d Action TIype ol' Action Actors/Ageticies Specific Actioni

Heavy reliance on bio-ftlels, Development of awareness about the Policy/Advocacy/ Community Organizations/ MediaCampaignianddemonstiaition etc.onalterinalteenlergy
fuel, wood, agri-iesidue, allemative use of agricultural residue and IProject NGOs, DoE, People resources
cowdung oio fire animnal waste

Developmen of alternate Energy Policy/Advocacy Research Organizations. Pilot project on solar energy, bio-gass*
Universities, DoE

Large scale defrestation Afforestation programme involvinio thi Policy/Advocacy DoF. Local Govt. agencies, Social Forestry, Comimlunity Forestry, Agro-Folesir-y
participation of commiiuniity Corn mmunity Organizations/ programines with people's participation*

NGOs, People

Lack ot Awar-eness on Enelrgy Awareness Campaign Policy/Advocacy DoE, Cor mi unnity Awareness raising programme tillhough media
Conservation ( Project Organizations/NGOs, People

T.V., Radio programmes

Projects Researcih Organizations, DoE, Pilot projects
Efficient Chula Community Organizations/

NGOs, Research and Development projects on el'ficicnt chultas

* Priority



4.5 FORESTRY

4.5.1 Introduction

Forests with their great natural ecological resources, serving humanity for thousands of years are
decline on the wear in Bangladesh and has reached an all time low in recent years. Apart from
timber the forest supply fuel wood, thatching materials, honey, fish and wax etc but the shrinking
forest is gradually failing to supply the increasing demand.

Forests are also important to mankind for the various life forms that it supports including wild life
and bio-diversity. Preservation of genetic resources is both a matter of insurance and investment
that is necessary to sustain and improve the production in agriculture, forestry and fishery, to
protect against harmful environmental changes, and to prevent extinction of species whose virtues
are not yet known.

Signing of the June 1992 Rio Declaration, manifests the serious commitment on the part of the
Government of Bangladesh, and actions taken in various projects, as such must conform to the
long term sustainability policy.

4.5.2 People's Concerns

Grass root level workshops, professional and other interest group workshops, questionnaire
survey trying to capture people's perception adequately demonstrated that people at the grass root
level are quite aware of the problems.

Larae number of participants, both male and female, from a wide geographical range, have
reported environmental concerns related to forestry sector and most of these are on the rapid
depletion of forest resources, both natural and village forests. 2369 participants from 272 thanas,
expressed concerns related to forestry sector. Among them 72.77% were male and 27.23% were
female participants. Map 4.5.1 show spatial distribution of participants who reported concerns in
the forestry sector.

Importance of forestry, wild life and bio-diversity in the life of common people were adequately
demonstrated through the long list of concerns expressed by the participants. People from different
geographical areas having different setting like plain land, forested plain land, mangrove forest
area, upland forested area, had different specific concerns but one concern was universal that trees
and different life forms are disappearing with adverse effect on their lives.

Perceptions of problems emanated from this sector and conveyed by the people may be
summarized as follows. Some of the perceptions are not necessarily scientifically correct but can be
extended to understand the seriousness of the problem.

Different species of plants bearing flowers and fruits are becoming rare and some of them
completely extinct.
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Different species of animals are either rare on extinct.

Different species of fish in the forest wetland are either rare or extinct.

Different species of birds and insects are either rare or extinct having adverse effect of
insect infestation in agricultural fields. (Important among them are those which used to be
seen in homestead forest and agricultural land such as different snakes, frogs, earthworm,
rabbit, jackals, vultures, eagle etc.)

Merciless felling of trees and cutting earth from hillocks with concomitant clearing of forest
having effect on flood, cyclone and drought.

Felling of trees and clearing of forest deprives different animals and birds, insects, of their
habitat, causing extinction of these species.

Sanctuaries should be preserved.

Unholy alliance between forest officials and timber merchants are to a great extent
responsible for this forest clearing.

Clearing of forest renders the unauthorized killing for personal benefit.

Dwindling in number or extinction of different bees and wasps renders pollination either
difficult or impossible.

Change in natural balance due to change in optimal ratio among land, water and forest.

Dwindling number or extinction of different medicinal plants.

Depletion of homestead and village forest.

Introduction of exotic species of trees.

Fast depletion of village forest resources.

Lack of awareness in respect of forest resources conservation, management, rules and
regulations.

Lack of people's participation in forest management and conservation activities.

Ratification of bio-diversity Convention by the government.

4.5.3 Existing Policies

The main objectives of FFYP can be broadly described as follows:

- Rehabilitate and afforest the denuded and degraded forest land,
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Adopt conservation techniques,

Increase employment of the landless poor, marginal farmers and women,

Encourage social and community forestry,

Attempt to meet the country's forest product requirement by integrating trees and
agricultural and other traditional land-use,

Protect wildlife resources and undertake measures to conserve bio-diversity in the country,

Bring vacant land under tree cover,

Improve supply of forest products to improve employment opportunities.

Environmental Policy

The Government's Environmental policy emphasises the need to address the key issues of loss of
bio-diversity and degradation of natural habitats. It contains the following specific objectives:

- Conserve, develop and augment forests with a view to sustain the ecological balance and
meet the socio-economic needs and prevailing realities.

- Include tree plantation programmes in all relevant development schemes.

- Stop shrinkage and depletion of forest land and forest resources.

- Develop and encourage use of substitutes of forest products.

Conserve wildlife and bio-diversity, strengthen related research and help in dissemination
and exchange of knowledge in these areas.

Conserve and develop wetland and protect migratory birds.

Calls for education to play a significant role in achieving the policy objectives.

4.5.4 Key Issues

Key environmental issues in Bangladesh associated with forests, wildlife and bio-diversity include
the following:

- Encroachment of forest land for agriculture and human settlement.
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Uncontrolled depletion of forest resources and replacement by commercial forest causes not
only the loss of forests, but leads to increased soil erosion, increased possibility of flash-
flooding and diminishing bio-diversity.

Management of wetland within forest is still poor and should be rehabilitated to develop an
ecologically viable and socio-economically acceptable system of management for the
preservation of such wetland and their resources.

Salinity intrusion due to reduced fresh water flow in the Ganges system, due mainly to the
withdrawal of large quantity of water in the upper riparian reaches, is affecting the
vegetation of the Sunderban mangrove forest.

Destruction of mangrove forests due to uncontrolled growth of shrimp farms.

Inadequate resources and enforcement mechanisms for the protection of designated
protected areas is leading to their inexorable degradation.

Inadequate protective mechanisms to maintain unclassed State Forests is leading to their
decline in area and bio-diversity due to exploitation and encroachment.

Hunting, trapping and disturbances of migratory guest and aquatic birds are reducing their
numbers, amongst which are some endangered species.

4.5.5 Actions Required

People's concerns in this sector relate to depletion of forest covers both in the government
managed forests and village forests,depletion of wildlife and bio-diversity,illegal encroachment
upon government forest lands, introduction of exotic species, enforcement of regulations,
punishments for violation of forest and wildlife laws are not adequate etc.

Solutions suggested by people to address the situation are:adequate rules and regulations to protect
and manage forests and wild life, undertake massive tree planting programme involving people,

involving people in the forestry management and forest regeneration, provide training for nursery
development and tree plantation.

Both sectoral and environmental policies have taken note of the degraded state of forest resources
and it's fast rate of depletion. The suggested policy measures to address the situation reflect many
of the problems, their solutions and actions required as suggested by the people. However, the
policies are required to be more committed to people's participation in the forest resource
management and afforestation programmes.
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'Table 4.5.6 (a): Forestry and Biodiversity

Key Issues Itecomtitteit(le(l Actios 'I'T) pe of Act iois Actors/Agencies Speciflic Action

Folests National FoIest lPolicy Forlitoila:gtii ol'a it ewv Natictail Forest l'olicy suited to Policy/Advocacy/ MIFT, in ('ollaboration with teviewitig and Stodvitig esistitg Forest P'olicy Laws s. d
Ile preseit aid ftulue social, econiotlic, politicall and( Il-roject MoLaids, MoEstablishiment, Related Sectot-al Stuody Rteports, Draft Forestry. Master Plan, Draft NCS,

ettvirontttental tieeds of the couinltry together- witli MoLaw. MoLGRDC, MoLF, Mol. National Environmental lPolicy 1992, D)raft NEMAP and preparation of
adleqnuatetind app)ropl-iltelegislaltionsforitil)leittentilng MoA, Mol, MoP, Mol'ourism, National Policy with peoples participation.
the policy MoIWDtC, Cabinet division, Fl),

Peoples Representatives, Collillnto- Consultations wvitl loctl people living it anid aroond the forests Private
oily Oigaaiz;tiois/ NGOs, l'eople forests owners, hotmesteads tree gairdeit owners, local landless people,

destitute women, marginal farmers, umi-employed and uinder-etlsployed
peopleand taking tleir opinionsand viewss for fortmtulatitig thelnew Nationtal
folrest Policy. 

ltistittliottal Iefsllitts Sepatiatiotn of authority andit enterprise ftuinctions in Policy/Advocacy MoEIF itt Collaboration wvith Reviewing attid Stidying tite D)raft For-estr-y Master P'lat - 1993/2012,
govertiment organtizations: providing full hledged MolEstablishitenit, MoFinhaniee. Cousultations witli all conicerne(d actors, ad preptaring tlle P'CP
(futictiontal andi financial) atutonottty to the enterplrises MoLGRD MoP, Cabinet Divisioti,
systetit: enterlprises forftved shouild promllote pr-ivalte FD, leople's Representatives,
sector, cooperative sector and organiized peol)les Journsalists, and Cottimunity
participation Organizations/ NGOs, People

Depletion offotest Resources Giving higlhest priorities to forest conservation, Policy/Advocacy MoEF, DoE, FD, Comimiunity Adoplitig anid itplemitenting adeqlualte and apparopriate Nationial Forest
augmentation of forest resouirces, tree resources Organizalions/NGOs Policy through people's plarticilpatiot atid palrticipaltory etiforceiiitett
developtitetit in rLral areas, antd ittcreaisittg forest ainid throtighi targeted groups
tree cover ol ttie couintry

Al'forestatiott and Reforestations of all types and classes of depletedl asIei
slettuded st;lte Forest Lands, Waste latds. Regenteratiotis of State Forest
lands tltrotiglt people's participrations

Strip plantations ott State-owsted public latuds thri-ough people's participatiot

Imsproved managemettt of' State Forests and platitatiotis, tritittining
sustaittability. productivity, e:tviroittttental souittdntess, elttity based oit
prosperly piepared foIrest mtanagetttewt platts attd imttpletettintg the saute
ltrioLigi Iteoples lIttrticilpationts

Itmproved management of hontiestead forests and providing all sorts of
supports for developing p1 rivate mtrseries

Updatittg forest atid tree resources itiventory iitforititiotts, forest and tree
cover mattps, atd itaiotiuitig thetli otl Resotince lutorttuatioit Managetmtent
Systent (RIMS) tis the basis for resource iufralrttttiotu utattagteett systet

Preserving the maximnit arnount of natural forest cotisistent wilt
enivirotumenital, Social and ecottotttic cottditiots

Awaretess Developtitetit Advocacy/Policy MoEI, ID, Media, .V., Radio, Media Catmpaigi, Extension, 'r.v. atit Rt(io Programmies, Shtoul Fif ils,
Neswspaper, Video Fifit. Art. Seutuinar:tud Symtposittum. Newspaiper At tiles, Essay Conilpelitions at
Colilitiltnits' Organitiraiolus/NGOs. tihe Educatiotntal luistluttiots

___ I'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~eople

I Ioian Resoatrce De%cloplneun Deselopteti oh hPatt esout ces it tertt sotttetbers. I'olicy/l'toject M o' lF, DoE, ol:thl i sh et,i Developig spetice and exerence, etticity, tivatotiidietti ,
skill types atud levels and qtalities MoFintance. Moll, C:birtet Divisiotn svplaortUing tile otfvotieti attd lnsuring apputsi l:tte traititug istititttions aid

FD antd, Cottluotuttity Orgaunizaliot/ q ualitued traiters
NGOs

* Priority
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'Table 4.5.6 (b): Forestry aill Biodiversity

Key Issues etem led Actions Type ul Actions Actors/Agencies Specilic Actioni

Encroachlintet ont Forest Lands for Forimlatitg ew tional a Forest I'olicy backed by Policy/Advocacy? MollF, Mol-ands, MoL;w, Developing special progratutmes lor areas wvith abnormal pressure of

agriculture aitid hiunu ettlement a uate nd appoprate laws, rules atud reg!latios Protject MoLGRDCI Cabinet Division, FD, encroachnsetlts and Promoting grotip develop nt and orgatiitty local
fornvolving local ficotintitititiee in protecting anrd Peoples Representatives, participation by tile NGOs flo undertaking locally mianaged forestry

ntaaitta rlsoclulb fostiane ote all rerouits troitd giinest Jotirttalists CoIIIItItUity prograntites iinclidinig sitort-te-ut iticote getterating programimtes

products Organizations/NfiOs, People

Degradation aittd depletion of forest Preservatiot if wOctlands atid their resources Advocacy/l'r-oject MoL-ands, MoEF, MolE, IIFRI, Stuidying the causes and effects ol' (destutctiotms of wetlands attd thiri

wetlatdds atid ttei- resources Fistteries Researtchitstititte, resources tltrougit a stttdy project aztid reconititetiditig iteasucles for
Ulitiversities, ReSearch reltabilitatini and conserving the wetlaitds aird tlteir resoui-ces
Olganizatiotts

Inventory ofl tle wvetlands atid their resources a

Wildlife Givittg priority to tte protection ofl wildlife, birds, Policy/Advocacy/ MoE.- DoE, F), Law cnforciin Itventory to assess the present statuis of wildlife, birds, frogs, lizaids atd
(Contservation of' Wildlile trogs, lizards atid siarkes Project agencies, Cotttttlutlity snallkes and evaluate tlheir types and qlutaitilies available

Organtizationus/ NCiOs, Wildlife and
Nature Conservation Societies. prohibition ott hlituing. trappintg, :mtd expert of wildllle duld tlucir hidves
People. hunting. traplpig and disturbances ol' tiigratory bi-tls anid aqluatic birds:

laprge-scale coimtercial exploitation ot0 selectedi frog, lizard and stiake
sspecies thr-oughi apptropritate legislation

Strict atnd e-ffective eutforceitueuit of etforceable laws, rules and regttlations
for the plrotectioni of wildlife, bir(s, frogs, lizar-ds, atid sia;lke species

Creation of ituore Game Sanctuaries atid Reserves, 1ird Santttries, aitd
preparation of Managetitetut Platis for mautaagitig the saute wittt tle
participations of tle cot1tutUnity organizations anid wildlil antd Natuire
conservatiotn Societies e

l) gradatioui of Wildlife ttabit:uts Preservatiou of wildlife habitats P'olicy/Plr-oject! MoEF: WoE, FD, El RIlstaltlis,luuteuut olfauietwork clfprotected areaLs',antd ititoti Wildlife Sanctuaries
Advocacy Utniversities, Wildlife and Nature atud Gatime Reserves

Cotiservatiot Societies,
Coniservationi Orgatizatiots. people Preparation of Mamagetituti Plans for mnaagingtig teotecied areaswitt ttte

Organizationts

Btio(liversity Btitdiversity protectiotn Policy/Plroject/ MoET, Doe, MoLF, Fl), BfERI, hisvetitory of biota to assess the present statis of biodi versity ftr evalaltitig

Coniservatiort onof 1titi versity Advocacy Nationual lierbarimtt, Research ilte types and quawiriy presetttly available aitd tnoutitor its cl;catges overtittie
Organizations tLliiveisities. for biodiversity protectiotn
P'eople's Representintives,
Cuttnservation Orgartizatilots. Cotiseivatiout ol' getim plastut ht seed stoies, clottat orchards, bortanical
.Wildlilte and Natutre Croversvation gardens and zoos
Societie, CoMMUnuuuttitV
_)Orgetuizatiotns/NGOs. People Assareitess dcselottent through tuedia '1'. Radio Newspapeli. Semilu lar,

Symtposiumt

Ilitei:itiont.il Collaboiauiotu lo conserve biodiversily 'tolicy/Adsocacy MoFFl D)oE, Mol', F). otlter rel treui Developmtetnt ol' a Ilidiversity C'ottlilissioI witvh neiglhboltitg couturlics for
ittstitutiiotts and tiuittistries deselopitg strategies to co'iserve shated resurces attd porittote gettetic

titterchatige
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4.6 LAND RESOURCES

4.6.1 Introduction

Land is the most important resource in Bangladesh. Land in Bangladesh is tinder intense use,
threatening its carrying capacity. But, the same land base shall have to be exploited in future to
satisfy needs of growing population. In spite of the intense use of land, there are areas sub-
optimally or inappropriately used, such as, Government forested areas, coastal areas and
deciduous hill forests.

Agriculture is the mainstay of the economy of Bangladesh and contributes abouit 40% to the GDP.
This economic pattern will continue for quite some time to come. Therefore, population pressure
on land is a crucial factor in the management of land resources in the country. In planning landuse
in the past, food crop production was given the top most priority sacrificing the interest of forest,
cash crops, fish and cattle feed etc. It is to be understood that it will be increasingly difficult every
year to produce enough food crops for the increasing population from the fixed area of land
available for agriculture and alternative source of food is to be sought from sotirces other than land,
i.e. seaweed and sea fauna etc.

As land area is fixed it necessarily becomes an increasingly limited commodity. Almost all sectors
compete for the use of land and competition is intense due to low land man ratio. Issue like
continual erosion of land by rivers, increasing landlessness and land fragmentation, unclear status
and pattern of land ownership particularly with regard to 'new' land and low level of year rotind
land utilization and the lack of land use planning needs solution for a sustainable growth.

4.6.2 People's Concerns

- Scarcity of land and increase in landlessness

Unplanned construction of residential houses, shops, factories, markets and roads affecting
agricultural land (loss of agricultural land).

- Use of prime agricultural land for brick making.

- Unplanned urbanization and setting of industries.

Use of top soil for brick making rendering the land unfit for agriculture.

- Sale of land or soil to meet demand of dowry.

- Decreasing fertility of soil due to absence of organic manure.

- Top soil erosion and hardening of soil.

- Decrease in water retention capacity of soil.

- Loss of land for the creation of family graveyard.
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Continuous production of same crop on the same land (loss of fertility).

Continuous production of tobacco for 2 to 5 year on the same land (loss of productivity)

Land on the two sides of river are changing to sandy soil from clay or silt loam.

Char areas used to produce ground nut and Boro but no more now.

Degradation of land,loss of soil fertility, land erosion ,are the major environmental concerns of
land sector expressed by the participants in the NEMAP process. 832 participants from 150 thanas
expressed different environmental concerns in this sectors. Map 4.6.4 shows the spatial
distribution of people's environmental concerns in this sector.

4.6.3 Existing Policies

The Fourth Five Year Plan (FFYP) outlines a number of policies with regard to land resources and
land use planning. These are aimed at improving land availability to the rural population and
improving its productive use.

- Systematic and comprehensive analysis of optimal landuse is to be undertaken.

Enforcement of zoning laws to limit loss of agricultural land to urban development.

Possible further reductions in land ownership ceilings.

- Enforcement of laws to enable share croppers to purchase land through the provision of
long-term loans.

- Distribution of khas lands.

- Improving landuse based on an assessment of its optimal cropping pattern.

- Promoting the use of marginal and homestead land for intensive cultivation.

- Formulation and execution of a landuse policy to prevent wasteful resource use conflicts
(such as shrimp and rice farming). The policy will take into account physical and
environmental aspects of conflict areas.

Leasing of inland open waters will be increased to a minimum of four years to promote
higher production and resource conservation.

Creation and maintenance of a permanent green belt along the coast and of participatory
forestry along roadside etc.

Environmental Policy
The Government's Environment Policy makes four specific statement on land issues.

- Formulate a balanced and environmentally sound national land use policy and plan.
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Prevent land erosion, preserve and increase soil fertility and stress the need for protection
of reclaimed land and for environmentally sound management of newly accreted land.

Encourage the adoption of land use practices that are compatible with various ecosystems
of the country.

Reduce the impact of salinity and alkalinity on the land.

4.6.4 Key Issues

Availability of land is a major constraining factor in the development of Bangladesh. Virtually all
available land is utilised for crop production, forestry, fisheries and for urban and infrastructure
development. The distribution of land ownership is skewed towards the comparatively more
wealthy. A long term continuing trend in this direction has been exacerbated in recent years by a
series of natural disasters which has forced many small holders to sell their land. Policy changes
have done little to reverse this process. The number of landless increases yearly with population
increase, occurrence of natural disasters and changes in river courses.

Land fragmentation over several generations has also resulted in uneconomic farming which does
not provide the subsistence needs of the families concerned. Much land has also been lost due to
river erosion.

The key environmental issues include the following:

Major landuse conflicts arise from insufficient coordinated action amongst the 10 Ministries
and 24 agencies concerned with land management. There is currently no formal interactive
framework.

The country lacks a comprehensive land use policy emphasising the most appropriate and
productive use of land. This would contribute greatly to the resolution of land use conflicts.

Despite general land shortage much derelict and unused land exists in urban areas.

In several coastal polders land is being converted to shrimp farming and this has adversely
affected agricultural production, caused loss of productive trees and has lead to substantial
depletion of mangrove forests.

Traditional land use patterns are being changed with the introduction of HYV rice and
irrigated agriculture.

Agricultural land is being lost to the expansion of urban settlements, for sand and gravel
mnining, transport, brick field and industrial developments.

Erosion of agricultural land exacerbates problems of land availability and rural poverty.
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Land fragmentation continues to render many families functionally landless.

Short term leasing and share cropping precludes the right to land purchase over the long
term.

Land tenure and ownership patterns are unclear in many areas preventing long term
investment in land productivity.

Inadequate land use planning based upon an assessment of land capabilities constrains land
productivity.

Unregulated encroachment into forest lands leads to unsustainable agricultural exploitation
of the land (short-term) due to uncertainty.

4.6.5 Actions Required

People's concerns in this sector relates to unplanned land use leading to gradual loss of agricultural
land, loss of soil fertility, soil degradation, loss of soil productivity, landlessness, distribution of
khas land,complicated land registration system etc.

People have suggested that in order to address the above concerns, policy in respect of land
settlement, registration, distribution of khas land should be changed, land resource management
practice should be changed from revenue orientation to development orientation, and landuse
planning should be introduced.

People's concerns have been reflected in the existing sectoral plan and environmental policy which
outline the objectives of land resources development, and improve the land availability situation.
However, some actions in respect of land policy reform are necessary incorporating the solutions
suggested by people in the sectors to address the concerns raised.
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Tauble 4.6.6: Lamd Resources

Key Issues Recoinitneiedei Aetiouis IType of Actions Actors/Agenclies Specific Action

Untsustainable Landuse Developitent s ustaiiable landuse Itiagtgement Policy Agricultural Reseairch Oryanuzritiot, Actioti Rese:arch/'arnin level rewearich
. nlivei-sities, Communlllity'

Organizeationss/ NGOs

Study oii idigenlous sustainabel laliduse piactices Project Rese:arch Organization, Comiuinitiity Stiudy to increase efficiency of the pioduictioi systemil anid its apltlicatiott
Organizatiois I NGOs, People

Iack of i iteractive franitework Creutiiott of it nibr-ell i Organizations for the GoB,Mola:id.Conicer-nied Mitiistries lolicy fotiol;atiouianildcreatioti of anapproprialte interactive framiework fo
coorditlttioti aniotigut dilferetit coorditiationis atitongst the agencies conceined wittt Iolicy ititer-sectorall liaud miantagemnent
age ncies litvolved itn Resource larid mitanagenmenit and iiter-sectoral cotillict resoltion
Managentent based on laind

Loss of soil fenility Soil fentility staLis sLIInvey and classificatioti of soil- Project SIRDI Research Organization, Survey projects ott soil fer-tility conservation and timapping
according to tenility atid takiig care ot apl)ropiate soil Univel-sities.
tiirietit deficienicies

Managetitent of degraded land Iftveittoty of degraded laid, its mapping and Pr oject SRDI, SPARRSO. Research Survey aiid mapping
recotistiendation for appropdiate use Organizationis

Status of lauid resource invetitory Natiotial laidtiseStirveyincollaborationwvitl research Project- Directorate, DLR, Researchl Lariduse survey land classification on the basis of physical uises atid legal
classification aitid legal stiats itistitutiotis atid private sector Organizatiouts, Private Sector status atid foriltila;tiot(ii ofrecomtiinidatiott for stibseqttetlit replicatiutt

Ageoldlandregistrationatd recotrded Modernizationi of land registraitioii and land right Policy/Project DIR. MoLand, Researchi lilot study aid fortinlatiot of recoiiiittettdaliott for sutbsequettit replicatiot
of land right Systetn recorditig systerir wistl the help of cotimputer assistance Organieatiotis

such as GIS

Absetice of lauld policy providitug Forniulatioit oif comuprehienisive land policy Policy MoLanid Forinulatioti of Lattduse plait
provisioti for landuse platirnitig atid
addressioii the policy of la;nd reforiitl Land refor-ms in corporatioti with agrariatn atid tetiurial structure
land fragmentation/latid tetture/
landlessness/lanid settlenetit. Such as Programinmes forgiving klhas latids for settlenietiis to thie poorand enicouiragingo
distribution of khias latids envirotittienitally souniid atid sustainable Iritiduse pauterti

Mariagetiment of charlands Reviewving of survey and settletmtetit of tbe c1larlands Policy/Project MoLand, Research Organization Review of char settlenteit law and recotnetid(lation
for environtmtenitally sound landuse patterti leaditig to
stabilization atid reductioti of river batik erosion

Afforestationi Project DoF, Cotittitiiity Organizsttionis/ Char atffirestatiott progranioiise witt suitable agencies
NGOs, Ieople

hitegrated lDevelopmtuent of Charlaiid Policy/Project Cominmunity Organizatiotis / NGOs, P'ilot studly ih the titajor chars of lPadinia, Meghnia, Ja munar v
MoLtand, People

Soil Cotisevatotio isslues Soil conservation measures itt nress sithil higi soil I'roject DoF, Coitiiiitti ty Or-gati iatiotis/ IPilot Project todevelopapPlopriate Agto-turestty praictices, planlttationt oft
erosiour stich as Modhulpur Tract, IHill slopes of NGOs, People latidUise practices lor the cotnservation ofsoil suitli active paiticipationoti ife
Chittagotig aind Syllhet local people in the aream inetitioited v
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4.7 FISHERIES AND LIVESTOCK

4.7.1 Introduction

Fisheries play a dominant role in nutrition, employment, foreign exchange earnings and other areas
of Bangladesh's economy. Fishes provide over 80% of the nation's animal protein intake. The
policy aims to increase fish production for domestic consumption by enhancing resource bases and
improving technology.

Livestock remains a crucial sector in the agrarian and largely subsistence economy of Bangladesh
as it not only provides the necessary draught power for various agricultural operations and
transport, it is also one of the sources of animal protein and an important source of cash income.

This component of the National Environmental Management Action Plan outlines the policies of the
Government of Bangladesh relevant to fisheries and livestock and identifies the key environmental
problems of these sectors. Consideration is given to issues related to unplanned FCD/l, low dry
season water levels, sustainable shrimp culture, over-fishing, lack of livestock feed and shortages
of draught cattle, and an outline action plan is presented addressing these.

4.7.2 People's Concerns

Workshop at various levels were organised and questionnaire surveys were conducted to register
people's perception in the NEMAP process. Through all these efforts people at various levels
expressed their environment concerns in the fisheries and livestock sector. The participants at the
national, divisional and nonprofessional workshops were quite articulate but those from the grass-
root workshops and leaflets had rather spoken in their own terms as they perceived the
environmental problems in the fisheries and livestock from their day to day experience.
Environmental concerns expressed in the fisheries and livestock sector came from 688 participants
in 64 thanas of which 413 were male and 275 were female. The major environmental concerns
expressed by participants were:

- Pollution of ponds
- Fish diseases
- Bio-diversity
- Over fishing
- Poverty
- Landlessness
- Degradation of beels, khals, ponds and rivers
- Corruption, depletion of species
- Diseases of livestock
- Lack of adequate health care for livestock
- Damage and road construction
- Less flood
- Shortage of grazing land
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4.7.3 Existing Policies

In general, the policy as reflected in the FFYP is one of increasing production and exports and
creation of employment opportunities as the main focus of development activities in these sectors.

Environmental Policy

The Government's Environmental Policy outlines the following approach:

- Ensure appropriate environment for the conservation and development of fisheries and
livestock.

Prevent activities and diminish the natural habitats of fish and encourage rehabilitative
measures.

Ensure that activities aimed at developing fisheries and livestock do not create any adverse
impact of the mangrove forests and other ecosystems.

Evaluate existing water resources development, flood control and irrigation projects that
have adverse impacts on fisheries and adopt alternate measures for pisciculture by
improving environmental conditions.

4.7.4 Key Issues

- Ecological alternations due to environmentally unplanned Flood Control, Drainage and
Irrigation (FCD/Is) projects can be considered as a major constraint to the viability of open
water capture fisheries.

Construction of coastal embankments, requiring the closure of tidal stream, channels, has
reduced the productivity of fisheries. It has also damaged traditional "gher" fish culture and
replaced it with modified brackish water aquaculture.

Water abstraction from permanent water bodies, like beels and haors, during the dry season
reduces the available habitat for fisheries.

Inadequate regulation of shrimp culture in the coastal belt has contributed to increased soil
salinity and damage to sensitive ecosystems like mangrove forests apart from the socio-
economic impacts.

The auction of freshwater bodies on a lease basis has lead to over-exploitation of fish
resources to maxirmise short term profits.

Over-fishing and harvesting of small fish-fries are contributing significantly to depletion of
fish resources.

Livestock development is constrained by lack of appropriate and readily available feed and
fodder.
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Low productivity of the local breeds is a major constraint to sustainable livestock
development.

Veterinary services are insufficient and hence livestock health care inadequate.

A chronic shortage of draught cattle exists in Bangladesh and improvement of their genetic
breeding is essential. The deficiency is exacerbated by the inadequate genetic fitness of
stock. The capacity to improve stock quality is also poor. Strengthening of research
facilities for improved cattle breeding is a necessary.

4.7.5 Actions Required

Major concerns of the people in this sector relate to depletion of fish resources, degradation of
fishing ground particularly floodplain and riverine fishing environment, overfishing, fish disease,
bio-diversity, leasing fisheries to non fishing communities, exploitative marketing structure, lack
of knowledge of credit facilities for fish culture, inadequate enforcement of fisheries laws, shortage
of livestock feed, diseases of livestock and inadequate health care.

Solutions suggested by people for the improvement of fisheries and live stock resources are:
regulating the construction of embankment, roads and polders, providing shelters for fish to breed,
lease out fisheries to real fishermen, framing proper laws and their enforcement, increase
production of livestock feed and provide loan for raising livestock, increasing health care and
extension facilities in the rural areas, ensuring proper market for fisheries and livestock products

Although the environment policy has outlined the approaches to address the concerns expressed
above broadly, the sectoral plan put major emphasis only on increasing production, exports and
creation of employment opportunities, but not much on resource conservation, management,
sustainability and environmental management. Therefore, the planning actions in this sector would
address resource and environmental management, sustainability and equity issues.
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Ttable 4.7.6 (a): Fisheries

Key issuies Recoinielenid Actionis 1rype or Acti ons Actors/Agetncies Specific Action

Loss of open wivter fishery Water needs itaid requliremients lof suitable hydiological Policy MolF, MolWDlC, Mol'l M iistryyolEtivironioeisie:nid(Foresistita) inlitiatel)olicypallels iiicotiulltatirit
habitats conditions ad hydikaulics ow ater for tishi, tawin atid otiier witd ootliercoticecoed Ministiesi Irap1troval by theCoutncil ofMinitersist

aquiatic anintials in B3aingladeshi waters iitst be recogfiized atllocate aiid siustaii different coiponenits of oopewalter habitlits ror tiue by
while designinig aiid implemiienting water resources rish, prawni atid oilier aquaticanintals
developitient projects. Allocatioti of requisite quiantifies of
water with requtisite hydrological conditionis for fish anid
othier aquatic aninitals atid plants be made

Prefeasibility atid feasibility sttidies o(i FCID, FCD/f atid P olicy MoWater Rtesources, MoFL Policypapers tobe initiatedbyllieMinistryofWater Resoturces iicotistlt:atiotI
other wv:ter resources developirtetit project niitlst provide foI tvith the Mittistry of Fisheries ard Livestock.
coiiipnehetisive risheries biological stidies,andcontpreheitsive
studies osii the socio-ecolxott ic consditiott of professiot:al anld
suibsistent fisherinant likely to be affected by the proposed
projects

Prepare plats to exattijite possibilities fur restoratiotn of sonie Project MoWater Resources, Mrol-I Case studies its selected coillpletCd waterl rsources dcv. projects (N EMAI
ol the lost fish (aqrnatic I habitats in di lfereist compt1 onents of nsetodotlology could be tisedl\
th;e opetiwater systeiti lu(ritigilt cotistructioti of fisl fiienidly
structtures in the existing etiibankttsetits. ciossdattis, ba rrages
across rivers etc. allowivg lisli, prawntt aitd otlfer aquatic
attinttals to tigrate back:ttd lortl flioai oti comipsonseit tot le v
othierattd froitdownstre:titt to upsireamiaid vice versa across
bairrages atid river closures

I.ack of considteratiott of P olicies need to be plht in place to maiidaite cisordiliation Policy Moi:, Mol, MoAgrictiltttre Ministry of Fishelries anud Livestock tisay initiate actioti t obtain a it policy
terw;atcr fisberies in platntning beiweeit tle governtmttent agetncics and Ministries iwhich, by directive troiti the Ct(uticil of Ministers todevelop ti;l)I itiplemiielit obligatoly

their actions alter atid iiodi fy awqua::tic aitrc terrestriaf coorditttioti betweeti the Mittistry and Miitistries of Water Resoutrces/
ciiviroti[iie )t Ministry of Indutrsie.c1Mi nistry of Agn icilture

Loss of opellwater fissh Mitigatiotn of opeti waaer tishery losses iteeds to be etisured. Pisticy MoFL, MoWater Resources Fisheries productiott loss caused by ditfterwiit FPCD, [CD/l atid river closule
prodiiction Costs for iitigationt of *lpenbwater fishery losses shotld bel plrojects shlirilil be quantiitatively assessed ainld value tiereof detetisied by

chaiged to the costcerticd water resources devetrulupteit ihe Minist iy of Iisheries anttl Livestock thirongh develOpiiet aid
projecis caltisilig tic loss implementiationi a cotiprehensive plojects lor the pulprfose

Moticiary value of opetnwater capiLre fisbery prodictiont loss Policy MoR., MoWater ResoLirces
atid costs for fishery titiigation ineaswres should be iluCILided
ii the cost atid bLtefit ainalysis of wsater levelopittetit projects

Adverse imptiacts of coastal P ossibilitiesforrestoriigthetidallyi ittindated)tuirserygrounids Project Moll., MoWater Rtesolurces. NGOt Mittistiy of Fisheries atid Livestock slihtit(rl rvelopand executitc frjects it)
emttbaiikent ot estiait;iie fish for mtarine atidesiutaritte lisltesa aid prlawsare to beexsainied People stuidy tile itiipacts of coastal etilbatlkittetits on the pOpUlatioti sizes of

atid aestoted as far as possible rlifterettt iaritse lishli id prasitw wlficlt itecle(h tidal inttlidated areais alotig hlie
coisit tursery

IPoltitioti attd degradatiorn Of Discltarge Of uniticated soilid, liquid anid gaseoLus W:v ses tinot Policy MoEI. Mol, MitFL Project concetsts ots plreptt ation atid entforcetiiejtt of hIs uttay Ibe ititiatedl by
opeit wraters idUlistiicS should be prohibited and prohibitory mtteasuites the Mittistry ol Elnvironitmtent and Forest ii conisultationi atid coorditatiot

should be strictly citforced with all the releva:it M itistiies

I ra to itNstall rIplper waste treatmitet plalts iall thl I irdusiial Prtoject NIol, Ntol:-F
tittis shoulld be etiacied antI eniforced

Iticl uisioi ot waste treatllteilt stalltis shotild b iti:de oibl ig:itor Irojert Niol, Nl%oEF
by all tsew itihdtistries to be lprtllitted
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Table 4.7.6 (h): Fisheries

Kr lssisles Recoiirnerlded Actions Type Of Actits Actors/Ageticis Slie Adiol

iIi illIage o0 trilir I le :fI d inla liid wa Iter sh oli bhe nilade Project MoF-.F PIroject for 1oimi toring and qiuianitlative aissessultlt of' oil spillage 6ry oil
pliish:hble tot ott eiider s t:nkers, ship breakerset. ci diifper-et areas slotid be htt1 lemetttedby Depit

of Eilviroltllteilt

Dompiig of raws sewage and olhier hiitiaiiii wastes as P'roject Mol'l, MoLocal Goveritriitlit Laws to be foirtmilated and e[iforced by the Mjitiistry ol' iviromtitelt
well ais oilier rawv organic wa5ele into tbe opelti Waters
shotild be discoitiiiiied

Rnil off ofoisonouls :tgrochlieicalls shottldhe prevented/ 'Project NoEFI Mol l, MoLocal Goverineite Plroject to mnontitor volumes ol' oo rgantic wastes being domped into twntel miay
rediced tby resotitig to integrated pest aitaniageutent be developed aitid impletmtented by De)qtt. of Elivirotiient
practices and by usitg less lethail chenmicals

MoAg6icuhllre, MoFl, Mo) :F I'rcepe arid inirplent tit oJeets to assess level opgc f -ClteialslitIK)itit conIOI1
diftereit rivers, stue:as aid ollier standing water bodies itid recommie,nd
mtteasure to elimrinaaireduce levels ii' such Ipollution

Lorss of aquatic biodiversity Continuouis nitonitoritig ofli'ti species of fish, shrimps Pr oject MoFL, tUniversities, NGOs. People A ptoject concept papter to b illitiatdc( hy the Dl)epatitnict of' Fslheies and
aid prawn, crabs, ittissels, oysters, turtlesand tortoises Fishclies Research Institute
and otheraquatic living orgiiiisitis should be carried otii
to locinc species becolilning rarie or extinct witDl a view
to restoiritig tiijd Preservisng thttil

Poor Maniagenment of open wvater Revetitue oriected mtanagement as practised now by the Policy/Project/ Mol., I )oFishefries, Fl) M ihistry of Fisheries and l ivestock should preseilt a snlritinry to tle Caunteil
lisheries Mittistry ofl.and atid Deptt, of Forest in thie Sunderbari Advocacy of Mittistors seeking transfer of rransetgetett of Fisheries fiontt the Mituistr y

waters sliortl(l tv siohldtd fr tlisiith. hillace ofrevesute oftf Land and Ministry of Forest for Sitirdcrbatiishfislteies lo the Ministry of
(I loodplaiul/Riiverirte) oricitted trtartagemeit, scientilie iltartageniert of' the Fisheries and Livestock

popkultotiuns ot' dit'lereint species of lil, prawin arud
coiisnzeicizIlly hir-vestable aq(uatic aninruals occurring ii Departnmett of Fishueries should plrepare a project ott scienttific managenmett
the opeiiwaters uwider the cotitrol ofl'iiistry ol' Lad of' thie lislh, prawvi. crab. oyster, nitissel etc. resottrees in the gosvemitiiten
aird in tIrc SiulderbalIs killther ithc Ministry ol' Foestms Ossnted inlhanid svaters atnd their exploitation ;t a predleteriltined level ot
should be intlroduced. Kitowsedge base of the liviig intetisity by tislieruttan as also to obtaiti roatipower, equitilpenits and fools,
populationis slotild be strengilteied by lie Fisheries transpolts, Ititisetc. toitihplemtrent tlre plans forislir s irre titatttgette
scieunfists of tIre Dtepartimeit of Fishieries thirougi the
stidy ol' tite dyntamics ol'ite aquatic popLtuationis and
allotiig titeir restricted haryvest ilrotugh ireastires like
catch quotit, size litiits, proteetioa during bieeding
seasoni atid citlier tittderni scicnttitic nttarttgetteiit tools
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4.8 AGRICULTURE

4.8.1 Introduction

This component of the National Environmental Management Action Plan outlines the policies of the
Government of Bangladesh relevant to agriculture and identifies the key environmental problems of
this sector. Consideration is given to issues related to sustainable agricultural resource use and
production, use of agrochemicals and the safety of agricultural workers, and an outline action plan
is presented addressing these.

4.8.2 People's Concerns

In all the grass-root, professional, national and regional, workshops concerns about environmental
aspects of agriculture was highlighted with great emphasis as most of the participants, those
particularly in the rural area, were somehow related with this sector. The participants in the
professional workshop expressed their environmental concerns in this sector in articulated ways
which in many cases reflected the sectoral concerns expressed in the earlier NEMAP documents.
However, participants in the grass root level, mostly coming from rural areas, expressed their own
day to day experience related to environmental problems in the agricultural sector. Concerns about
environmental problem in the Agriculture sector come from 150 thanas where 1216 participants
expressed their concerns about environmental problem in agriculture sector of which 759 were
male and 457 were female. The major concerns in the agricultural sector expressed by the
participants were as follows:

- Loss of bio-diversity;

- - Loss of agricultural land for urbanisation and industry, houses, etc.;

- Shortage of irrigation water due to the drying of khals, beels etc.;

- Pest attack and diseases;

- Landlessness, Desertification, flash flood and flooding;

- Uncertainty of rain;

- Increased requirement of agro-chemicals;

- Loss of productivity due to use of agro-chemicals;

- Loss of rabi crop to introduce HYV.

Map 4.8 shows spatial distribution of people's environmental concerns in agricultural sector.

4.8.3 Existing Policies

The main aim of the Government is to increase the production of food grains with the goal of food
self sufficiency. The increase in food production is being carried out through intensification of
cropping patterns supported by increased ground water and surface water irrigation, intensive use
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of agrochemicals, the introduction of improved crop varieties (HYVs), policy adjustments aimed at
improving supplies of agricultural inputs and by improvements in the efficiency and out reach
capabilities of the extension service.

Major constraints to agricultural productivity include frequent natural disasters, shortage of land,
high population densities, unstable markets, lack of appropriate sustainable technology, inadequate
investments (partly due to uncertain land tenure and tenancy arrangements) and insufficient
extension support in terms of outreach capabilities and the appropriateness of extension messages.

Environmental Policy

The Government of Bangladesh has adopted an environmental policy which makes the following -

specific statements concerning agriculture.

Ensure that all steps taken and technologies adopted for agricultural development and
attainment of self-sufficiency in food are environmentally sound.

-Sustain the basis of all agricultural resources in the process of development and ensure their
long term use in an environmentally sustainable manner.

Regulate the use of those agrochemicals, artificial materials and inputs which diminish the
natural fertility and organic properties of the soil and cause adverse impacts on man and
animals. Ensure safety of agricultural workers who apply such inputs. Encourage the
application of various natural fertilizers and insecticides.

Facilitate environmentally sound development in the agriculture sector through appropriate
changes in production management and production relations with a view to protecting the
environment and encouraging sustainable use of resources.

Increase the use of environment friendly natural fibres like jute and jute products.

4.8.4 Key Issues

The trends towards greater food grain production, principally through increased agricultural
intensification and an increase in irrigated area has contributed to the development of a number of
environmental problems which are apparent to varying degrees in different parts of the country.
The major issues are as follows:

Loss of crop bio-diversity due to introduction of HYV replacing local varieties.

Abandonment of many indigenous crop varieties in favour of HYVs which will lead to
irreversible loss of the country's genetic resources. This may have considerable
consequences when global climatic changes become manifest in Bangladesh.
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Depletion of soil resources due to intensive cropping, principally reduction in soil nutrients
and organic matter. This is manifest in some areas as crop micronutrient deficiencies and
decreased yields.

Loss of wetland habitats through abstraction, drainage and in-filling which results in
depletion of aquatic fauna and flora and reduction in water availability to the rural poor.

Loss of forest resources due to permanent agricultural encroachment and shifting
subsistence farming in the Hill Tracts, which reduce aquifer recharge and lead to increase
soil erosion.

Desertification (in the Barind Tract for example) which has resulted from deforestation for
agricultural development.

Increased (and often inappropriate) use of agro-chemicals which raises the possibility of
pollution of surface and ground waters, accidental poisoning and eutrophication of surface
water bodies.

Loss of agricultural products due to natural hazards, pest attack and disease.

-Share cropping / tenural problems.

4.8.5 Actions Required

The major concerns of the people in the agricultural sector are: loss of crop biodiversity and
decrease in the production of rabi crops, increased requirement of agrochemicals in crop
production and their increasing price, uncertainty of rain and inadequate irrigation water, land
degradation, loss of crops due to natural hazards, pest attack and disease and land tenure problems,
small plot and farm size.

People have suggested that the following measures would be helpful to address the concerns they
have raised : Conserve biodiversity with both government and people's initiatives, put restriction
on the use buying and selling of agrochemicals, preventive measures to protect crops from hazards
and introduce crop insurance, diversification of crops, provide adequate irrigation water etc.

The sectoral plan aims to achieve self sufficiency in food through the increase of food grains
production by adopting policies which enhances the use of agrochemicals, HYVs, cropping
intensities, distribution of khas land to landless etc. Long term sustenance of productivity,
conservation of biodiversity, restricted use of agrochemicals and other concerns in this sector are
not reflected adequately in the sectoral plan. However, the environmental policy has made some
statements in respect of these issues.

The planning actions in this sector would therefore put emphasis on the sustainability of crop
production, environmental management, sustained supply of irrigation water, required
agrochemicals and related other issues.
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Table 4.8.6 Agriculture
Ket Issues Reconinended Action Ty3p of Actionl Ators/Agencies Specific Action

Loss of genetic resources due to Preservation of Genetic Resources Project GoB, Agriculture Research Establishmenit of gene bank and local genepol
inlroductioll of HYV Organization, BAU, National lHarrberiums inventory on wild relatives

Chanige in cropping pattern and Policy/Project Agriculture Research Organization Research and development on cropping pattern lor
agricultural landuise patterns (GoB), BAU, Universities sustainable laiduse

Reduction in the production of Crop Diversification with Project/ Agri. Researlch Organizations, BAU, I'ilot studies in different agro-ecological zouies
Rabi Crops emphiasis on traditional Advocacy Commiistity Organizations/NGOs

indigenous wiinter crops People
Expansion of urbatt cetires, Laniduse zonting througlt latiduse Policy/ MoLand, MoAgri Brintging the issue under laniduse platmniig
industrial areas and other sectors at legislation Advocacy
the cost of valuable agricultural
lands

Loss of agricultural land fertility Appropriate regulation for the I'olicy/ GoB, MoEF, DoE Formulatious of legislation/rules and regulations,
due to overuse of agro-chenmicals manufacture, transport and use of Advocacy guidelines. it respect of pesticids, agro chemticals,
leading to increasing depenidence pesticide and agro-chemnicals anud manufacture, use anid transport.
on these chemicals its enforcement

Use of' sustainable agriculture Policy/Project Communlity Organizations / NGOs, Pilot Sttuly anid Field resea-ch *

Research Organizations

._______________________________ _______________ Extensioit program nce

Non-availability of irrigation Sustainable use of ground and Policy MoAgri Formiulationi of appropriate rules and regulations
water duritig the dry season due to surface water
reductioni in river flows and
abstraction of ground water

LGED, Comillulity Organizations / Developtument of sustaintable miiinor irrigation
NGOs scheme *

Loss of agricultural productions due Ilazard lProoting and hazard Project Disaster management Bureau, MoR&R Enihanicemenet of disaster managernent capability
to uiatural haziard nuanagenselit S(Disaster preparedness, post disaster mitigation anid

management)

Communuity Organizations/NGOs, Hazard proofing programmes
People _

Research organizations Research otn hazard profing based on indigenous
knowledge

Incidence of pest attack ansd Iltegrated pest managemenst Policy GoB. Agricultuic Research Pilot Project, Research and Developrneust Works
diseases Organizmions

_____________________________________ CommUnity Orgainization / NGOs Actiout Research Programmes
Adverse effect ott latud fertility dIle Developumesnt of appropriate Policy GoB Agri-Research Organizatiotns, On farm researchi on appropriate landuse managemuent
to crolp intenisity/croppiutg patternt landuse mnamugenterit practices Coummntunity Organizations / NGOs,

throsugh larurs level researchi People

Loss of agricultural crop due to Crop security P'olicy GoB, MoAgri, Private Sector (Insurance Crop security programmes at pilot scales in diffuciot
climtuatic uncerainity Corporation.Bank) areas prone to cliuisahic uncertailties

Hazard lProflulg Project Coniusiutiity Organizations / Hazard proofing
.______________ _ NGOs.l'lople .. _..

Rlentoval of agricultlral residue Dcs'elopmcnt ol eflcicinlt chlulas Ploject Research Organizationus, Comnsususity Research astd developml ent wvoiks for appropriate
leaditug to resluctioni ol soil anid alurttmate fuel with resources Organizations /NGOs tecisisology inutovatios
fertility vvitsh use of agricultural residue as

Ifuels

* Priority



4.9 HOUSING AND URBANIZATION

4.9.1 Introduction

This component of the National Environmental Management Action Plan outlines the policies of the
Government of Bangladesh relevant to housing and urban infrastructure and identifies the key
environmental problems of the sector. Consideration is given to issues related to urban growth,
housing, sanitation, and sewerage, and an outline action plan is presented addressing these.

4.9.2 People's Concerns

Participants from the grass-root, professional, regional, national workshops and leaflet survey
expressed concerns about urban environment from a wide geographically distributed area. This
appears unusual for a country like Bangladesh, where level of urbanization is very low. However,
on analyzing responses it reveals that most of the environmental concerns are expressed from areas
where the settlements are getting the characteristics of urban centres gradually, due to
industrialisation, establishment of thana administrative centres, growth centres, trade centres etc.
Participants from the urbanized areas, however, pointed out environmental problems arising out of
inadequate urban facilities and institutional weakness to cope with the emerging environmental
problems in the urban areas. The later groups of participants were mostly literate and urban
dwellers. The environmental concerns expressed in-the urban sector came from 617 participants in
125 thanas of which 444 male and 173 female.

Major environmental problems expressed were as follows:

- Loss of agricultural land due to urban expansion

- Lack of enforcement of zoning in the urban areas.

- Weak local government institutions who handle urban problems

- Lack of urban facilities such as garbage disposal, traffic jam, emission of smoke,
inadequate and unplanned road

- Poor housing

- Lack of water supply

- Slums

- Flooding due to rain water and river flooding

- Migration of rural people to urban area at an increasing rate.

- Increased fire hazards

- Unrestricted growth of high rise buildings.

4.9.3 Existing Policies

In general, the policy as reflected in the FFYP is one of increasing investment in urban
infrastructure. Much attention has been paid to water supply and sanitation improvements in Dhaka
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and Chittagong in previous FYPs and the trend continues. Provision of basic services to the
homeless urban poor is also an aim.

Environmental Policy

The Government's Environmental Policy outlines the following approach.

- Integrate environmental considerations into all housing and all urban planning activities and
research.

- Gradually extend environmentally sound amenities to all the existing urban and rural
housing areas in phases.

- -Control those housing and urban development schemes that have adverse impact on the
local and overall environment.

- Accord greater importance to the water bodies for their role in beautifying urban areas.

4.9.4 Key Issues

The key environmental issues associated with the housing and urban infrastructure sector are as
follows:

Weak local governments lacking capacity to address the urban problems.

Unplanned and unregulated urban growth has overwhelmed public infrastructure
provisions in many urban areas. Projected urban growth rates of 4-6% until the year 2010
indicate that urban squalor will remain for some time.

Extremely high densities of people in urban areas (>200/acre) often in insanitary conditions
causes high incidence of disease.

Uncoordinated development of medical centres in urban areas and inadequate disposal of
medical waste presents a high risk of disease transmission.

Sewerage infrastructure is poorly developed even in Dhaka where it is estimated that only
18% of domestic sewage enters the sewerage system.

There is an acute and increasing shortage of housing in urban areas. For example, it is
estimated that by the year 2000 an extra 1.2 million houses will be required.

Provision of housing for unmarried women engaged in professional work is inadequate.

A regional imbalance in urban growth rates with the result that some urban centres are more
stressed than others.

No policy for deflecting or accommodating urban immigrants has been formulated.
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4.9.5 Actions Required

Environmental issues in this sector emanate from the following major concerns expressed by
people: expanding urban areas resulting from continuous migration from rural areas, poor
condition of urban facilities, weak local government agencies lacking forward planning capability,
no reflection of people's concerns in the activities of the agencies handling problems of the urban
areas,slum problems, poor urban transport system, inadequate zoning law., building standards and
poor enforcement of the existing regulations.

Measures suggested by people to the environmental issues arising out of the above concerns are:
Strengthening local institution's capability for forward planning with consultation of people, create
better urban facilities including housing facilities for the urban poor, middle class and working
women, enacting appropriate legislations for urban land use, building standards, zoning and town
planning, enforcing existing laws.

Although the environment policy states that all planning activities in this sector would be integrated
with environmental concerns, the sectoral plan, however, has proposed interventions mainly in
infrastructure development and providing water supply, sanitation and basic services.

.The planning actions in this sector would, therefore, also incorporate institutional strengthening,
necessary policy and legislative changes to address long term issues in the sector and incorporate
concerns of the people in the planning process.
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Table 4.9.6: Ilousing and Urbanizaltio,

Ket Isvoes Recmmn,rrerrhded Ac t ios Type of Actiotts Actors/Agencies Specilfic Action

Unplanned arid tinegulated tirrb:n lForinulatiorr of landuise guideline tor urban areas I'olicy MoWorks. MoLocal Govt. ULDD. Foniulation olt lttiduse guidelines
growth I-GED, RAJUK. CDA, KDA,

Pouroshava

Regional planriitg Policy UDD Preparation of project proposals or regional plkturring

Absenceof UrbartlatidiseG.tideline, Review of present landuse guidelines and zoninig law llolicy NMoWorks, UDD Forniolalioin of appropriate guideline anid legislation for zoning
Zoiiiitg law and their enlorcemiient

I.nstitriliottal strengthening olIrthe eiforcement oflaiws Policy/Project MoLocal Govt., MoWorks, RAJUK. Strengthening iistitritiottal capabilities ol'ite involved agencies
and regulations relating lo Lirbait laniduse zoninlg and KDA, CDA, Mnlilicipalities
tossi p3nlatttting

Unpl an ned Sliiiri and sl natter Slum i4pprovetiment in terilis of housing, health and I'olicy/Project MoLocal Govt., Coninimun it y Initiate planning progratttmues for imupiovement of the slisui areas
settilelients sauiitatiort Organizatiotis / NGOs

Uliplainnsed high rise btilditig Setting tip planning criteria tor buiilding standards I'olicy RAJ UK, DA, KDA Fortilalioti of planning criteria anid building stanidards lntler strict
utrider strict supervisiont sutpervisionr

Ulrban F-looding Flood proofing arid protection mnteasures Plroject RAIUJLK, CDA, KDA, LGEI) Flood protection prograrrmmes for big cities ittid stall towns

Applicatiotof str-ict zoning laws it the highlly vulnierable Project RAJ UK, C(DA, K DA, Local Govt. linslitiliotia; strengtheniing
areas agencies(Milllicil)lalities 'oLrasltava)

Sewerage & garbaige d isposa I Belter provisions and facilities for disposal of garbage P'r oject Mutticipal Corporations, WASA Developitmeit of garbage disposal and seweraige treatltmerit capability
probletii and sewerage treatirtent

Itecycliirg aind ecotnotiric rise ol' garbage through Project Conintrirnrity Organizations / NGOs, Development sflPilotProjectilivolvirrgGovI. attdCoroiittirnnityOrganizattionis
participatory rriairageiieiin ihivolvinig consiimtirity MUticipal Corporatiori / NGOs *

Iiadeulinate & unhlicalthiy hoursing ItIrprore huLIsing lacilities partickilally lor tlIe less Policy/Project RAJtUK Planning iuore residential areas with multistoried buiildings
facility wealthy sectioln

Private Sectoir, Corninmnity Providing licemitivre to tire private sector & NGOs to undertake houisinig
Organizations / NGOs, People projects *

Financing Urban houtsing Policy Financial Organi iationi, Pri 5a1c Low cost hotise buildin g loan programimlires
Sector. CoiiiItiriiiity Organizations 
NGOs

Shiortaige of Water Suppply Ensure sustainable suilphy of cle.irr wiater Project WASA, Local Goverirnment agencies Proper Water supply projects

Fire hilzalrd(s Incrlese awareiness Policy/Project Medial, Civil Defence, Commuiinity Media crrrjraigni and MsVIarerICss develOPinrCrit progrertirties
Organrizations I NGOs, P'eople

StriCt application of zoning regula:tions Policy Local (ioverirrireirt Agenicies FIormiuilation o' zooning law ard theil strict application

Ilrcrease covemage if'tlice tigt lirg capabilities PIroject Civil l)efense Deparitmiennt Iirstiluitioittl calpability developmoenit

Rirral-Urbanr migration Creatiotn of job opprirurities in tIle rural areas IProject Gol, (Communrrority riploymein g(erierariotn ictivities
Organizatiorns / NGOs. People

W\;Vk sc;l goseriririierir orgaiization Sirempgtheiing ourgianizational caplicity Advocacy/Pollicy (GOBI, Corittmirutry Orfgari zation, Camipaign, IPolicy actions
Pecopleoc

* llriority



4.10 HEALTH, SANITATION AND POPULATION

4.10.1 Introduction

This component of the National Environmental Management Action Plan outlines the policies of the
Government of Bangladesh relevant to health, sanitation and population control and identifies the
key environmental problems of these sectors. Consideration is given to issues related to health
awareness, water quality, infant mortality, low literacy, disposal of human and industrial wastes
and high population densities, and an outline action plan is presented addressing these.

4.10.2 People's Concerns

In all the workshops and responses of the questionnaire survey it was found that health sanitation
and faecal pollution problems related to heaith were emphasised by large number of participants
and the geographical distribution of people's environmental problem in this sector exhibits or
shows this as a environmental problem. 3008 participants from 240 thana reported various
environmental concerns in the health sector.

Map 4. 10 shows the spatial distribution of people's environmental concerns in the health sector. It
is obvious from the figure and map that concerns about environment in the health sector is wide-
spread all over Bangladesh and is very much of a people's concern which of course also reflects
the sectoral policy.

The major health related environmental concerns are as follows:

- Faecal pollution

- Malnutrition

- Lack of health, education and awareness

- Rapid population growth

- Lack of family planning

- Educational knowledge

- Poor child and mother care

- Lack of drinking water

- Lack of water for household purpose

- Smoke from brick field and inefficient chulas (stoves)

4.10.3 Existing Policies

Key Government policy statements relating to health and population are identified as follows:

- Increased access to safe drinking water and sanitation for rural and urban populations and
measures against environmental pollution.
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Increasing the status of women through improvements in their health, education and
income generating activities.

Undertaking efforts to delay marriage.

Identification of under-privileged and vulnerable families and provision of food.

Promotion and pursuance of population planning as an integral part of the total
development process and the integration of population issues into all development
programmes.

Build up the national commitment to a one child family nonn.

The strategy to achieve the latter would involve making the availability of family planning less
complicated, making it more community orientated and introducing various options for
interventions which could include economic disincentives directed towards small families.

The FFYP propose a merger of the Directorate of Health Services and the Directorate of Family
Planning in order to provide comprehensive local health services under the Ministry of Health and
Family Planning (MoHFP).

The coverage of the Government's rural sanitation programme, which makes available water sealed
latrines, will be increased to cover 18% of the rural population in the FFYP. In towns, the
availability of piped water will also be increased to 75%.

- Protein caloric intake is extremely low in rural areas and has declined since 1960. This
contributes to high infant mortality rate and a low level of disease resistance amongst the
population in general.

- Low literacy rates greatly impede the dissemination of information on environmental health.

- In most towns, the disposal of human and industrial waste is inadequate.

- In urban areas, the rate of population increase outstrips attempts to improve provisions for
water supply and sanitation.

- High population densities in rural areas leads to encroachment and degradation of natural
habitats, and over-exploitation of fisheries and other natural resources.

- Inadequacies in the institutional framework for population control (such as absence of
birth/death registration and the non-integration of health and family planning services)
means that it is difficult to monitor the success of population interventions.

4.10.4 Key Issues

The generally inadequate state of human health in Bangladesh is the result of inextricable linkages
between over population, poor nutritional status, and inadequate potable water and sanitation
provisions. The major issues in this sector relate to the following:
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HHuman health in Bangladesh is affected by a number of interlinking issues such as
overcrowding, poor sewerage and sanitation provisions and the presence of polluted
surface waters. Improved water supply and sanitation infrastructure will contribute greatly
to a decline in many diseases.

There is a low level of environmental health awareness amongst the rural and urban poor
and homeless population.

Despite 80% of rural households having access to tubewell water, many people continue to
rely on contaminated surface waters and are therefore vulnerable to waterbome disease.

The key issues of this section are

Inadequate provision for safe drinking water
Inadequate provision for latrine
Using open places for defecation and urination
Lack of Mother and Child Health Care facilities
Quality of drug

- Malnutrition
- Unhealthy condition at work place
- Inadequate institutional framework for population control
- Lack of awareness in health, sanitation and nutrition

Narcotics and drug abuse

4.10.5 Actions Required

People's concern in this sector relate to lack of awareness on environment, population control,
health and sanitation etc., inadequate coverage of health care and family planning services, rapid
population growth, drug abuse and low standard of medicine etc.

The suggested solutions by people are: supply of sanitary latrines, safe drinking water and family
planning materials at low cost or free of cost, raising awareness on environment including
population growth and family planning, health, sanitation, nutrition and faecal pollution.
Necessary social mobilization will be required to make the above programmes effective.

The existing policy and sectoral plan have outlined the approaches to address the underlying issues
and at present there are a number of major activities undertaken both by the government and NGO
agencies within the policy frame work.

The planning actions in this sector would be to strengthen the institutional capability to improve the
service delivery systems, raising awareness, imparting education and widening service delivery
coverage, measures to enforce and implement the provisions of policy and laws for quality
standards and abuse of drugs existing.
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Table 4.10.6: II ealth and(i Soti:tatioll

Ke) IssiIes Ihcniinaukd ATlimls lype ul Actiutis Aelurs/Ag es Speciflc Aetihn

hln.depltlatle Itovisikn lhrutic drinikingo Nlass sciale service siupport coverage foI safe drinking Policy/lProiect CoGl agencics, ('Cottlitillity Ptograllttines tBr silkinlg tuabwels lit Cottit ity levels
waltel witelr Organizations / NGOs

Programittites lor credit suplprt lIr siniking itibewells

Cominititity batsed water supply progrlliniles ill rulral treas miid slums

liadcu(iiaite provision lor latrine Mass scale serv ice SUpPorlt CvOer`age lo;r IatfiitC Policy/lroject (iol agencies, Commiulltily Progrannttes for installing latrines at cottitinnity level
Orgattizeniotts / N(;Os

Irogramimies lot credil support loit establishinig killiiies

tUsinig Oupi places iordelecation an)d Public toilet itt convenient piblic places Advocacy GoB. PlivalC Sectol, Colninlinity Plublic toilet in both rural aid city areas
initianoin Organizationss / NGOs

Lick of'Molherand Child I lealth (are N1CII plotrammue, Gol, Communiaty O-gafti zattions / Increase coverage of lICI I proglraiulles
fiteilities NGOs

Quality of' D)Irug Stlict apsplicationt (if slrug policies M ol -leath:lt IEmpowverintg/delegatintg plowirC to appropriate agencties

Stregilthening dIriug administrationi dlepalituett anid Mo0 le;ilt, 13SI'l Strengthening an1d cplsial)l)iig laiboratories Iorcc;lrryitog otm neccss:iry analysis

Malnutritimnt Awareness atnd I leulth Education GoB, Cottittiittity ORgdiiTzatiotts / Radi. j V., Medit camittpaigin, Rally. Seuinar, Symtiptosiutm etc.
NGOs, WASA

Crop Dsersification MoAgri C'oitiululity Otgantizations Pilo( projects svith emlplihasis oti indigenous rabi crops
I NGOs

IFood Security nieamites as opposd it) cere.l sccui ty Cotn } 1litiity Organiznions / NGOs, Ad vocacy tid lobbying
sectioii Gofl

GIolicy Forullnlation

Unlheatlthy cotiditio ait saot k place Pi epatation o' Guideline, Rliles and Regulatiots Mot, DoE. Mo!Law Stiudy anid recommentdation

Inaldequilate iistittltionall fratrn orI klor Sntetlgtnheniiig exssthig intstitntit for sc rvice delivery Mot l1&1' C(ontuinity 131brlgiln lore psl:victioia and areas nuder hesistiig ge

polpulationt comirol system Orgattizations / NGOs deliveliy

Resource Orgainizatiois Monitioring and Evaluation ot existing programitimies

1Lak of' Awareness in health Awateness builditig pi ogsamitites GOB, ('Couttuitity Or iz iiiI Camtipaigit using TN., Radio, newspaper, semiltltttar, spopositti. rally etc.
salittation andl titir itiolt NCOs

I IctlthlIdutcatioi Gll, Co'titnoittytt tirgatllizitiolls/ ltaillintg 1rogrttt.1111es

Narcotics ttid l)ruig Abuse Stonesit roIVCeItatiC e( t Lt pdLrUg ratl.itlulg Goil, Narcotics l)Dep:atiiitt-s Sti stg SIuvctllatce tO s1tl( drg ratlCilig

Auakrcntess Dcvelopmiiet GoBl agencies, Cotitinity A wvarentess piogramiitet Mkelit caitilsaigi, Rally etc.
Orgattizatiotis / NGOs

* Priority
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4.11 EDUCATION AND AWARENESS

4.11.1 Introduction

Within Bangladesh the level of environmental awareness is generally low both in urban and rural
areas. This does much to exacerbate the process of environmental degradation in the country.
Many of the actions required under NEMAP attempt to improve the sustainability of human
activities in specific sectors. This component of NEMAP has the more general aim of improving
environmental awareness amongst the population and developing the study of environment at all
levels of education. Below the policies of the Government of Bangladesh relevant to education and
public awareness are outlined and key environmental issues identified, especially those related to
environmental education curricula, participation of women in education, environmental extension
awareness and research. An action plan is presented addressing these.

4.1 1.2 People's Concerns

Necessity for environmental education and awareness was highlighted by a large number of
participants from a wide geographical coverage. 2626 participants from 234 thanas expressed the
need for environmental education and awareness from population as well as different levels of
people are involved in development activities. Map 4.11 shows the spatial distribution of
participants expressed the need for environmental education and awareness.

The major opinion reflected in the workshop and questionnaire survey in respect of environmental
education are as follows:

CCurriculum should be developed for School, College, University and Technical Institutes
on environment.
iMedia coverage is not adequate on environmental matters.
Radio, T.V. should telecast more programmes on environment
Imparting environmental education through non formal education by GO and NGO
agencies.

4.11.3 Existing Policies

The Government's policies towards education includes the following:

Optimum utilisation of existing educational facilities through proper planning. Meaningful
efforts are to be mounted for combating drop-outs and to minimise its incidence.

Expansion of non-formal primary education through strengthening of government mass
literacy centres and mobilising the resources of the NGOs.

Secondary schools, colleges and general universities will be required to develop and adhere
to a minimum standards of available facilities and qualified teaching stalff.
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Extension education and management training for teachers and education administrators
would be organised.

Effective utilisation of Vocational Training Institutes and the National Council for Skill
Development and Training will be strengthened to promote effective inter actions between
the training institutes on the one hand and the employers in the private and public sector on
the other.

Environmental education would be imparted to the teachers and students at all levels of
education.

Specific measures must be undertaken to ensure adequate participation of woomen at every
level of education.

The strategy to achieve the above takes into account that the resources available for the education
sector are inadequate compared to the commitments for compulsory primary education,
enlargement of the base of female participation in secondary education and other important
development activities.

The FFYP proposes multi-shift and co-education operations be initiated in all institutions to ensure
the better utilisation of available facilities. It also encourages the participation of the private sector
and community involvement to ensure optimum utilisation and operations of the educational
institutions.

Environmental Policy

The Government's Environmental Policy contains the following specific statements on education
and public awareness:

Eradicate illiteracy with a view to integrate people more in the development of the country
and take necessary steps to increase literacy.

Create 'wide-spread mass awareness regarding protection of the environment and utilisation
of all national resources in a sustainable and environmentally sound manner.

- Ensure inclusion and dissemination of environmental knowledge and information in the
formal and non-formal systems of education and the media.

Encourage spontaneous and active participation of people in all environmental activities.

- Incorporate environmental issues in all training programmes for public and private sector
officials and employees including industrial and commercial workers.

Encourage necessary research and evolve technology so as to ensuLre long term, sustainable
and environmentally sound utilisation of all resources.
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Ensure that environmental issues get due consideration in all research activities by research
and development institutions.

4.11.4 Key Issues

Adequate attention is yet to be given to environmental education, research and mass awareness.
The key issues arising from this include:

Environmental education syllabus needs to be upgraded to provide clear conceptions of the
priority issues.

Since only about 30% of the population are literate, major efforts have to be undertaken to
provide basic education to the remaining population.

Low literacy rates greatly impede the dissemination of information on environmental health,
nutrition and mother and child care, essential areas for the overall development of the
country.

L ow level of female literacy rates. Due to the socio-eco-cultural situation women constitute
the most educationally deprived group.

The coverage given to environmental issues in the pr-ess and other information media is
sporadic and insufficient.

Training programmes on environmental education are inadequate and need to he improved.

There is no coordination of approaches to environmental awareness training by various
Ministries and NGOs which compromises their effectiveness, out-reach and cost-
efficiency.

4.11.5 Actions Required

People's concerns in this sector relate to illiteracy of the general mass, lack of provisions for
environmental education in the curriculum at all levels. inadequate coverage of environmental
aspect in the radio, T.V and media, inadequate institutional arrangement to impart environmental
education to wider section of people, particularly women.

Environment policy has addressed the above issues adequately but the sectoral policy and plan do
not reflect them explicitly.

The present planning process would, therefore, put emphasis on institutional strengthening for
imparting environmental education, introduction of environment in the education curriculum at all
levels and their development, training of teachers on environmental education, providing
environmental education through non formal modes, increase media coverage on environment.
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4.12 TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATIONS

4.12.1 Introduction

In this component of NEMAP the policies and issues related to transport and communications are
identified. Consideration is given to environmental issues related to road, rail and inland and
coastal shipping networks in the country, and an outline action plan is presented addressing these.

4.12.2 People's Concerns

Environmental problems related to transport and communication were not expressed by a large
number of participants compared to other sectors and responses. Participants who expressed
environmental concerns in this sector did not represent very wide geographical coverage.
Environmental concerns expressed by participants were from 30 thanas and the total number of
participants expressing concerns were 94.

The major concern in this sector were as follows

Indiscriminate and unplanned nrral road development causing increased floodability and
drainage problem

Inadequate culverts

Emission of smoke

-Road accident

Silting up of water

Oil pollution due to mechanised boats and launches

- Payment of compensation and resettlement for the evicted people in road/railway
development projects

4.12.3 Existing Policies

The main sectoral aim reflected in the FFYP is the improvement and expansion of the
transportation network with particular emphasis on the Jamuna Bridge development. The main
sectoral strategies are as follows.

Choosing new projects on the basis of their economic viability.

Developing a transport network which does not conflict with overall water management
policies.

Promoting increased participation of the private sector.
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Coordinating transport policies within national land use planning.

Increasing the efficiency and use of existing facilities through tariff adjulstments which take
into account maintenance costs and transportation econonics.

Environmental Policy

The Governments Environmental Policy makes the following specific statements on transport and
communication.

Ensure that road, rail, air and inland water transport systems do not pollute the environment
or degrade the resources.

Ensure that people and transport using roads, rail, air and inland waterways do not pollute
the environment and take steps to protect the health of the workers that run them.

Control those activities in inland ports and dockyards which cause pollution of water and
the local environment.

Reduce and discourage the use of those fuels that pollute the environment and encourage
the use of these fuels that are environmentally sound and less harmful.

4.12.4 Key Issues

NEMAP identifies the following environmental issues in the transport and communications sector
as important:

Widespread unchecked water pollution arises from inland and coastal shipping. Facilities to
receive and treat ship wastes are lacking.

Air pollution in localised urban areas and along major roads due to incomplete combustion
of fuel is a major cause for concern.

Regulatory control and monitoring of waste disposal from ships and trains is insufficient.

Poor vehicle maintenance and inadequate enforcement of legal requirements results in much
unnecessary pollution and fuel wastage.

Urban transport planning and management appears inadequate for the volume of traffic in
- many urban areas, resulting, in traffic jams which waste both time and fuel.

Inappropriate shallow borrow excavation (eg. along the Asian Highway) removes much
more topsoil than conventional deep borrow pits, thus affecting agricultural production.

Road and rail construction lead to permanent loss of agricultural land though offers
possibilities for social forestry along route corridors, and for aquaculture in borrow pits.
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The socio-economic costs and benefits of bridge construction and the resultant replacement
of ferries needs to be considered in project appraisal. Many livelihoods are diminished
when ferry crossings become redundant.
Inadequate attention to natural drainage patterns often leads to inadequate culvert
provisions.

Siltation of inland waterways and their closure due to FCD/I structures adversely affects
private boat owners and forces a shift from river to road transport.

Involvement of women in road construction and maintenance is limited, thus depriving
many rural women-headed households of income generation.

The level of road safety is extremely poor leading to loss of life and vehicles through
accidents.

Noise pollution from vehicles horns and air traffic is significant in many areas, affecting
health and disrupting conunerce and adrninistration.

Permanent loss of land to road and rail construction decreases agricultural production and
affects the long, term livelihoods of displaced farmers.

4.12.5 Actions Required

People's concerns in this sector relate to indiscriminate and unplanned rural road and infrastrUcture
construction, resettlement issues related with transport infrastructure construction,silting up of
water ways, accidents on roads and water ways, pollution due emission of smoke and discharge of
oil by mechanized vehicles etc.

Preparation and implementation of guideline for rural roads, providing proper and quick-
compensation to the project affected people, pollution control, coordination among different
agencies etc are the suggested solutions made by the people.

Although the sectoral policy aims to develop transport networks in coordination with the national
water management and landuse policies, it is not explicit about incorporating environmental
concerns or coordinating it with the environment policy, which has outlined the frame work to
incorporate environmental concerns in the planning and development in the transport sector.

The planning interventions in this sector would incorporate guideline preparation for rural roads
and infrastructure development, reviewing resettlement policy for delivering compensation
packages, institutional arrangement to coordinate with other agencies which affect development in
this sector, reenforcement of policy for the abatement of pollution from vehicular emission and
discharge.
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5. LOCATION SPECIFIC (LOCAL) ISSUES AND ACTIONS

In the early NEMAP documents several regional issues were high lighted which required urgent
interventions. In the NEMAP participatory process in addition to those issues several other
regional issues were raised locally by the participants. 1655 participants from 150 thana raised
concern about environmental degradation which are regionally well defined and represent part or
whole of some ecological units. These regionally well defined areas exhibit environmental
degradation resulting from intervention activities in a number of sectors. As such environmental
problems can not be addressed by a single sectoral agency alone, but requires integrated
environmental management interventions. Therefore, these issues were treated separately as
regional issues.

NEMAP has identified them as Local Issues and has grouped them under the following heads:

Charland issues
Madhupur Tract issues
Barind Tract issues
Wetland issues
Hill Cutting, issues
Salinity and Shrimp Cultivation issues
Coastal and Marine Resources management issues

From these the most critical ones have been considered for the action plan with a pilot approach
which are as follows:

5.1 CHARLAND ISSUES

There are chars on all the alluvial rivers - large and small. These chars are highly unstable but some
of them are observed to remain stationary for a long time. These quasi-stable chars are inhabited by
people and brought under agricultural activities. Some of the charlands of the major rivers of the
country name by the Meghna, the Padma,the Jamuna and the Ganges are quite big and many of
them have quasi-permanent settlements and people move back to the mainland during the flood
period. The newly formed charlands have a fragile eco-system, the soil being devoid of organic
matter and not fit for agricultural activities. Even then land hungry people move in, searching for a
living.

These charlands are important habitat of birds and aquatic animals. There is a need to develop an
understanding of the ecosystem of charlands, including their soil formation processes, and then
develop recommendations for exploitation of the charlands within a sustainable limit.
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The component of NEMAP proposes to select several chars under the following categories

- newly formed and unstable;

- relatively unstable

- old and quasi-stable;

- inhabited and uninhabited; and

- small, medium and large.

Existing ecosystem will then be studied to recommend ways and means of exploiting the land
resources to a sustainable limit. As may be appropriate the study may also recommend measures
for land reclamation and land stabilisation. MoEF may implement this project.

The study will be carried out by a team comprising geographer, sedimentologist, fresh water
ecologist, river engineer. sociologist and cartographer. The NEMAP Implementation Cell will be
responsible for preparation of necessary project documents. It may be useful to appoint a group of
specialists to prepare a state of art/status report, identify issues involved and prepare detailed TOR
of subsequent actions.
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5.2 MADHUPUR TRACT ISSUES

The dis::ected area of Madhupur tract is highly degraded. The organic matter content, soil moisture
retaining capacity and soil fertility is very low as a result yield is low and cannot sustain its
productivity during the dry season. Natural vegetation is sparse and rapidly declining. In terms of
biodiversity the area suffered heavy loss of indigenous plant and animal species for the last 100
years. .In the grassroot and regional workshops participants of all over Madhupur raised concerns
about the environmental degradation of Madhupur tract and the about poor environmental
management of the Madhupur forest.

Mainly rainfed crops are grown during monsoon on relatively level areas because of severe
moisture stress during the dry seasons. Homestead trees are fast depleting because of acute
shortage of fuel wood and lack of initiative for replantation.

Sloping land surrounding the hillocks are highly eroded and some places are rugged because of
high rate of surface run off during rainy seasons due to lack of soil conservation practices. Topsoil
is being constantly eroded away. Due to the increase in erosion the beds of all the rivers within and
around this Tract have been filling up with sediments and have become more prone to over bank
flooding.

The Madhupur Tract serves as a water catchment for the river Turag, Banar, Bangshi and their
tributaries. The area has many watershed units, a natural subdivision within the region which,
besides being a separate entity, also tends to provide a regional across action of landscape, soil,
flora, fauna and landuse.

To prevent environmental degradation as well as maintaining sustained agricult'ural production, it is
necessary to reduce soil erosion, enhance vegetative cover and increase. Productivity of upland
agriculture.

In order to achieve this it is proposed to take up a pilot project initially which will then be replicated
through the area. A Project Formulation Framework for the pilot project has already been prepared
by NEMAP. The proposed pilot project will carry out the following takes in order to find out,
through action-research a replaceable module:

reduction of gully erosion through checks and sheet-erosion through cover crops;

increase tree cover both on forest and agriculture land;

improvement of water harvesting and promotion of fish culture both in open and closed
waters,

increase in public awareness through training, education and dissemination of information.

It is proposed that the initial pilot level project will be implemented by MOEF in coordination with
local NGOs and DOF.
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Key Issues

i) Rapid Deforestation of the Madhupur tract

ii) Loss of wild life and plant biodiversity

iii) Soil erosion

iv) Encroachment into forest land

v) Introduction of exotic species without environmental consideration

vi) Lack of landuse control

vii) Legal complexities in respect of forest lands.

viii) Removal of bio-mass leading to adverse effect on soil fertility

ix) Illegal felling of trees.
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5.3 BARIND TRACT ISSUES

Barind Tract is located in Nawabganj, Naogaon and Rajshahi districts. The west Barind is north-
south oriented and is broadly dome shaped, sloping down to the east, west and south, with land
gradient averaging 0.947 m. per km. The general soil type of Barind is mainly grey terrace. The
region lies in the driest part of the country and in the dry season it is semi-arid in character. The
mean annual rainfall is about 1300 to 1400 mm. and the variability is high. Predominantly
transplanted Aman is grown during the summer season and for the rest of the year most of the land
is arid and cropless. Ground water development in the area is being questioned as a viable mode of
sustainable development of irrigated agriculture. Ground water has reportedly fallen because
recharge has not matched extraction.

The tract is considered as an ecologically fragile zone with extremely low vegetative cover (Hamid
1987). There is practically no tree cover expect some in the homestead.The combination of climate
and soil characteristics makes it particularly susceptible to desiccation. In order to prevent further
environmental degradation appropriate watershed management and participatory forestry practices
should be adopted in this region. A pilot project should therefore be undertaken to increase the
vegretation cover, reduce sheet and gully erosion, improve the organic content of cropland soil, and
increase the surface area of water bodies by excavating ponds and creating small lakes along
existing seasonal stream beds.

MOEF will be the implementing agency. The NEMAP Implementation Cell will prepare necessary
project preparatory documents.

Barind tract experiences frequent drought and has started showing signs of desertification. The
area is considered as an ecologically fragile zone with extremely low vegetative cover. The soil is
very low in organic matter and devoid of minerals. It is alleged that increased groundwater
abstraction has reduced groundwater availability for irrigation. Large number of environmental
concerns were expressed by the participants of NEMAP popular consultation process.

Key Issues

Various environmental concerns in respect of Barind Tract, expressed by the participants of the
grassroot and regional workshops, are grouped under the following environmental issues:

(1) Large scale deforestation

(2) Large scale groundwater abstraction resulting in increasing uncertainty in the availability of
irrigation water.

(3) Loss of wildlife

(4) Degradation of a large number of ponds

(5) Degradation of soil due to loss of fertility, particularly organic matter and nutrient minerals.

(6) Removal of agricultural residue.
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5.4 WETLAND ISSUES

Environmental degradation of wetland is a major environmental consideration in Bangladesh.
During the NEMAP consultation process concerns were expressed about the reduction of wetlands
in different parts of the country particularly those in the haor basis (Sylhet, Mymensingh), peat
basins (Madaripur, Faridpur, Gopalganij, Khulna) and Chalan beel areas (Pabna, Natore,
Sirajganj). There was a express need to bring these wetlands under proper environmental
management. Under the NEMAP pilot scale management intervention in selected wetland has been
envisaged.

The reduction of wetlands is one of the marked features of environment degradation in
Bangladesh. This reduction has been partly due to natural causes, partly to human interference and
partly to a combination of natural and human causes. The shrinkage of wetlands (particularly the
perennial ones) has affected the breeding of beel fishes, thus reducing their catch, and also reduced
other wetland products. Where wetlands have been completely dried up there has been an adverse
effect on drinking water supply and there may be long-term effect on the viability of the ecosystem.

Key Issues

i) Reduction of area of the-major wetlands due to increased agricultural practise.

ii) Loss of wetland biodiversity.

iii) Unplanned infrastructure construction leading to increased flooding and drainage problem.

iv) Mineralization of perennial water during the dry season from residual fertilizer leading to
eutrification, rendering the perennial water a reduced environment inhibiting growth of
fish.

v) Poisoning wetlands for some aqua culture project intervention in the open water
environment (Haor area)

vi) Absence of integrated management of the wetlands

v) Reduction of wildlife.
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T'th:lle 5.4 : W\etlandl(s

Kc) yIsues IltScontmleitde(d Actionis TIype of Actioni Actors/Agencies Specific Aclioni

Rediictioni of teltland alica WVtlattd oiai:getoettt plaiit incotttt)rati taiiditlseeotiirol P'ol icy/Project Molaid, Mol WDlFC preparation ol- Pilot scale italtiagemitent action plait 1or selected wetland

tImplemtenitation itt fwildhte coisersation laws Plolicy Il, Strengthettinig law entfotceitetuatitahorities

Ctc(ltcllo[t oft' iljdliic species
('teatiolt ot sanictitaries Policy/Pi-oject FD Declarationt of stticiuaries iiiuder wetlanld muanagetmenit aiction plan

Loss (io wetlanid biodiversity BIiodiversity conservat ion Il'olicy/Project 1D, DoF Declarationt of sanctuaries ittider wctlanid managemenit zctioii plait

Uiniplaitnied iiifrasrtictiore Preparation ofgouidieline fur ifrIls riLcti Ie developiietIt Peoticy/P0roject I GPif) Dril. WD3D p'reparation of gulidelinie lor wetland infrastructure developillenit
development (particularuhly wrater il thel imajor weutanid ecosystem
developutueuit sirtictutre)

L a,c k of iiib egrated wvet l ,aind D)eveloptmuentt ol cottil)tchifeusive wetlanfd nuattageseot Policy/Project DoE, WD13 Iittegi-;ted wetland mattagetitett plait *
Mnuutaagemuuetnt policy policy

* Priority
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5.5 - HILL CUTTING ISSUES

Hill cutting as an environmental issue came up in Sylhet, Cox's Bazar, Chittagong, Mymensing
and Dinajpur areas. The manifestation of environmental problems associated with hill cutting were
different in all these places.

Key Environmental Issues

i) Hill cutting due to development works such as construction of roads, expansion of
settlement areas causes siltation of small drainage streams resulting in drainage congestion
and flooding.

ii) Hill cutting causes increased soil erosion and instability of hill slopes

iii) Hill cutting destroys scenic beauties

iv) Hill cutting causes loss of wildlife and biodiversity

v) Removal of forest cover for stone quarrying in the foothills of Mymensing district resulting
in loss of forest cover, erosion and drainage problem.
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'rable 5.5 llill Cuttinig

Key Issues Recoruiwended Actions l ype or Actiont Actors/Agencies Specific Action

Increase in siltation & drainage ConserVation(otlhiliNslope)aiideniforcemiienlt olillcuttling Policy/Advocacy DoE, Molatw, Muniicipalities Eniforcement of till cuttitig regulation
congestioi and floodinig regulation

lincreased soil erosion and slope Management of hill slopes with proper alforestatios Policy/Project/Advocacy Comiminity Organizations / NGOs, hitereased support for food Ior works in afforestation programmes in hilly
tistabilityatd toss of foi est coverage progratmmtte GoB agencies, FD, Private Sector, areas

People

ILoss of wildlife and biodiversity Maniageiiteitt of slope through aflorestation Advocacy/Policy/Project FD, Cotnmunity Organizations / Management or hill solpes thr-oughi conistuniity Organization alid Privai(e
NGOs, Private Sector, P eople individuial *

Retmoval of Forest cover dlte to forest Environntent fretidlyleasingcontracls forstotte u;u-ries Advocacy/Policy/Project I)oE, Coiiitttniity Organsi zations / Media. T V, Radio camilpaigon Newspapers. traiting and awareness raising
ctmttintg attd stotte quarrying itt the in foothills o1 Myitettsinigit district NGOs Programme by Cominilitlinity Orgattiiation
foothills of Nlytinetisiiglt districts

AIforestationt of already degraded htill slopes tltrouglt Policy/Project FD, Conisutunity Organizations / Aftorestation progranittse ott GoB Kttasland, FD lanids by FD, C otitiikildty
PD and Cotittituitity organizations / NGOs NGOs. Moland, People Organization throtigh thle participatiotn of people +

Ahsettce of Awareness, rgarditig hill Aareness catnpaigtt in espect of enivironeittenital Advocacy/Policy DoE, Conisttnity Organizations / Media, T V , Radio campaign, Newspapers
slope titanageittent topact of htill cttittig NGOs Tfraiing aitd awareness raising prograoiinte by cottiuiitijiy orgatizatio

* Priority
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5.6 SALINITY AND SHRIMP CULTIVATION ISSUES

Introduction of shrimp cultivation and its rapid expansion has caused environmental degradation in
the coastal areas, increase of salinity, social inequalities and tension in the coastal areas of
Bangladesh. Concerns on these issues were raised by the grassroot and regional workshop
participants, particularly from the southeastern and south western regions.

Key Issues

The following are the key environmental issues related to increase in salinity and shrimp
cultivation:

i) Conflict between shrimp farming and agriculture

ii) Alleged loss of biodiversity due to shrimp fry collection

iii) Adverse impact on fishery

iv) Cuts in the embankment by shrimp growers as well as paddy farmers.

v) Increase in soil salinity

vi) Loss of agricultural productivity

vii) Increase in social conflict and tension.

In the coastal areas of Bangladesh a large number of polders have been constructed, main objective
of which was to prevent periodic inundation by spring tides and increase agricultural productivity
of the area. While this increase in agricultural productivity has been achieved, the projects have not
been free from controversy as it has focused only on control of water and neglected the
management aspect. No importance was given to environmental aspects and thus it has become an
example of the consequences, in terms of related development, that arise from ignoring
environmental factors. Introduction of semi-intensive shrimp cultivation have caused further
environmental degradation. Increase in salinity in the south west region have added to the
dimensions of the problems.

The main problems of the coastal poldered areas are as follows:

Problem of drainable congestions and heavy rate of siltation in channels both inside and
outside the polders;

deterioration of embankments to an alarmingly low level and they are not effective against
high spring tides and storm surges;

absence of irrigation water and appropriate water management practices;
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cuts in embankments by shrimp growers as well as paddy farmers;

increase in salinity;

conflict between shrimp farming and agriculture;

decrease in pasture land;

adverse impact on fisheries;

adverse impact on navigation.

To overcome some of the aforesaid problems the government initiated the Delta Development
Project of BWDP in 1975. Actual work stated in 1981 and Polder - 22 in Khulna area was taken
up for rehabilitation. Main objectives of this activity was confined to improvement of the
embankments and internal drainage, provision of irrigation inlets and studies on agricultural
practices. Useful experiences have been gathered and the work was extended to Polder-29. These
two polders (No. 22 and No. 29) are located in semi-saline zone. Problems of polders in saline
zone are more acute and shrimp cultivation is more extensive there.

This component of NEMAP proposes to develop environmentally viable polder management
approach in one of the polders in saline zone on pilot level. While it is recognised that shrimp
cultivation is desirable from economic consideration, the present production practice is not
environmentally acceptable. The present practice of catching shrimp fries from the rivers is
destroying all other fish varieties. Decrease in grazing land, a common property resource, available
in post-aman-harvest period, due to conversion into shrimp farm, is a major management issue.
Social conflict between shrimp growers, mostly outsiders, and local people living in shrimp
growing zones should be worked out. Problem of channel siltation is very acute and flushing
arrangement could solve the problem. Identification of tree species appropriate to the saline regime
is also important.

First step in NEMAP will be the identification of a saline zone polder in cooperation with BWDB
and preparation of a PEF. After proper identification of all relevant problems and issues through a
rapid rural appraisal, a feasibility level master plan may be developed for the selected polder. This
plan may then be implemented as a pilot level activity. In the long run, remedial measures can be
applied in all polders.

BWDB will be the implementing agency and MOEF will be the coordinating agency with support
of Department of Environment, Department of Forest, Department of Livestock and Department of
Fisheries. NGOs working in the area should also participate.
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rable 5.6 Salinity and Shrimp Cultivationl

Key Issues Rlecomniended Actions Type or Actioni ActorslAgecles Specinc Action

hierease in Saiinity due to sliriniip Zoninig control on shlimp cultivating area Iolicy WDB, Moland, Private Sector Preparation of guide(iie anid its implemilenlation *

cultire restinting in reduction of agri-
production

Conflict between Shritip culture and Zoning control on shrimp cultivating area Policy WDB, Molaid, Private Sector Preparation of guideline anid its imnplementation *

agriculture
Awareness and Training Advocacy/Policy Dol, 1-isheries, Cottiniunity Progranmme oni envirotiticenital awareness for shrimp seed coltectioil

Organizations / NGOs, People

Loss of biodiversity due to shrintp Shritmsp Hatchery Project Dofisheries, I'rivate Sector Establislintent of shrittp liatcheries both in puiblic & private sector
seed collectioni

Extending credit facility to Private Sector for the establishmtent of the
hatcheries

Adverse socio-ecotontic eftect livolveittent of local people it thle sltritttp farstting Advocacy Private sector, DoFisheries WDB Favorable lease deed undler the silpec visiott of DoFisherias, WDB
activity, timely and adequiate payment of lease nioney

Involvinig stmall farttsers in the shrimip production Advocacy Commnsunity Organiizationi. NGOs, Small scale shrimp pond projects itvolving the participation of the soitall
People land holders and htolders

* Priority



5.7 COASTAL AND MARINE RESOURCE MAINAGEMENT ISSUES

This section outlines the policies of the Government of Bangladesh relevant to the management of
coastal and marine resources and identifies the key environmental problems in this area.
Consideration is given to issues related to, inter alia, coastal pollution, unsustainable exploitation
of coastal and marine resources, industrial coastal concentration, regulatory control, tourism
development and mangrove protection, and an outline action plan is presented addressing these.

The main sectors which have influence on marine and coastal natural resources are fisheries,
forestry, industry, transport and tourism, though other sectoral influences are apparent. The
policies of these sectors, as reflected in the Fourth Five Year Plan do not specifically address
environmental concerns of the coastal and marine environment. However. there is the recognition
that sustainable use of resources is required and that control of both industrial and ship borne
pollution is required. The focal Ministry for environmental management of coastal and marine
resources is the MoEF, though the MoEF will work in conjunction with concerned sectoral
Ministries.

The Government's Environmental Policy broadly addresses environmental issues of concern and
contains the following specific comments with respect to coastal and marine resources.

Ensure conservation and environmentally sound development of coastal and marine eco-
systems and resources.

Prevent all local and external activities that lead to pollution in the coastal and marine areas.

Strengthen necessary research in order to preserve and develop coastal and marine
environment and resources.

Restrict coastal and marine fish within sustainable limits.

The key environmental issues pertaining to coastal and marine resource management which need to
be addressed within NEMAP are as follows:

Pollution of the marine and coastal environment arises due to disposal of untreated
municipal and industrial waste (including oil and grease from ship breaking activities) and
sewage.

Concentration of industry in specific areas causes localised pollution from a variety of
untreated wastes.
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The lack of regulatory control and facilities for the disposal of ship wastes leads to
substantial localised pollution from bilge and trans-shipment of materials and resources
such as oil.

The volume of shipping in the Bay of Bengal and the lack of control over waste disposal
and tanker flushing represents a high potential for pollution of mangrove forests such as the
Sundarbans.

The lack of emergency response systems and general preparedness for major release and
accidents along the coastal are a cause for concern.

Uncontrolled tourism development and exploitation of marine resources for the tourist trade
threatens unique marine habitats within Bangladesh.

High population densities along the coast and upon coastal islands lead to environmental

degradation and loss of natural habitats, flora and fauna.

Mining of reef materials, sand, gravel and coastal rock formations increases the rate of
marine erosion in some areas.

Deforestation of mangroves due to shrimp farming affects coastal defence, adversely
affects marine fisheries production and leads to a loss of bio-diversity (especially animals)

and of livelihood to over 5 million people who depend on mangroves.

Lack of coastal management strategies and land use plans for specific coastal areas has led

to unplanned development and widespread environmental degradation.

Failure to implement wildlife and habitat protection measures in mangrove forests has led to
continuous decline in bio-diversity.

Absence of an environmentally sustainable tourism development strategy prevents
development of the industry and an economnic return for habitat protection measures.

Evidence of top-dying of Sundari trees appears to be linked to reductions in the discharge

of coastal rivers which is due to over-abstraction for irrigation purposes and diversion of
the rivers upstream.

Closure of coastal rivers due to flood control and drainage measures has affected migratory

fish populations such as hilsa.
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Unclear responsibilities for the management of char lands leads to their premature
colonisation preventing their stabilisation through vegetation and forest development, and
natural soil development (which could support agriculture).

Many of the above environmental concerns can be addressed by appropriate sectoral Ministry
responses. Some cross-sectoral responses are also required and these will be predominately pursed
by the MoEF.

Adequate management of many of the above issues required institutional strengthening initiatives in
sectoral agencies. These are outlined in the relevant sectoral action plan. For example, the
abatement of industrial and urban pollution is addressed in the section on industry. Coastal
afforestation, bio-diversity conservation, fisheries development, land use planning, pollution from
shipping and agricultural development are considered in other sections.

There is also an urgent need to introduce expertise which addresses the inter-sectoral environmental
management requirements of coastal and maine resource protection. In response to this it is
proposed to form a Coastal and Marine Unit within the MoEF.
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'rable 5.7 Coastal and Marine Resources Managetiment

Key lssues Iteountiended Actions Type of Actions Actors/Agenries Specifl7 Actiont

M)arine Pollution by ship Enforceiel ofesi.oing lW within tbe teitorial water Policy/Advocacy GoB agencies MoShipping Strengthening the law enforcement capibilities of relevant agencies

Coniceiitraiioniof pollutirtg inidutstries Eniacinienit of appropriate landuse ltaw/zoning tiad ius Policy/Advocacy DoE and otlier gove-tistent agenicies, Landise/zonlifig cotitrol thtoughi coastal zone ttatagemeti t
alonig the shore includinig ship enforcement P'rivate Sector, Mol
breakintg

Susceptibility to liaturiAl liaZard Better wsarniiig syiteit, I lazar d prolectioti aiid ploofiiig Policy/Advocacy Disaster nianiigesile nt Plan, Coinstriniity based hazard masnagemient progralimtite
Comuinity Organizations I NGOs,
People I lazard protection measures

Awaretiess development Advocacy Media, T.V, Radio, Cotnniuiity Itraiting atid awareness ott hazard mantagetient
Organizatiomi (NGO), P'eople

Increasitg hlumiiatecottotitic activity, Larlduse/zonitig regulation (iiider coastal zone Policy MoEI Coastal ritanagetirent strategy irtcorporatiiig lnimduse mid zotinig
shrijiip cultisakionetc aloig the shore mtantagetment regilii5tioi
atid recetirly foriried off shore islaids

Enivirotitnmeitially sound land settileriteit policy inl tbe Policy/Advocacy Moland (DLR) Preparation of etrvitonrentally sound aiiid settletiienit policy for iiewly
niewly formied otf shore islanilds rormiied oflsliore islanids, accreted laitd in the coastal area

Dehorestattionioftiiatigrose vegetatioti Afforestatiotn Projecl FD, Coni in tin ity Organizat ions/ I'laiiitatiotn programimies with peoples participaltion
NGOs, Pleople

Conistruction of water development Incorporation ol0 esvironttmental conicerns in the dlesign IPolicy MolWD l-C, BWDlt Development of environimental guide luites
sticttires rcsilt lilig ini adverse of the water developitmetnt projects wvhichs are tiider
eurir otmttmemmtall et1ect cotisideratioti

Ettvirotritetial impact stiidieson thealreatlyconstructed Policy/Project MoIWDI-C, Research Organization, Pilot study in selected waterdevelopmetnt projec in the coastal areas
water developoemet projects & iecotiminemid aictions for tUniversities
tititigaitive imeasmires

Depletioni of wildlife Declaration of wildlife saactuaimies/lprotected areas in Policy FD/I)oE ltivetitory of wildlife habitat for necessary action
relevait coastal areas

Awarevess developtienit Advocacy/Policy GoBt agencies, Cotmtiunity Media, Radio, I. V, campaigt
Orgatuizatiotn, P'eople

Awareness Raising workshop

Participastory wildlile protectiont activity Advocacy/Plolicy Wilcdlife societies, Comnmiattrtity Progratttmme supporting wildlife protection activities withi 1tarticipatioit of
Orgattization, P'eople comsimunities

L,ack of coastal zone tmattagertteimt Preparatiotn of a cottitfrelietisive coastal zotie P'olicy DoE, FD, Molamid Preparation of a coalstLl mianagenment platn
strategy ialtlagettmeilt strtegy

* Priority
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6. LONG TERM ISSUES AND ACTIONS

6.1 Climate change and sea level rise

Over the past 100 years, the broad region encompassing Bangladesh has warmed by about 0.5 C.
The warming trend is consistent with that of the Northern Hemisphere as a whole.

In the future, Bangladesh may get warmer and wetter. From the IPCC (1990) "Business-as-Usual"
emissions scenario, Bangladesh is projected to be 0.5 to 2.0°C warmer than today by the year
2030, although the uncertainties are very high.

Agencies dealing with natural resource management in Bangladesh face an extremely difficult task
in taking and implementing decisions on the allocation and utilization of land and water resources
for human activities.The institutional structure for efficient planning and implementation of
decision often is incomplete or not operational.They are dealing with long range changes beyond
the time horizon of their immediate concerns and interest such as climate change. The potential for
long term development in Bangladesh depend to a high degree on such exogenous and uncertain
issues which are expected to change the inundation and drought conditions in the country, affecting
the potential for agriculture, while an increased intrusion of saline waters is likely to affect strongly
the availability of water and soil for all kind of human activities.

But policy-action cannot afford to wait until all the uncertainties and gaps in knowledge are
resolved. For Bangladesh, this sense of urgency is heightened since Bangladesh may be especially
vulnerable to the consequences of climate change as it is located in a dynamic low lying delta with
most of its land within a few meters of sea level.

After Bangladesh ratifies the Climate Convention, it will be formally obliged to meet these
commitments which would require the following issues to be taken into account:

Develop national inventories of the sources and sinks of greenhouse gases.

Formulate programmes containing measures to mitigate climate change and to facilitate
adaptation.

Promote and cooperate in the development of practices and processes that control, reduce
or prevent greenhouse gas emissions.

Promote sustainable management, conservation and enhancement, as appropriate, of sinks
and reservoirs of greenhouse gases.

Prepare for adaptation to the impacts of climate change; develop integrated plans for coastal
zone management, water resource and agriculture.

s Take climate change into account in social, economic and environmental policies and
actions.
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Promote and cooperate through scientific, research, related to the climate system.

Promote and cooperate in the exchange of relevant information related to the climate system
and climate change and to the socio-econonIiic consequences of response strategies.

Communicate to the Conference of the Parties, information related to implementation.

Immediate priority should therefore be given to research that directly supports these commitments.
The following research directions are suggested:

to determine the magnitudes of the natural and anthropogenic sources, sinks and fluxes of
greenhouse gases and ODS in Bangladesh.

to develop integrated impact models for Bangladesh that link existing climate,
environmental and socio-economic ......... ?

Bangladesh may propose projects for financing, through the Global Environment Facility (GEF),
the international entity which operates as the financial mechanism of the Climate Change
Convention on an interim basis.
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Table 6.1: Clinate Change atid Sea Level Rise

Key Issues Recomoiteded Actionis Type of Actioin Acturs/Agencies Specific Actioni

Uncertainities arisinig fromil the Scienitific sitdy oni ihe himpact of sea level rise Project DoE, Research Organizations. Vulner-ability study dtoe to sea level tise on the basis of IPCC scenaries
impacts of sea level rise ott different Universities stidies, nodellinfg
sectors

Uncertainities arising due to the Scienitific study oni the impact of drouight and Project DoE, Research Organizations, Modelling studies
impact of draugilt and deseniftcation desertificationJ Ulliversities
ott different sectors

Uncertaihitiesditetoposelitialadverse Scientific stiudies Project DoE Research Orgauisatiot Prepare sttidy projects
itiipacts of ittereased use of Universities
greenhouse gases (ODS)

* Priority
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6.2 Urbanization

Although a small proportion of the total population in Bangladesh live in cities, the growth of
urban centres and their population has been significant over the past several decades.The level of
urbanization in Bangladesh is however still rather low (about 20% in 1991), but the rate of
urbanization is very high (over 70% annually, during the last four decades). There are 500 urban
centre with a population of 13 million. However, of the total urban population about 455 is
concentrated in five major cities. Dhaka accounts for over 25% of the total urban population.

The growth of population has been substantial over the past few decades. In 1951 population of
Dhaka was 335,928 which increased to 6,100,000 in 1991 and in 2025 Dhaka will have a
population of 12,500,000 and will rank as a" Mega City".By the year 2025 the physical expansion
will cover most of the low lying areas and the present urban centre will merge together gradually.
The process will produce a single ecological system. Under such condition the city service
facilities will be heavily burdened or even non functional unless large investments are made in this
sector.

Urbanization of Dhaka would trigger tremendous opportunities leading to further growth and
development.The projected urban development of Dhaka resulting in increased influx of people,
growth of infrastructural organization and investments will be accompanied by problems of large
magnitude and dimensions, leading to expansion of environmental risks and hazards.

The other major cities are also likely to witness similar phenomena in respect of their urban
expansion, growth and associated problems.

High level of uncertainties are associated with these projected changes which have to be dealt with
properly in the formulation of perspective plan for the urban sector of 3angladesh, and vision
exercises and researches are to be conducted on these changing urban scenarios to feed the
planning process.
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Tab)Ie(6.2: Urbanimation

Key Issues Reconiitietided Actions Actors/Agenicies Specific Actioni
D)egradation ol envirotitiient and urban services aid Stmdies on urbanization process on major urban ceCutres UDD, Untiversities, Research Oiganizations Stidy on urbanizatioti process in Rajshahi, Chittagong, Kliulisa
facilities vvith nrbat) expansion of tlie mtajor urbanR
cettlresoftlangladesti beyoid 2000A.D. paricularly Vision exercise on Dhakaas a MegaCity RAJtK, Universities, ResoutrceOgganizadons Vision exerciseon Ohakas Mega City g
Dilaka (wISet DUhaka will becottie a Nega City)



6.3 Regional Water Sharing

Bangladesh, being the downstream and delta portion of a huge watershed, is naturally vulnerable
to the water quality and quantity that flows into it from upstream.

All major rivers flowing through Bangladesh have their origins outside her borders. Therefore any
intervention in the upper riparian regions have a significant impact on Bangladesh. Bangladesh,
through its complex network of river system, drains an area of about 1.76 million square
kilometre of catchment areas of the Ganges, Brahmaputra and Meghna rivers, of which only 7 to
8% lies in Bangladesh. This physical characteristics severely limits the degree of control and
management of the inflow water in the monsoon and in the dry season.

Water resource in Bangladesh to-day faces a critical situation. Bangladesh delta, one of the largest

in the world, is undergoing rapid hydrological, morphological and ecological changes due to
natural and anthropogenic reasons.

Although still a point of controversy, one of the causes of increased flooding in Bangladesh can be
traced to Nepal and Assam, where majority of the rivers originate. Massive deforestation of the
mountain-sides has significantly reduced the Himalaya's capacity to absorb the monsoon rains, and
greatly increased the eroded soil that is carried by the flood waters.

Another major problem being faced by Bangladesh is due to the construction of the Farakka
Barrage, located on the Ganges in India, a few kilometres upstream of the border with Bangladesh.
It was completed in 1975 and, during the dry season, augments flows to the Bhagirathi - Hoogly
system and supports irrigation in West Bengal. Its success in these functions is reported to have
been limited.

The water problem started when India started withdrawing water from Ganges, Teesta and many
other river / streams, thereby depriving Bangladesh of water badly needed for irrigation in the dry
season. The Ganges recorded lowest flow of 9.43% cusec on 6 April, 1993, against a flow 6f
60,000 to 65,000 cusec in pre-diversion period.

Early signs are that the flow changes have induced measurable impacts on the river systems of
Bangladesh, specially the south-west region. It has become apparent that Farakka has: reduced
dry season flows in the Ganges to record low levels; closed the Ganges - Kobadak Irrigation
Scheme during the dry season; reduced minimum dry season flows in the Gorai to zero for long
periods; created adverse impacts on in-stream and riparian habitats resulting from accelerated flow
recession and low dry season water levels, and adversely affected environmental, commercial and
agricultural interests associated with reduced dry season inputs of fresh water. It has similarly
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T'a'ble 6.3: ltegioiial Vitter Shiarinig

Key Issues Recommnended Actionis Type of Actioni Actors/Agenicies Speciric Action

Uncertaitiities, poor understanding in Coniduct studies on regional water shed Project MolWDFC, MoEF Programimiie for data collection
respect of upstream ititervelition in
the regionial water sheds incilidifig Collect iniformationi on the proposed upstreamli Project MolWDFC, MoEF Programmie ror data collection
Farakka interventioln

IPoor understanding anid database oni Study prog aminle in the imnpacted arela I'roject DoE, Researchi Organtizations, Survey anid mapping ol the impacted area
downstreamn effect of upstreamii Uniiversities
initerventionl in major regional rivers
incl udinig Far akka

Absetice of ef forts to uake tie water Advocacy anid lobbying wiilt the Regional NGOs IPlroject Cotlitilitllity Organizations / NGOs, Advocacyanddlobbyittgwith thieregional NGOsthroug-hregional workshop,
slt:ring issues to the people of the People setiiiars etc. n
regional coutitries

* Priority



accelerated the possible permanent abandonment of the Gorai as a Ganges distributary here the
morphological changes are allowed to continue without human intervention.

The Ganges Water Agreement was signed between Bangladesh and India for sharing water of the

Ganges at Farakka on 5th November 1977 for period of five years (1977-82). The Agreement was
significant in that, it recognised the Ganges as an international river. [The water to be shared at
Farakka was for five months period from 1st January to 31st March every year. The agreement
provide for 80% guarantee of available flow to Bangladesh in case of exceptional low flow of the
Ganges at Farakka].

Under the India - Bangladesh Agreement of 1977, dry season abstraction was limited to 580 cubic
meters (cumecs), with Bangladesh receiving the remainder and a guaranteed minimum of 80% of
the average flow calculated from 1948 to 1973, even if the actual flow fell short in any year. Under
such an arrangement, the impact of Farakka on dry season flows was limited. However, in 1988
the Agreement expired and it has not yet been renewed or replaced. As a result, dry season flows
entering Bangladesh have decreased even more markedly since 1989.

An answer to the problem is the formulation of regional water management plans, which should be
developed based upon hydrological, hydrogeological and agro-ecological characteristics. These

plans should identify areas where exploitation of water should be constrained or prohibited and
outline sustainable methods of exploitation.

Bangladesh's requirements for the sustainable management of transboundary water resources (eg
Ganges River) and the preservation of national ecosystems should be identified and the cooperation
of neighbouring countries sought through binding agreements. In addition to discussions with
regional countries, alternate conceptions/projects should be evolved to reduce the impacts of
upstream withdrawals.
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6.4 Research and Development

With severe resource limitations in a densely populated country, education becomes the most
important resource for conservation of material resources, their optimum use and environmental
protection. Education is an important factor for population planning, public hygiene, health and
other environmental fields. It is also a powerful instrument to mobilise community in the process
of sustainable socio-economic development and to ensure a meaningful commitment and
accountability for people's welfare.

A working committee should be established on a permanent basis to review the status of
environmental education, evaluate options for improvements and coordinate inter-agency actions in
environimental education. This committee will oversee the introduction of environmental education
in Bangladesh.

Development of environment science as a specialised subject at secondary and tertiary level is
needed. Institutes of higher education (including Universities) need to expand and / or create
curricula / courses which address the environmental issues pertinent to Bangladesh. The objective
is to introduce courses which will provide the range and level of professional environmental skills
required for the sustainable development and environmental management of Bangladesh in the
medium to long ternT.

The University Grants Committee must be given the mandate to give funds to finance

environmental research. The selection of specific environmental research programmes and the
consideration of environmental aspects in other research will be facilitated by a Research
Evaluation Committee chaired by the MOEF.

The resource limitation in Bangladesh, both physical and financial, makes it imperative that
maximum output is achieved from rminimum resources without endangering the environment. In
order to achieve this, an essential task before the scientific and research community of Bangladesh
is to evolve new environment-friendly technology to help sustain national growth.

Furthermore, to maintain sustainable development in Bangladesh, introduction of bio-technology
has become imperative and must be actively considered, specially for the agricultural sector.
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Table 6.4: Research and Developnment

Key Issues Recnssssssended Actiotis ITYpe of Action) Aclors/Agencies Specific Aellon)

Knowledge base of the life Ihistory Knowledge base has tobe improved, consolidated aid 1'roject Mol-1 andFisheries agenciesattached Projects to develop and expaned current research facilities of Fisheries
and behaviosiral patteriss of niajority expanded through proper field study and research to it Research InstitLte in terms of additiontal sian power anid their training
of the fishtes and prawns is lacking procurements of necessary tools and transport facilities

Presently Fisheries managenment is A coissprelsensiveprogramimsetorbiologicalassessnleui P'roject MoFI, DoFisheries Formtulation and implementation of projects for tish antd prawn assessients
nowba.sedstitlleassessinsentofstocks, of the stocks of all tile comsmuerically imspoltant liss, i llBangladesh
their behaviour ansd their responIse so prawn and octier aquiatic asitiual populations ttider
different fisliing pressures anid exploitation is the inla.nd and misarine waters of
isstesssities resulting in their depletion Bangladeslt

Aquatic estvironssseimtal steeds for llydrological chemical asid biological environnmenital Project MoFL, Fill DoFisheries Developtssestt of Projects
dilferenit fist and prawn popidlations steeds for differesit tislies antd praswvis ought to he
in Ithe inland and marisse waters are ascertained to througlt field and laboratory researcis
ustkisowvi includisig ithe use of stisssulation misodels

Inadequate project futudisig to Secsiring fittd for fsindinig researchl activities Project GoB Preparationi of researeh projects 0
ssodertake reseach activities by the
research ifistitute sueh as Forest
ResearchitIstitate. FisheriesResearch
Institute. BAltI, BIIRRI, DoE, etc.

Inadequate matrapoveraud laboratory blstitutionaldeveloptett ihcludinsg trained aapower I'roject MoEE, DoE lssstitstiomtai capability developrsesit project
facilities for Dot. for carryihigout anid laboratory facilities
research aictivities

* Priority



7. CONCLUSIONS

The challenge to sustainable development in Bangladesh hinges on three paradigms:

o Achieving significant development for all the citizens as demonstrated by Human
Development Indicators.

o Integrating environmental dimension in all development activities and at all levels: plans,
policy, programme, projects, community and ecosystem.

o A governance structure where environmental concerns become central and the people, i.e.
the stakeholders, become the ultimate custodian of the resource base and source of all
decision making.

Though it may appear that simultaneous achievement of all the three above mentioned objectives is
an impossible and improbable task, there is an inherent synergy amongst the three paradigms that
could become the essential driving force for achieving sustainability in Bangladesh. The question
is not only how to achieve sustainable development in Bangladesh, but more appropriately how to
build in the concepts of sustainability of communities, ecosystems, projects and programmes.
Thus achieving sustainability must become a central objective and the majority of country's
population, who are poor, must be brought into the development-environment nexus and be central
in decision making and become visible productive contributors.

The key actors are:

o Government

o Parliament

o Government Agencies

o Local Government

o Private sector

o NGOs

o Media

o Academic/Research Community

o Organized and unorganized community organizations

o Youth groups

o Families

o Individuals.
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The list of Institutional, Sectoral, Location Specific and Long Term Actions that have been
developed in the Action Plan include an identification of the institutions and organizations both
government as well as non-government which may be most appropriate to carry out those Actions.
To enable the different organizations to identify the most appropriate actions for them a separate
list of actions for different government as well as non-government organizations are shown in
Table 7 (a) and 7 (b).
Thus the Action Plan has a role for different sectors of civil society including both government and
non-government. It is envisaged that there will be a continuation of the coordination and review
role of the Ministry of Environment and Forest along with its other government and non-
government partners in the follow up and implementation of the Action Plan. However, their role
is only partly to coordinate all the actions being taken by different groups, but also to act as an
information clearing house while encouraging all groups in civil society to take up elements of the
Action Plan and implement them on their own initiative.

Prioritization

The different activities recommended in the Action Plan are meant to be implemented by different
groups and organizations including the government and non-government sector and in some cases
both together. Although the concerns and issues raised and indeed many of the proposed solutions
and actions were derived from the people through various mechanisms including the workshops
and questionnaires, the final list for prioritization has been done keeping the following in mind:

People's concerns and recommendations

* Existing Government Policies

Current institutional set up

Practicability of the action

* Identification of suitable institution/organization for implementing the action

Based upon these criteria a prioritized list of Actions have been developed as shown schematically
in Figure 7.1. Each of these Proposed Actions are further elaborated into useable Project Concepts
with an identification of the relevant agency or organization in Volume III of NEMAP. However,
this does not mean that other sectoral, regional, long term or institutional actions shown in the
Main Report (Vol II) cannot be taken up for action by the appropriate agency or organization. All
of the Actions recommended are considered important, however, only some have been selected for
prioritization according to the following criteria:

* Where large numbers of people are likely to be affected

* Where urgent action is needed

* WWhere ecosystems may be lost or badly damaged if action is not taken immediately
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* Where appropriate institutional mechanisms are essential

* Where people's participation needs to be assured

*~ Where pilot projects are immediately feasible

Although the prioritized list has focused more on the role of the Government, and particularly the
Ministry of Environment and Forests, Department of Environment and Department of Forest as
these are the ones primarily responsible for environmental issues it also brings in the other
government Ministries, Agencies and Research Organizations in as much as they relate to the
environment. Last, but far from least it identifies Actions that can be taken up independently by
other organizations like NGOs, Universities, Colleges, Schools, Research Institutions,
Journalists, radio, television, elected representatives, including members of parliament, lawyers,
industrialists and the people themselves. A strong emphasis is placed upon continuing the process
of people's participation in the implementation and monitoring of NEMAP.

The Way Ahead

The NEMAP document being circulated represents a fusion of the concerns and priorities of people
from all areas of the country and all walks of life including professionals and the different agencies
of the Government of Bangladesh. It was developed in an open and highly consultative manner by
the Ministry of Environment and Forests in cooperation with many other groups including NGOs,
researchers, journalists, lawyers and the people themselves. It is envisaged that the
implementation phase of the Action Plan will continue this cooperative and consultative process
and that people who were consulted during the planning phase can also be involved in the
implementation phase and monitoring of it. It is therefore expected that the NEMAP will become a
process of implementation of environmental actions with people's participation and that the
exercise of public consultation can be repeated a few years later. Only if the result of such a future
consultation results in people seeing an improvement in conditions of their environment can the
NEMAP be considered a success.

The following are the specific and immediate actions to be taken for implementation of NEMAP:

o Activation of National Environment Council chaired by Prime Minister (and its Executive
Committee chaired by the Minister for Environment and Forest) to discuss & adopt the
NEMAP.

o Continuation of NEMAP Secretariat in Ministry of Environment and Forests and
Interministerial Steering Committee with non-government participants to:

o Ensure widespread dissemination and public awareness of NEMAP

o Detailed costing exercise of different elements of NEMAP

l o Assist other sectoral agencies and non-government agencies in preparing their own
environmental guidelines and activities

o Set up Local Environmental Committees on pilot scale in selected ecosystems

-o Act as a central clearing house for NEMAP related activities including a strong
dissernination component.
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FIGURE 7.1: SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF MAIN ACTIONS OF NEMAP
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TI'able 7 (a): Inslittationial Distrilhution of Action

InstitutIlols Reconnenided Actionis T ype or Actioni Specific Action

I. Govermlelnt

1.1 Policy level . o Need to coordiniate iiiiessectoral issues whiich cut across difteleni P'olicy o Activation of Nation:ii Eniviron mental Counicit
Milistijes and agenlcies

1.2 Miilstry of Enviroiiticitn o Strenglben capabilities to coordinate environment related activities Project o Institutional strengthening of MoEF
and Forest

o Imtptlemet and miionitor NEMAP inclidisng pilot projects at local Project o SlxciFic pilot prqiccts in different localities to tb resolved will) peopmles participation
levels

vi Carry out obligations Under internatiuital treaties Project o Develop actions to fulttl obligationis under lelevert ilitelilational trealies (C.g.Clilnatw
Consvenrion.Biodiversity Treaty,Montreal Protocol, CITElS etc)

1.3 Fosest Dexpet uieit o liiiprove forest itanageiceiiit witlt people's participtatiot Pioticy o Inicrease activities for isivolviiig peop)le (iclnluding NGOs) ill torest mainagement

i Iticreatse etiorts at atforetattituni wit) pcople s participation, Advocaicy/Policy o Involve people (iclntudinig NGOs) in all aftorestatino projects

1.4 Departmnenit otf o Incrase pollutiin iiionitoriiig capabilities Project o liistitutiotial and lIaboraloiry streigtlieiiitig to inoiiiior atir, water anid soil pollutioni

Envsironmttent
o Acquire capability to carry out and assess ELuvirottniieit Impact Project o Trainiing and expert inputs on EIA

Assessmiient

o Increalse awareness ott efvirotitttiital issues Advocacy o Develop a puiblicationi atid tiedia campaign on environnietit

o Keep a repository of data, documelntation atid otiler enivirotiuiient Project o Develop a library with all national tind internationl; documenits ott environment
related inforiatiosi

o Catrry out investigations of ettviroiiittental problems IProject o Develop in house expertise

o Etisure etivirotiteuntal litality standards Policy o Develop and p;ss Environmental quality stitindaids

1 .5 Other Ministries (e.g. o Enstire environmnental considerationi sare incorporated into plans and Project o Develop iistitutiontil capacity within l'tniiingCellsto incorporateetivirouiientaltcoticernis
Water, Agrictiltire, projects
Industries, Planning, ec.)

o Liaise closely witht NoEF ott cross- sectoralt environment related Policy o I lave an on going coordinatiott role witb MoEF
issues

o Ensure sectoral cntviroitniental ginideliies 'otlicy o D)e vetop sectorat etivirontsetul l guideitites in consultationu witlh Mo-F atid D)(E (e.g. loi
wate-, ii(lustries, agricululre etc.)

1.6 Rscsearcli hiistittite (e.g. o ELtisue ettvir-otiiittettl issues are ittcorporated in research platis atild Policy o Develop ciuvit-oiutett related expertise withitn each r-esearch iistitilte

ItCSIR, IBAItC, ARI, lroijects
ItRRK IttRI etc.)

o Develol) specific rescarch projects ott etivironcitietal issLiCs Pr-oject o Develop research programmuttes otl mtajot envilonillenltal issites e.g. salinlty itv-rsiot,
ismangrove depletion, potltuiion, desertificatioti etc.
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rable 7 (b) Institutional Distribution of Action

I titutliouns lecnstentsded Actions 'I'ype ol' Artiun Specific Action

2. Eduicational Institutions (e.g. o Enstire entvironmninal topics are taught at all levels Policy o Develop curricula oin euiviroirneoit at all levels
Universities, Colleges. Schools,
etc.) o litvolve stidejits in ciivioioiiet rlitred stuodics aid activilics Project o Develop prograltiles for studelt hivolveenet in ClVirouttient e.g. salnitary latriile

awareness drive, tree planting, pisciculture etc.

3. Noii-Goscriilicitt Ot 0gattiitions o lIcor-poate envirotitucutal awareness in training of staff and P'olicy o Develop and imnplenient trainiig iii(stiles Ot euvironltett It-staff and group ienbers
(NCiOs) beleficiaries

o EnIsur e siihoinctnlly sound practices by group mcmiibers Advocacy o Prepare awareness and projecis e.g. t,-c planting. Salnitary awareness, piscttltire, orgallic
fIarming. fishery manageuient etc.

o Ensure imistitutionlail capability witliin NGO associations to give Plroject o Itstitutional strenigthiening of ADAIt and CEN
stpporlt to onl miviroftliieit issLes

o Follow up of NElvA P by NGOs Ativocacy 0 limipleenteiation of prograilltlles and pro jects identified in NEMAP tllnd titoliitol process.

4. Youth Orginizations (e.g. Boy o Itivolve youth in enivirotunentaltly sounid activities Policy/lProject o Developpiagranstues ;nd projects involve youith in awareness raisinig and othieractivities,
Scouts, Girls Guide, etc.) . e.g. tree plantiing pisculture. etc.

5. Media (e.z. I'V Riudio, ditily o Ensuie awareness oti environitett I'olicy o liiclide itiore coverage ol cuvironnieital issutes
iewspapels. weeklies. cic,)

IProject - o 0 l'epatse special prograimmes and articles on environttental issues

6. industrialists aid plivsate sector fi Ensure proetlr waste tiiaiiagewent atid control of pollution l'olicv/Project o Develop proper waste managttiemtt ini existing and planned industries
(private atid public sector and(
tfiaicial inistitntions) Policy' o Financial institiitioits inay give ihcetitives for iticltitiiig waste ttmanatgetncn)t in projects

* EtInure worker safety switlin each itdusttry Iolicy o llave a programiile oin wojker safety it industry

o Carry out I-Eiivirotmenital I mupact Assessittenits r Policy o Develop LIA capabilities

7. Menbers of liarliamuient !a Eiiure etivironinetal legislation Poloicy Policy o Discuss atnd pass existittg etivirionmtettal bill



8.1 Abbreviations

ADAB Association of Development Agencies in Bangladesh

AEU Agriculture and Environment Unit

BCAS Bangladesh Centre for Advanced Studies

BELA Bangladesh Environment Lawyers Association

BFIDC Bangladesh Forest Industries Cooperation

BFRI Bangladesh Forest Research Institute

BJMAS Bancriadesh Jativa Mahila Ainjibi Sarnity

BRAC Bangladesh Rul-al Advancement Committee

BWDB Bangladesh Water Development Board

CCDB Christian Commission for Development in Bangladesh

CDA Community Development Association

CEN Coalition of Environmental NGOs

CMRU Coastal and Marine Research Unit

CODEC Comrnmunity Development Centre

DAE Department of Agricultural Extension

DoE Department of Environment

DoF Department of Forestry

DPB Disaster Preparedness Bureau

ECNEC Executive Committee of the National Environment Council
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EIA Environmental Impact Assessment

ESCAP Economic And Social Conmmission for Asia and Pacific

EQS Environmental Quality Standard

FAO Food and Agriculture Organization

FAP Flood Action Plan

FCD/I Flood Control Drainage and Irrigation

FD Forest Department

FEJ Foruim of Environmental Journalists

FFYP Fourth Five Year Plan

FIVDB Friends in Village Development Bangladesh

FPCO Flood Plan Coordination Office

FRI Forest Research Institute

GDP Gross Domestic Product

GEF Global Environment Facility

GIS Geographic Information System

GOB Government of Bangladesh

GUP Gana Unnayan Parishad

HYV High Yielding Variety

IEU Industry and Environmental Unit

IPCC Inter-governmental Panel for Climatic Change
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IUCN : International Union for Conservation of Nature

km : Kilometre

LAN Local Area Network

LGED : Local Government Engineering Department

LPG : Liquidified Petrolium Gas

mgt : Management

MoAgri : Ministry of Agriculture

MoE Ministry of Education

MOEEMR : Ministry of Electricity, Energy and Mineral Resources

MoEF Ministry of Environment and Forest

MoEstb : Ministry of Establishment

MoF : Ministry of Finance

MoFL : Ministry of Fisheries and Livestock

MoHFP : Ministry of Health and Family Planning

I' Mol Ministry of Industries

MoIWDFC : Ministry of Irrigation, Water Development and Flood Control

MoLANDS Ministry of Lands

MoLaw Ministry of Law

MoLGRD Ministry of Local Government, Rural Development and Cooperatives

MoLocal Govt.: Ministry of Local Government
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mm : Milimetre

MoP Ministry of Planning

MoR&R Ministry of Relief and Relief and Rehabilitation

MoTour Ministry of Tourismii

NEC National Environment Council

NEMAP National Environment Management Action Plan

NGO Non Governmental Organization

NCS National Conservation Strategy

NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

PFF Project Formulation Format

PVDO Private Voluntary Development Organization

RDRS Rangpur Dinajpur Rural Service

RRA Rapid Rural Appraisaal

SETU Services for Education Training and Unity

UNCED United Nations Conference on Environment and Development

UNCHS United Nations Centre for Habitat and Settlement

UNDP United Nations Development Programme

WDB Water Development Board
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8.2 NEMAP Review Committee

I. Mr. Fazlul Huq, Joint Secretary, Ministry of Environment and Forest, Chairman

2. Mr. Karar Mahmudul Hasan, National Project Director. NEMAP, Ministry of Environment

and Forest, Member Secretary

3. Mr. A. T. M. Salahuddin, Ministry of Environment and Forest, Member

4. MNs. Khushi Kabir. Chairperson, ADAB, Member

5. Ms. Rasheda Chowdhury. Director, ADAB, Member

6. Dr. Subinay Nandy , Assistant Resident Representative, UNDP. Member

7. Ms. Waheeda Huq, World Bank, Member

8. Mr. Bernard Leservoisier, UNDP, Member

9. Dr. Babar Kabir. NEMAP Consultant and Coordinator, Member

10. Mr. S. M. Kamal, NEMAP Consultant, Member

ll. Mr. Syed Iqbal Ali, NEMAP Consultant, Menber

12. Mr. Md. Jahangir, NEMAP Consultant, Member

1 3. Dr. Saleemul Huq, Executive Director, BCAS, Member

14. Dr. A. Atiq Rahman, Director, BCAS, Member

15. Mr. Chinmoy Mutsuddi, President, FEJB, Member

1 6. Mr. Shaymol K. Shaha, ADAB, Member

17. Mr. Mustafa Kamal Majumder, Journalist, Member
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8.3 NEMAP Report Synthesis Sub-Committee

1. Mr. Karar Mahmudul Hasan, NPD, NEMAP, MoEF

2. Dr. A. Atiq Rahman, BCAS, Chairman

3. Dr. Saleemul Huq, BCAS

4. Dr. M. Youssouf All, Former Secretary, Ministry of Fisheries

5. Mr. Syed Iqbal Ali, NEMAP Consultant, MoEF

6. Dr. Babar Kabir, NEMAP Consultant and Coordinator, MoEF

7. Mr. Md. Jahangir. NEMAP. MoEF

8. Mr. S. M. Kamal, NEMAP Consultant, MoEF

9. Ms. Khushi Kabir. ADAB

10. Mr. Shaymol K. Shaha, ADAB

11. Mr. Rowshan All Chowdhury, Former Chief Conservator of Forest

12. Dr. Subinay Nandy, UNDP

13. Dr. Mohiuddin Farooque, BELA
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8.4 Participants at NEMAP Synthesis Workshop

BRAC, CDM, RAJENDRAPUR

September29, 1994

SI. Partcipants Designation Organization

No.

I. Mr. Karar Mahmudul Hassan National Project Director MoEF

and Deputy Secretaly

2. Dr. M. Youssouf Ali Head, Fisheries Div. BCAS

3. Dr. Mohiuddin Farooque Secretary General BELA

4. Dr. M. Salar Khan Senior Fellow BCAS

5. Mr. A. K. M. Morshed Sr. Research Officer BCAS

6. Dr. Subinay Nandy Asst. Res. Rep. UNDP

7. Mr. Shaymol K. Shaha Prog. Officer ADAB

8. Ms. Nasima Akhter Asst. Prog. Officer ADAB

9. Mr. Md. Jahangir Consultant, NEMAP UNDP/MoEF

10. Mr. Mizanur Rahman Trainer BRAC

11. Mr. Shamsuddin M. Rafi APO, Training ADAB

12. Mr. Rowshan Ali Chowdhury Ex-C.C.F (Rtd)

1 3. Dr. Babar Kabir National Consultant and UNDP/MoEF

Coordinator, NEMAP

14. Mr. Syecl Md. lqbal Ali National Consultant, UNDP/MoEF

NEMAP

15. Mr. Abdullah Al-Amin Deputy Director ADAB

16. Dr. Saleemul Huq Executive Director BCAS

17. Dr. A. Atiq Rahman Director BCAS

18. Ms. Sughra Arasta Kabir Research Officer BCAS

19. Mr. Dwijen Mallik Sr. Research Officer BCAS

20. Mr. Mazharul Alam Jr. GIS Expert BCAS
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8 .5 List of Facilitators and Rapporteurs

Name Address
1. Nasima Akhter ADAB

2. Shamsuddin Md. Rafi ADAB

3. A.K.M. Shahjahan ADAB

4. Nurul Momen Bhiyan ADAB

5. Mizanur Rahman BRAC

6. Md. Abdus Samad BCAS

7. A.K.M. Morshed BCAS

8. Md. Sk. Zakaria BCAS

9. Md. Abdur Rashid Nijera Kori

10. Khondoker Shamsul Alam Nijera Kori

II. Nurul Islam Siddique Nijera Kori

12. Hasina Akhter Nijera Kori

13. Shawkat Hayat Khan Nijera Kori

14. Rasheda Begum Nijera Kori

15. M.A. Hakim PROSHIKA

16. Md. Atiqullah PROSHIKA

17. Monitosh Howladar PROSHIKA

18. Umme Kulsum PROSHIKA

19. Mominur Rahman PROSHIKA

20. Tapan Chakrabarty PROSHIKA

21. Giasuddin PROSHIKA

22. Sunil Bhadra PROSHIKA
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23. Anwar Hossain PROSHIKA

24. Md. Rezaul Karim PROSHIKA

25. Giasuddin Talukder PROSHIKA

26. Abul Kalam Azad PROSHIKA

27 Kamal Ahmed NGO FORUM

28. Kashinath Biswas GUP

29. Amena Khatun GUP

30. Anil Roy GUP

31. Tapan Mitra BARRA

32. Shamol Kanti Bose BARRA

33. Kazi Baby UST

34. Sirajuddahar Khan ALRD

35. Md. Fazlur Rahman SETU

36. Md. Mozammel Hoque BANCHTE SHEKHA

37. Sarwar-e-Kamal CARITAS

38. Md. Nazimuddin Khan ARBAN

39. Arun Kumar Saha VORD

40. Md. Humayun Kabir PROSHIKA

41. Afzalunnesa Chowdhury CARITAS

42. Shah Atowar Ali POUSH

43. Asaduzzaman POUSH

44. Mehedi Hasan POUSH
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MAIN FACILITATORS

Name Address

1. Md. Kamaluddin ARBAN

2. A. Majid Mollick CARITAS

3. Shabbir Ahmed Chowdhury BRAC

4. Shaymol Kumar Saha ADAB

5. Dipok Kumar Ghosh PROSHIKA

6. Masuda Khatun Shefali NARI UDDYOG KENDRA

7. Alo D. Rozario CAR1TAS
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GENERALIZED SCHEMATIC SHOWING ORGANIZATION AND
STRUCTURE OF GRASS-ROOT WORKSHOPS

Step Time Groups Activities Purpose
I Early All together o Brief presentation by o To explain purpose and objectives of the

morning (plenary) organizers (MOEF/ADAB) on workshop
purpose of workshop

o General discussion to identify o To make a general list of environmental
environmental problems & concerns/problems and to get general
concerns agreement on what should be considered

"environmental" & what shouldn't

2 Late Small groups o Each individual allowed to o To allow each individual to give his/her
Morning (Selected by select 10 most important own priorities

profession & environmental problems &
_ender) concerns

.4 - o Agree on 10 most important o To get the group, through discussion
for the group as a whole (facilitated by NGO facilitator) to agree on

a set of 10 problems

3 Early Small group o To identify causes of each of o To think of causal linkages between the
Afternoon the 10 listed problems problems identified

4 Late Plenary o One member from each group's o To share each group's priorities with other
Afternoon (elected from within the groups & stimulate discussion

group) presents their 10
problems with causes

5 Evening All together o Have dinner together & o To break the ice and make every individual
discuss informally amongst feel comfortable and therefore more
participants, facilitators, willing to share his/her thoughis
rapporteurs, organizers etc.

6 Morning Small groups o For each of the 10 problems o To elicit solutions and actions from
identify possible actions to individuals and groups

address the problem
7 Late Small groups o identify responsibility and o To generate a sense of individual

Mviorning actions at three levels: (i) by responsibility for action
the individuals themselves.
(ii) by the local government & o To identify specific groups to take actions

X' local community & (iii) by the identified for each problem
* national government

8 Afternoon All together o Each group presents the o Sharing each group's thinking with the
group's identification of others
solutions and responsibilities

o Discussion amongst all the o To allow general discussion & debate
groups on the solutions & (some debates could be resolved amicably
responsibilities presented by with the group modifying its conclusions
each group but in most cases the groups stood by

their opinions which were recorded as

such)

Notes I. Total number of participants in each workshop were between 60 and 80.

2. Each workshop was held over two full days to allow every individual an opportunity to participate.

3. Participants were from different backgrounds e.g. farmers, fishermen, businessmen, teachers. govt. officials.
people's representatives, NGO women & target group members.

4. Priority attempts were made to have at least 50% women participation.
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5. Six trained facilitators from ADAB were provided to each workshop with another six to eight rapporteurs from the
host NGO.

6. Each small group had one trained facilitator and one rapporteur to record discussions.

7. In many workshops video recordings were made of plenary and sTnall group discussions.

8. In each workshop a senior professional journalist was present throughout to keep an independent record of the
workshop.

9. Each group's discussions, problem list, solutions and responsibilities were recorded separately and submitted to the
Synthesis Group for writing up.
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